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ABSTRACT
This thesis is based on studies of Formica lugubris from 1972-1975.
While this species' range is diminishing in Ireland, the nests are quite common
in the State plantations of South Tipperary. It is not certain that the
species is indigenous.
Above-ground activity occurs from late-February to the end of October;
foraging begins in April. Two territorial "spring-battles" between
neighbouring nests are described. Most active nests produced alatae of both
sexes and flights were observed on successive June mornin~s above l7.50 C air
temperature. Both polygyny and polycaly seem to be rare.
Where the nests occur commonly, the recorded densities are similar to
those reported from the continent. Most nests persisted at the same site since
1973. The nest-sites are described by recording an array of nest, soil, tree,
vegetation and location variables at each site. Pinus sylvestris is the most
important overhead tree. Nests seem to be the same age as their surrounding
plantation and reach a maximum of c. 30 years. Nearest-neighbour analysis
suggests the sites are overdispersed.
Forager route-fidelity was studied and long-term absence from the route,
anaesthetization and "removal" of an aphid tree had little effect on this
fidelity. There were no identifiable ~roups of workers specifically
honeydew or prey-carriers. Size-duty relationships of workers participating
in adult transport are described.
Foraging rhythms were studied on representative days: the numbers
fora~ing were linearly related to temperature. Route-traffic passed randomly
and an average foraging trip lasted c. four hours. Annual food intake to a
nest with 25 000 foragers was estimated at approximately 75 kg honeydew
and 2 million prey-items.
Forager-numbers and colony-size were estimated using the capture-mark-
r,ecapture method: paint marking was used for the forager estimate and an
interval radiophosphorus mark, detected by autoradiography, was used for the
colony-size eatimate.
The aphids attended by lugubris and the nest myrmecophiles are
recorded.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION.
This thesis contains the results of three year's (1973 to 1975)
observations on Formica lugubris Zetterstedt in the south of Ireland.
The observations encompass a wide spectrum, since no previous lOnB-te~
study has been made on this species in Ireland.
1.1 NOTE ON THE SYSTEMATIC POSITION OF WOOD ANTS.
Prior to 1955, a total of tour species in Britain, two ot which
occur in Ireland, were confused as the single species "Formica ruta L.",
and numerous varieties and sub-opecitic categories were recognised
(ct. Doniathorpe 1927. P.305)., Yarrow (1954, 1955) provided the tirst
acceptable attempt at 801ving the nomenclatural controversy. He showed
that two specie. ot the "Formica rufa-group" occurred in Ireland
viz. lugubris, the most widespread in the south ot Ireland, and
aquilonia Yarrow at a single site in county Armagh. Both these
species occur in the north ot Britain and two other species, l:!:!!! L• .!.:.!..
and pratensi8 Retziu8 (nigricans EmeI7 .!.!!!!!! YarI·OW 1955) oocur in the
south ot England.
The confu8ion OIl the European mainland was even greater, where
8ubsequent worle (Lange 19581 Betrem 1960) has shown that, in addition
to the tour British species, the tollowing a180 occurs uralensis Ruszky,
truncorum Fab., polyctena nrster, and nigricans Emery (.!!!£ Yarrow 1955).
This nomenclature tollows Collingwood (1971). An indication that this
arrangement ot the species in the Formica rula-group is not entire17
aatistactOl7 mal be deduced trOll the conclusions of Ronch.tti and
Vendegna (1969) working in Ital7& these authors "found population8
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1.2 PREVIOUS _~.
Previous work on ~brJ:.!. in Ireland was mainly distributional and
will be referred to later. The on1:1 major contributions to Irish ant
studies are those of O'Rourke (1950a,and references), which were not
primarily concerned with lugubrls. O'Rourke (1952) provided an
ecological olassifioation or ant oommunities in Ireland, and oonsidered
lugubris, with Stenamma westwoodii Westwood &s stenot~pic species
occurring only under conditions of high soil humidity. )lore recently
Collingwood (1959, 1965) has recorded myrmecophl1es from both lugubris
and !Suilonia nests.
In Britain, where the distribution of lugubris is well-documented
(Collingwood and Barrett 1964), the specie. has not been the subjeot
of major long-term study. HOW'ever Hughes (1975) has recently provided
an aooount of 8aae habitat preferenoes of lugubris and ruf~ 1n Wales.
Holt'a (1955) major contribution on traffio dynamics was based on
aquilonia (Dr I.H.H. YarrOW', in litt.).
- 2-
Pigure 1.1 The luropean di.tributiOD of 1u$ubri. (redr.-n
froa GH....1d at .1. 1965).
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project. Chapter 2 gives an account of the present and past distribution
ot ~bris in Ireland, contains an introduction to the study area,
and reports the following aspeots of lUh~bris biology in Irelandl
annual oyoles ot aotivity, occurrence of alatae, flight behaviour
and colony-foundation. Chapter 3 records the nest densities observed and
their persistence trom year to year. The nast site environment is then
considered using an array of vegetation, soil, location and foreatry-
management variables. This chapter also contains information on the
eftect of shade on the nest enviroment, and a nearest-neighbour analysis
ot the nest. in one compartment. Chapter 4 gives data on forager
route and task fidelity, the results of tour days' observations on
foragil18 actinty during the daylight hours and the length ot foraging
times. Estimates are provided of the total c01007- and total forager-
population in five colonies. Chapter 5 recorda the myr.mecophiles
present in the nests, and the aphids which were attended by lugubris.
1.5 TElUlS AND ABBREVIATIONS.
The basic unit of social insects i. the coloBl, and this term will
be used here, after Brian !!-!l.(1965), to denote "a group that resist.
the entry ot others ot the salDe species". This group resides in one
or more nests or mounds (see Pisarski 1972).
Moat ot th. observations described 1n the subsequent ohapters were
made in the woods ot the state forests. These woods are administered
b7 the Forest and Wildlife Service of the Department of Lands (and will
" referred to as Forestr7 here), and 1t \s necessary to explain some ot
their terms.
Each woodland uni t administered by a Forester-in-charge i8 termed
a "torest", and this may include any number of woods, though two or three
woods per forest 18 the usual. The names Ot the forests seem to be
801JJewhat arbitrary, however, the names ot the woods are usually found on
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the 11 10 560 ("six inch") Ordnance Survey maps.
rorest comprises Bansba Wood and Moore's Wood.
For example, Bansha
The woods are laid
out in compartments (c. 16 ha) .hich are enclosed by four 5 m-wide
olear spaces, called "ride-lines". Each compartment is allocated a
number. Recently there has been a changeover, not yet completed, from
an old to a new system of numbering compartments. All the numbers used
here follow the "new" system. Details of the tree species and progress
ot growth in each compartment were obtained from the tt 1968 Forest
InventorT' (unpublished, but described by O'Flanagan 1973), and more
recent details were obtained by enquiry to the individual foresters.
The three main study woods are designated a8 followsl KC. ICilcoran
Wood, KW. Moore' 8 Wood, and GO • Glengarra Wood. Nests in these woods
will be referred to as followsl the wood abbreviation, followed by the
compartment number, followed by an arbitrary alpbab.~ic number; e.g.
Ke-440a refers to nest a in compartment 440, in Kilcoran Wood.
The tree species which will be frequently mentioned are listed,
with their common name, in table 1.1, and abbreviations are used tor
three of these.
Where possible the units used in this thesis follow the Systeme
Internationale (SI) and table 1.2 gives a list ot general and 8tatistical
abbreviations used.
Time is. reported throughout in Irish SUDDer time, which i8
equivalent to central European standard time.
1.6 G~ERAL IWrHODS
The methods used in this study will be described at tbe
appropriate place in the text. The following methods are more
general in nature and apply throughout.
(a) Temperature measurement I
All field measurements of temperature .ere made using thermistor
- 6 -
Table 1.1 The tree species in Forestry plantations, with their common
name, and abbreviation, if used.
TREE SPECIES
Pinus sylvestris
P. contorta
Larix decidua
L. kaernpferi
Picea sitchensis
COMMON NAME
Scots pine
lodgepole pine
European larch
Japanese larch
Sitka spruce
ABBREVIATION
SP
PC
SS
P. abies Norway spruce
Abies procera noble fir
Pseudotsuga menziesii Douglas fir
Table 1.2
GENERAL
General and statistical abbreviations used in the thesis.
STATISTICAL
°c degree Celsius > greater than
g gram < less than
s second S.D. standard deviation
min minute N.S. not significant
ci Curie P probability
ct./min counts per min t Student's t
c. circa r correlation coefficient
-
d. f. degrees of freedom
'X2 chi-squared
n number of observations
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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thermometers supplied by Grant Instruments (Toft, Cambridge). The
same thermistor probes (type mt) were used on either of two instrumental
a manual su-point model C, and an automatic nine-point model D, which
records temperatures at 15-minute intervals. The manufacturers claim
an aocuracy of t 2 percent. Most of the observations consisted of an
ait- (probe hand-held or suspended 1.25 m above the ground) and ground-
temperature (probe lying on ground surface). In both cases the sensing
element was shielded from radiation by aluminium cook1n~foil (atter
Wellington 1950). Recently Peacock (1975), using an identical
temperature reoorder, recommended using hem1cylinders ot white-Painted
copper gauze as shields (after Long 1953). A day-long observation
ahowed that both methods gave very similar results, however, the
latter method was used in the observations on the effect ot temperature
on lugubris rwming speed (4-4).
(b) Confining antsl
Brian (1971) recClllUD8nded the use ot FLUON for confining ants in
plastic containers. The method is due to Radinovsq and Krantz (1962),
and has been successfully used throughout this study to oontine lugubris
workers in domestic plastic basins. FLUON is available trom
Imperial Chemical Industries (Welwyn Garden, England). A. aingle
ooat of FLUOU applied with a small paint-brush auftioed, and it
dried at roaD conditiona in fiV8 to 10 minutes. The following
conditions allowed ants to escape trom these basinal mst or rain drops
falling on the coating, soratches - especially those caused by stacking
a number of basins together, paint-spr~ when the basina were used
to hold ants for mass-marld.ng using aerosol Paint.
A. second US8 for FLUOB was devised for collecting a number of ants
from the same nest into a glass phial (25 x 85 mm). once o. 10 have
beeD collected, it beoomes ditficult to introduce more without
- 8 -
allowing the others esoape. A 30 mm band ot FLUON around the neck of
the phial allo~s a large number of ants to be dropped into the container.
(c) Maps.
The maps of the study wOoQs are based on those used by the Forestry
Service, which are 1110 560 Irish Ordnance Survey maps with details of
the woods drawn in. The maps included in this thesis are intended to
be used 1n oonjunction with either Forestry or 1.10 560 0.5. maps.
Figure 3.7 and figure 4.25 are based on large scale maps produced
with the aid of a self-reducing tachymeter. All other maps were
produced using a tape-measure and pocket compass. The following
symbols have been used in maps of route systems throughout the thesis
to denote these tree speciesl SS (i1), SP (0). The symbol is
blacked in if the tree 1s an aphid tree. While an attempt has been
made to show all aphid trees 1n the area mapped, non-aphid trees are
not always included.
(d) Statistical treatment.
Student's t-tests, correlation coefficients and linear regressions
were calculated using an Olivetti Programma I desk computer, and
values of probability (p) read from standard tables (Fisher and Yates
1963). The survey data in chapter 3 was analysed using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (S P S S)(li8 !l-!i. 1910).
Other calculations were made using desk calculators.
When used in 2%2 oontingency tables, "(2 has been calculated without
applying Yates' correction for continuity. This procedure follows the
recommendation of a number of recent authors (Grizzle 1961; Conover
1911, p. 146).
Statistical abbreviations used in the thesis are included in table 1.2.
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2.0 IRISH DISTRIBUTION, THE STUDY AREA, AND IfiSCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS.
In this chapter, an account is given of the distribution of lugubris
in Ireland, and this is discussed. The woods which comprise the study
area are then introduced. A number of biological observations on
lugubris are reported briefly.
2.1 IRISH DISTRIBUTIOli.
The first Irish wood ant record is in A.H. Haliday's 1'5 Catalogue
of Irish Insects which was "compiled before the middle of the last
centurT' (Stelfox 1927), and is now housed in the National Museum,
Dublin. The relevant part of the liS is reproduced in plate 1. Since
then, Yarrow (1955) has examined all the available specimens of
Irish wood ants, and identified all, except those fram Churchill, county
Armagh, as lugubris. The Armagh specimens were aguilonia.
The most oomplete lists of Irish wood ant localities are in Stelfox
(1927) and 0' Rourke {1950a}. Collingwood (1958a, 1965) developed a
theme of extinction of lugubris in Ireland - "This ant appears to have
totally disappeared frail Kerry having last been seen by ilr E.F. Bullock
in 1933 near the Upper Lake, Killarney. I have also watched it
becoming extinct in a wood in the Glen of AherlOlf, TipperarT' (Collingwood
1965).
As part of this study, all the recorded Irish localities were visited
and searched for lugubris nests, and the local foresters were contacted.
The following aocount is complete for all the localities mentioned,
except, perhaps, for the comments 011 Wicklow and 'Rexford, where field-work
was oonfined to three days but all the local foresters were contacted.
The distribution account follows the Irish vice-county recording system
(an up-to-date vice-oounty map is given in Scannell and Synnott 1972), and
- 10 -
an Irish Grid 10 km-square map has be~n compiled. Appendix I lists all
the specimens of lW)Ubris from Ireland in the National Museum, Dublin
(the Musel.lD), and g1ves the data-label information.
2.1.1 PRES.tiafr DISTRIBUTION OF LUGUBaIS IN IRELAND.
South Kerryz
Clear's record from "Rossbehy" in the Haliday J.lS may refer to the
nearby woods around Caragh Lake. Ho nests are known from Rossbeigb. Wood.
Bouskell (1905) fOWld a nest of the "large wood ant" at Caragh Lake,
though no nests are now known from any of the woods in the district.
Stelfox (1921) gave "Parlmasilla and Valentia" as localities, and
cited Saunders (1902). The latter paper did not record wood ants from
these looalitie., but does contain a reoord ot "F. fuscan frao "Parlcnasilla
and Valentia", and it se.s likely that Stelfox's record should appear
under this species. There are no Museum specimens from South Kerry.
North Kerry:
There are Museum specimens collected in Killarney by Halbert in
1905, and published records from Croaaglaun and Long Range, Killarney
(Cuthbert 18981 J.H.H(albert) 1908), and nests were "reported to be in
exiatence"by 0' Rourke (195Oa). Collingwood (1~58a) did not find &n;j nests
in Kerry.
Three nests are now knowrn from Killarney: two occur in OIUt at
Glena near the Eagle's Heat (discovered by Mr J. MaL'Uire in 1910), and on
CraDaglaun Mountain (found 1n 1913, J.B.), and a third neat is in
forestry plantation near Ladies' View (discovered in 1913 by Mr P.J. Bruton).
It 1s evident trom the large number ot contacts made with people working
in these woods, that l~bris i& not now common in Killarney_
Waterforda
lests of lugubris were recorded trom "a wooded gl~n. • • near Clonmel,
about two miles south of the town" by Delap (1e96). There are specimens
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collected in 1927 in Russelstown Wood, in the ~useum, and the nests were
still there in 1932. No colonies are now known in this wood. Althoueb
a number of foresters fram other forests were contacted, no Iueubris
localitie~ are now known within county Waterford.
Wexfordl
Moffat (1896) recorded nests frOll oak woods in Killoughrum Forest,
ano. in nearby Ballyhyland Wood; his specimens are in tbe Museum.
Killoughrum Forest is privately owned and now less than 28 ha in extent.
The present owners have never seen wood ant nests there, nor were any
nests discovered in Ballyhyland Wood by me.
South Galwall
The first record from this viae-county is due to J .N.H(albert) (1908)
who recorded the nests tr<ID "close-by Woodford". Specimens fran
Woodford are in the Wuseum, collected there in 1901 (Halbert) and 1922
(Phillips). There were "four or five" nests there around 1940
(Mr J. Egan, retired forester, personal communication), and records
from O'Rourke (19SOa) and Collil18"ood (1958a, 1965) show a continuity of
nests at Woodford. lour nests are now known there, all in a small area
of two adjoining woods, Derrycrag (three nests) and Derrygill (one nest),
just south of Woodford.
Wicklow I
Recorded from near Clara and Annamoe in the Haliday lIS and Stelfox
(1924, 1927) reported nests trom the Devils Glen. All these sites were
searched unsuccessfully, and the foresters and land-owners have not
seen any nests in these woods. The most recent Museum specimens are
dated 1929.
A nest introduced to Lacken Wood trom Moore'a Wood (Bansha Forest) by
O"'lanagan (1967) was pres\Wl8bly queenless, and has disappeared
(»r L.P. O'Flanagan, personal cODlDunication).
- 12 -
Limerick:
Two nests were reported by O'Flanagan and Moloney (1913) and another
small nest was found since. All three are just inside the county
boundary in Galtee Wood. A local forester remembers seeing nests in
this wood around 1946. No nests were found by me in nearby ~honey's
or Cooper' & Woods.
South Tipperar~ (see Map 1 in the map pocket)
The first record for South Tipperary is from Ballinacourty Wood
(O'Rourke 195Oa). Although Collir~~ood (1965) reported that all nests
had disappeared from this wood, Forestry workers remember nests there
until 1910, but none have been seen since. This loaves no known nests
in any of the woods on S11evenamuck.
The woods on the Galteymore range contain the greatest number of
lugubris nests in Ireland. The nests in two of these woods have been
mapped by students from this Department, employed on bursaries from the
Forestry and Wildlife Service. The map produced in each census has
been updated and included in the map pocket. Considered clockwise
from the woods on the north-facing slopes, the following numbers of
lugubris nests are known in each woodl
Bossbog loodl one nest, tbis wood has not been searched fully, but
it probably contains a small number of nests.
Moore's Wood: 43 nests, ~he nests were I18.pped by J. S)'IDons,
K. Collins, and ~. O'Grady during summer 1911.
Their map is qui te complete, and there were only a
te. additions sinoe. See map 2.
Ball1david Wood: Local residents remember nests in this wood about 50
year. ago, but none have been seen in reoent years.
Illmoyler roreste 10 reports were received ot any nests in any ot the
wood8 in this Forest, other than Ballydavid (see above).
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Cahir Forest& Kilcoran Wood, part of this forest, contains the
largest number (93) of nests 1n this forest, though
they become scarce as one progresses eastwards
towards Cahir. The nests 1n part of Kilcoran Wood
(west of the main stream flowing through the wood)
were mapped during SUDDer 1973 by P. Ahern. )4aD1'
nests have sino. been added to his map, and Map 3
is now considered fairly oomplete. Much nest
habitat was destroyed during the study period by
fire (155 ha during 1975) and bulldozing, but
this wood still maintains the largest number of
lugubris nests 1n Ireland.
Boulakennedy Wood& Three nests.
Glengarra Wood& 10 formal census has been mad. in this wood, but
Map 4 has been compiled with the help of the
forester-in-charge, M. KacGiollaC6da and Ilr S. Burke.
A small plot (3.3 ha) of privately owned woodland
near 00-902 contains six nests. Total 47 nests.
Galte. Wood. Three nests.
Two woods on the north-facing slopes of the ICnookmealdowns, Xi.lballyboy
(Clogbeen Forest) and Shanrahan (Ballyporeen Forest) oontain about 15 nests
betw.en the••
This distribution data 1s aummar1&ed in a 10 k»-squar. map 1n figure
2.1. It i8 evident that while the number of lugubr1a localities has
fallen, the apecies 1s quite oommon in the woods or South Tipperary.
Almoat all of the known lugubris nests are located 1n atate-owned woods -
only two of the Ullarney nests, and the six nests near GleD{,-rarra Wood
are in trivately-owned property. This should facilitate decision-making
w1th a vi" to maintaining suitable lUgubris nest habitat (aee chapter 3).
- 14 -
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2.1.2 A DISCUSSION OF THE DISTRIBUTION.
It i8 generally assumed in the literature that lugubris is indigenous
to Ireland. Haliday considered it "certainly Irish" in his )IS Catalogue.
Moffat (1896) and Stelfox (1927) also considered the species to be indigenou8.
J.N.H(albert)(1908) considered Bouskell's (1905) records ot my~ecophile8
to be strong evidence in support of the claim that lugubris is native to
Ireland. However, the alternative has not been discussed, and, while
keeping a very open mind on this question, the following points can be
made (these apply also to introductions from locality to locality within
Ireland).
(1) It is very difficult to account for the scattered range of lugubris
in Ireland. The demise of lugubris in Wicklow and 'Rexford can be
ascribed to tree-felling (Moffat 1896 suggested this reason for the decline
in K1ll~rUID Forest). If lugubris was common in native oak, then
Moffat's (loc. cit.) maxim, "whatever is in KilloughrWD is native", would
8eem to hold. However, there is DO evidence to believe that lugubris
was more common in the Killarney oak-woods at the beginning of the
century than now. Only three nests were discovered during a week-long
excursion of the Irish Field Club Union (Cuthbert 1898), and Bouskell (1905),
who was familiar with Kerry wooda, commented that the species is "rare in
Ireland". It is interesting to note that lUf.,,'ubris has recently been
reported in abundance in oak woods in Wales (Hughes 1975).
The Woodford nests seem to have maintained a steady, but low, nl.ll1ber
for as' long as recorded. The Tipperary localities are undoubtedly the
main centres of lugubris in Ireland, and -ill be considered further.
(2) The history ot the woods in South Tipperary is of interest but no
accurate inforaation was traced prior to the Ord.ns.nce Survey maps. Most
of the 1. 10 560 maps now in use were revised in 1906. Present liJD1t.
- 16 -
of the woods largely coincide with the limits of that time. However,
reference to the earlier (1840) edition of the O.S. maps gives the
following informationl
half its present size.
On Slievenamuck, Ballinacourty Wood was about
On the Galteymore Range, the woods mentioned
above occupied the follo~ing approximate areasl
Rossbog WOodl 16 ha
Moore's WOodl absent
Kilcoran WOodl 50 ha
Boulakennedy WOodl absent
Glengarra WOodl 200 ha
Galtee WOodl as today.
This suggests that the greater part of the~e woods was planted after 1840,
and is supported by the Forestry Inventory for Kilcoran Wood which give.
1858 as the planting date of "old wood". Thus, while there certainly
were small woods present, which might have acted as a reservoir ot
lugubris nests, a large-scale appearance of nests in young plantation
during the latter half of the last century must be aocounted for.
Dispersal of this species is limited by its oolony founding behaviour
(see 2.3.4) and, while long-distance dispersal by way of temporar7
800ial parasitism oannot be ruled out, my observations suggest that this
rarely occurs.
(3) A possible motive for introducing lugubris is its use as pheasant
food. Although Yarrow (1955) did not consider this likely, Satchell and
Collingwood (1955) concluded that "the practice of introducing wood ants
into pheasantr1es was widespread towards the end of last century'. All
the W0oc18 on the Galteymore range were deme£ne-type woods and b-amekeepers
were employed in all of them durillG the last century.
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Local people
remember that lugubris oocoons were fed to young pheasants. It is said
locally that Pernettia mucronata, a berried shrub common in parts ot
Kilcoran Wood, was introduced as pbeal:>ant food and cover. Rhododendron
ponticum was also planted as game cover (Dr E. McCracken, personal
coamunication), and is now cOlllDon 10 Glengarra and Xilballyboy Woods.
(4) J.B.H(albert)(1908) wrote "When recording it (lugubris) trom Wexford,
JIr Moffat gave some convincing arguments in favour of tbis being a native
insect as had been suggested (by Johnson,1896 recording wood ants, now known
as aquilonia, in Armagh). The occurrence ot these parasitic beetles
in nests ot the Wood Ant at Caragh Lake (records of Bouskell 1905) is
undoubtedly favourable to the same view" (remarks in parentheses are mine).
However many of the myrmecophilous beetles recorded from lugubris in
Ireland have also been recorded from aquilonia in Armagh (see 5.2).
This species was introduced there o. 1840 (Johnson 1896). Furthermore,
all the species recorded belong to the group of ~ecophileswhich
are tolerated by ants (synoeketes) and some of these species are found
away trOll ants' nests. Bo true guests (s1JDphiles) have been recorded
with Irish wood ants.
(5) The fostering of lachn1ds by lugubris (see 5.1) is more interesting,
since one of the species recorded here, Lachnus roboris, is an aphid
occurring on native oak. The Cinara spp. recorded are quite host
specific, and must have been introduced with their respective host-plants,
all of which, with the possible exception ot SP are certain introductions.
Forbes (1932, 1933) and McCracken ~1970) concluded from their investigations
that while SF may have survived as a native tree for long enough to have
been artificially propagated the evidence suggests that it did not.
It so, then the reservoir ot Irish lugubris must have been native
deciduous woodland with a continuity over the ages between Dative woods
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and introduced conifer plantations. The absence ot woods in 1840 at
some ot the present lugubris sites suggests that the species may have
been introduced to these woods.
(6) In the absence of oertain evidence, eitherway, it seems better to
leave open the question of whether lugubris is native to Ireland.
2.2 THE STUDY AREA
Most of the observations were made in Moore'.t Kilcoran, and
Glengarra loods during the three years, 1973 to 1975. Koore' a Wood
is situated on the north-facing slopes ot the Galtee Mountains, and the
other two woods are on the southern slopes (see Map 1). Although
the first published record for lugubris in South Tipperary i8 relatively
recent (O'Rourke 1950~t there is reason to believe that the apecies haa
been equally common in these woods, at least since 19001 a number of
looal people remember many nests in a wood, which was felled over 50
years ago, and situated between the old Ardane National School and
the present-day Moore'. Wood.
"One ot the most striking characteristics ot the Tipperary scene i.
the way in which the land forms alternate between the slate and
sandstone hill-country and the intervening limeatone vales" (\Vhittoe
1974, p. 24Jt,). The study-woods are located on areas with underlying
Old Red Sandstone. Tbe soila are brown podzolios derived from
glacial drift (Saale) (Finch 1971), and ironpan is often present, oausing
stunted growth ot species (e.g. SP) whose roots do not penetrate the pan.
This probl. is now being overcome by deep ploughing prior to planting
(Anon. 1972).
Figure 2.2 gi. ves the weekly Ileana ot daily ma.x-m1n dr7-bulb
temperatures (Stevenson screen) taken by Mr M. Grace at the Waterworks,
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Moore's Wood from September 1974 to August 1975. Monthly rainfall data
for the SWDe site are also given.
'!'he tollC7lling ant speoies oocur in Xilcoran Wood in add.1tion to
~~I
Myunica ruginodis Bylander Lasius niser (L.)'
~~1!. (L.) L. flayup (Fabricius)
M. scabrinodis Nylander L. fuligin~ (Latreille)
!b..-!.~l!.~Meinert Formi ca lemani Bondroi~
Lep~othorax acervorum (Fabricius)
2.3 lUSCELLAliEOUS OBSERX.~~.
These observations are reported briefly here, as the topios are not
considered elsewhere in the text.
2.3. 1 ANNUAL CICLm OF ACT1VITI.
The earliest observed above-ground aotivi't.,y was 'on 26.11.1975.
However, there is quite a variation between nests in ~he time or
appearance ot ants above groundl activity begins up to su weeks earlier
in nests _posed to 8unlight than in shaded nests. Workers r ...nppear
above ground at JIOst a1tee betore the third week ot March. During the
next tortnight, the anta partioipate 1n the sunning-cluster behaviour
characteristic ot wood ants. (PLATB 1) A period or rebuilding the
mound tollows. Visiting ot aphids does not commence until the latter
end ot April, though large quantities of honeydew are not available \Dltil
the end of 11&1'. The last observed attendanoe ot aphids (Cinara piceae)
was OIl 15.XI.1974, though the end ot October 1s probabl7 a more average
date.
The workers ot a number or species ot Form1~ develop swollen tat
bodies during autumn (firchner 1964). Such worker LU@bris bave been
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noted on the routes from the end of September. They have also been
seen in the spring sunning-clusters, but workers with swollen abdomens
are not present for very long in the spring. These observations
are in accordance with Kirchner' a study of the changes of the body
food-reserves in worker polyctena.
2.3.2 INTER-NEST BATTLES.
Elton(1932) drew attention to the existence of territorial behaviour
in wood ants (probably~ .!:.!!..) and described an attack which took:
place on 31.111.1929 in which one nest destroyed another. However,
he considered that wood ant territories are normally maintained
without hostility. The existence of territories without inter-nest
hostility has also been reported in wood ants (Dobrzanska 1958),
pratensis and uralensis (Stebaev and Reznikova 1972) and pratensis
(Reznikova 1974).
Ilarikovsky (1962) described "savage battles" amonest neighbouring
wood ant nests• DeBruyn and Mabelie (1972) studied inter-nest fighting,
• hich they refer to as "spring battles", in polYctena. They suggested
that the battles occur due to the increasing encounters between workers
from neighbouring nests during the "exploratory phase (April/May)" of
foraging. This suggestion seems to run counter to the ideas an fidelity
to routes from year to year (see 4.2 and Rosengren 1971).
Two chance observaticns were made of "spring battles" in different
years, both occurred at the same site. A sketch map of the area i.
g1ven in figure 2. 3. Two nests, A and B .ere located 70 m apart, and
their territones were separated b)" a stream which dries out in 8UIIID&r
(nest A • KW-256a; nest B • KW-256b). On 21.V.1973, dead ants .ere
2being transported towards each nest from a fighting area 0.04 Il , located
19 • fra. nest A. On 1. VI. 1973, "normal" foraging was in progress, and
the routes fre:. both nest. did not approach the fighting area.
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Figure 2."3 Map of the site where "spring battles" were observed in
1973 and 1974. The wood, bOlmded by the wire fence i8 42 years old SP.
The "small nest" i8 the new site ot the "abandoned nest", and foragers
frOID thi8 nest and nest A have never been seen crossing the "sheep-track".
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On 18.V.1974, both nests were again observed in battle at 17.30
(air temperature with unshielded mercury thermometer, 12.5°C). On this
occasion foragers frCID nest B had reached nest A, which was nOlf the fighting
area, and dead ants were being transported back to nest B.
Two counts were made (see tigure 2.3). Count 1 ( a 1Q-minute count
in each direction) gave this result,
To nest AI 47,
To nest BI 29 + 5 carrying dead ants.
Since observation along the route towards nest B suggested that the
result ot the cOWlt was low, another count was made. COW1t 2 (a five-
minute cOW1t in each direction) gave this resultl
To nest AI 82 + 2 carrying dead ants,
To nest BI 91 + 16 carrying dead ants.
There .ere many (c. 100) myrulecophiles on the surface of nest A during
the attack (the staphylinida Notothecta flavipes, N. anceps, and
Thlasophlia angulata were most common, and a single specimen of the
spider Th¥£eostenius biovatus was also taken).
Best A was totally destroyed by the end of' lIay, and a route from
neat B continued past nest-aite A during 1974 and 1975. Hence, nest B
gained additional territory &8 a direot result of the attack.
2.3.3 FLIGHT ACTIVITIES
The most detailed observations on flight activities in Formica are
those ot Talbot (1~59, 1964, 1971, 1972), while Kannowski (19598,1963)
provided further information and reviewed the literature on tormicine
tlight activit7. Additional observations tor north American species are
provided by Clark and Comanor (1972) and Scherba (1958). Data trOll these
80urces have been summarized in table 2.1. This table suggests a pattern
ot ahort morning flights of' alatae an successive day., with small numbers
taking flight each d8.7-
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Tab Ie 2.1 Details of flights in some Formica spp. Time is as given in the original source.
SPECIES DATE (TIt4E) FLIGHT MAX. NO. STARTING !'lOa FLIGHT Atn'HOR
DURATION FLYTITG TEMP.oC DAYS
----------------~~---~-------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------(min) (no./min)
uZkei early July ? ? ? ? Scherba (1958)
(06.30-08.30)
uZkei 26.VI-14.VIII 35 - 100 mass flight 16.5 11 Talbot (1959)
(05.20-07.45) seen
I
N obscur-ipes 16-29.VI 5 - 179 82 21.1 10(1959)V1
, (05.50-11.35) 5 - 16(1972) Talbot (1959, 1972)
obscur-ipes 15.IV-I0.V c. 40 14 25.0 ? Clark and Comanor (1972)
(c.l0.20)
obsC!Ul'iventris 27.VII-24.VIII 10 - 96 8 17.2 16 Talbot (1964)
(07 •00-08 •43)
dako tensis 5-11.IX 30-137 13 22.0 7 Talbot (1971)
(09.29-11.36)
Zugubris 6-20.VI c. 45 20-30 17.5 at least 5 present study
(08.00-10.40)
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In contrast, there are rew detailed observations on flight
activities of European wood ants. Yarrow (1955) coamented that "the
mating of this, and of the other !:!:!!:!-group species, remains a mystery",
and the reviews of Brian (1965, p.61), Sudd (1961, p.136) and Wilson
(1911) do not provide further data comparable to the American work.
Marikovvky (1961) recorded mass fligbts from wood ant nests and has also
reported swarms of alatae congregating on mountain-tops. There is also
an old record of aquilonia swarming on top of Ben Hevia (Brice, in
Collinpood 1958 b).
There are no specimens of alatae from Irish lqsubris in the Museum,
nor are there any published records. Stelfox (personal cOOlDunication
to Collingwood 195&Y never observed alatae in the Devils Glen nests, nor
did Collingwood (loc. cit.) ever find alatae in anJ Irish nesta he examined.
'!'his led him to speculate that lack of sexual production, perhaps due to
unsuitable weather conditions, was a possible reason tor the decline ot
lugubris in Ireland. Observations on production of alatae were made
at various t1Dles during this study to clarif7 the situation.
Alatae occurred in most medium to large-sized active nests and were
first observed, in the nests, each year aD 12.V.1913, 11.V.1914, and
23.IV.1915. Malea se..ed to appear firat in the nests, but most nests
produced alatae of both sexes. A &mall number of nests produced only
malee, but none were seen with only females. Alatae (males) were last
observed in the nests in late September 1913, but DO signs of overwintered
males were observed the following spring. These notes pertain to the
South Tipperary nests, but alatae have also been seen in the three
Ulla.rne, nesta, and in three of the four Woodford nests.
Considerable difference. were noted in the ti.e of appearance of
alatae 10 diff81'ent Dests; during 1913, alatae were first observed in
koore'e Wood 00 12.V aDd were present in all the active nest. during the
nut few weeka. However in some nests, genel'ally large, Doo-active, and
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located in shaded sites, sexual larvae and pupae, but no alatae were observed
as late as the 20. VI, and two callow males and many sexual pupae were
seen in MW-284a on 6.VII. (No observations were made to see if these
late-emerging alatae ever flew from the nests.) Scherba (1958) made
similar obserV"dotions on the American species,~: "The mound that
is shaded or has only a northern exposure to the sun lags in activities
such as the development of brood and the initiation of activity in the
spring".
Flight behaviour was not observed before 1975. However flight dates
can be reasonably inferred from the appearance of large numbers of
de-alatae on the ground:
(1) Large numbers of alatae had been present in UW-268a after 12.V.1973,
but only very few were found in the nest on 26.V. This coincided with
the appearance of de-alatae an the afternoon of the 26.V in Moore's Wood.
Large numbers of de-alatae were observed in Kilcoran Wood frOID 4. VII
(regular observations had not been made in this wood prior to this date).
(2) De-alatae .ere first seen in large nlDbers in Kilooran Wood on
13. VI. 1974.
(3) Flights of male. and females were observed from five nests 1n
Ulooran Wood on 8U days during 1975, from 6. VI to 20. VI, and the first
and last flights fram each nest may not have been witnessed (table 2.2).
Both males and females fl.. from the vegetation on or near the nest,
and females also climbed nearby trees (up to 5 m h1gb) and flew from their
highest points. Such differences between males and females have been
noted in~ (Talbot 1959) and opaciventris (Scherba 1961, quoted by
Kannowsld. 1963). Flights of .ales only and females cm17 occurred at the
_e nest (Ke-431d) on different days. All the flights lasted 30 to
45 llinutes and although 20 to 30 alatae per IDinute w.. the highest Dumber
to take flight, the usual number was five to 10 per minute. Flights
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always took plaoe in the morning, and the aotual time of flight varied
aooording to the tElllperaturez each flight started after the first
direot sun-rays hit the nest, at air temperature 17.5 to 18.00 C, and
o
was preoeded by flapping of wings. One fligbt started at 16.2 C but the
small number of alatae which took flight all landed on nearby trees.
These observations are very similar to the pUblished observations on other
Formioa speoies (cf. table 2.1).
Alatae were rarely seen on the surface of the nest at other times
and this may be suggestive of a circadian rhythm of alate emergenoe fra.
the nest such as that demonstrated by McCluskey (1965) in alatae of five
ant species, including Campanotus clarithorax aDery.
The direction of take-off flight was quite constant at each of these
tive nests and i8 shown in figure 2.4. However the directions appeared
to bear no relationship either to each other, or to uphill/downhill
direotion, and may have beeD dictated by the tree positions at each site.
The "wing flapping" behaviour prior to flight has been noted in
other ants (Karmowski 1963), and is interesting in the light of work
on pre-flight warm-up behaviour in ID&ll¥ insects (e.g. Heinrich 1'912).
Observations were made at J(c-4J+Of to see if tile flapping behaviour reswted
in higher thoracic temperatures. Each alata was grasped by the wings
as it bepn to fly - if caught by the thorax it was dis,arded. A type-Dl
(Grant Instruments) thermistor probe was inserted into the thorax from
the ventral aide, and the temperature read. The whole observation took
less than 15 8 for each individual. Males were captured aa they fl_
either from the nest surface or froa vegetation. All the females were
taken as they took-off' from vegetation. T"ne results are g1ven in table
o2.3 aDd suggest that the thoracic temperatures were 2 to 4 C warmer than
air temperature.
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UIOorUl .004, clur1.. JUDe 1975.
Table 2.3 Internal thoracic temperature. (oC) of 10 male and
nine female alatae at time of flight take-off. All the female.
were taken from vegetation and the malea were taken either from the
neat .urface (N) or vegetation (V). Air and neat .urface temperature.
are liven for compari.on.
MALES
---------------
PEMALES
------,---
18.4 (N)
18.8 (If)
19.4 (V)
20.3 (V)
20.7 (V)
21.4 (N)
22.2 (V)
22.2 (V)
23.5 (N)
23.5. (V)
16.8
18.4
18.8
19.1
20.1
20.1
21.0
22.8
23.4
air: 17.6 - 18.3
...t: 26.2 - 29.8
-)0-
air: 17.2 - 19.7
2.3.4 COLONY FOUNDATION
Colony founding in a number of ant species is by way of temporary
social parasitism, where the foundress queen takes over a host nest of
a different species. Wheeler (1910, P.441) considered this mode of
colony founding ot "regular or normal occurrence" and predicted "that it
would occur very generally in the~ and exsecta groups on both
continents". There is some evidence that wood ants can found colonies
in the nests of Formica fusca-group. Small nests consisting of a
wood ant queen and mixed F. fusca-group and wood ant workers are
occasionally found (Donisthorpe 1927a, p.299). Collingwood and
Satchell 1956) described a small mixed~~ colonyl "The colony
consisted ot about a dozen large~ workers, same 30 small~
workers and one dealate~ queen 'I. Sudd (1967, p.146) reviewed
the literature pertaining to this lIode of colony-founding in wood
ants and concluded that "the evidence for this is circumstantial •••
all the evidence is that the adoption of a wood ant queen • • • by
other ants is rare". Yarrow (1955) reached similar conclusions.
Observations on aspects of colo~ founding were made at various
times during this study. The following points can be notedl
( 1) Formica lemani is the COOlDOIl F. fusca-group species throughout
the study area.
(2) Although many small (less than 0.25 II diameter) lugubrls nests have
been opened, mixed colonies were never found.
(3) De-alate lUfiUbris queens were frequently seen near F. lemani nests,
apparently trying to gain entry; up to 1,3 have been observed at one
lemani nest at the same time.
(4) These dealatae do not always enter the lemani nest. one queen
lugubris was pursued for over 3 II b7 a lemani worker; at times the
pursuer actually attached itself to the quean's leg.
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(5) During June 1974, two colonies of lemani were found with a live
lugubris queen and unidentified brood in each. Both colonies were
located under stones. Queens of lemani may have been present, but
were not seen as the nests were not disturbed further. However,
lugubris workers did not appear in these nests during 1974 or 1975.
It th us seems that colony-founding by way of temporary social
parasitism is rare in Irish lugubris. The more usual mode seems to
be colony fragnaentation. This can aCCOl.U1t for the slow dispersal of
the speci es.
2.3.5 POLYGYNY
A number of authors have reported that the colonies of lUBUbris
are polygynous. Yarrow (1955) found nine de-alate queens with
"perhaps 300 workers in one small nest", Bolton and Collingwood (1975)
mentioned that lugubris nests "may contain many hundreds of laying
queens", and the legend of a plate reproduced in Cotti (1963) of an
Italian nest readsl "searching for queens". '!'be actual number of
queens in large wood ant nests has not been recorded, but Cory and
Haviland (1938) reported 1401 queens in one nest of the American species
8Xsectoides. The following observations suggest that Irish~~
nests are not polygynous.
( 1) AIthough numerous nests have been opened at all times of the active
season, the colony queen(s) has not been seen. It 18 l.U1lilcely that a
large n\Dber of queens could be continuously overlooked.
(2) Queens of polyctena have been reported (Chauvin 1970, p.46) to take
par1 in the sunning-cluster behaviour. Although the clusters of
lugubris have been frequentll' disturbed (more than 40 times in 1975 alone),
no queens were seen amongst the workers.
(3) Rosengren (1971) was able to conclude that his study-nest of~
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was polygynous from observations of several queens being transported
simultaneously between constituent mounds of a polycalous colony. This
behaviour has not been seen in Irish lugubris nests.
2.3.6 FLOWER VISITING BY FORAGERS
O'Rourke (195Ob) drew attention to the fact that ants visit flowers
and are responsible for some pollination. He quoted Posnette who
showed that Crematogaster spp. pollinate 50 percent of the cocoa
(Theobroma leiocarpa) in Ghana. Sudd (1961, p.98) assembled records of
flower visiting by ants but reported no observations on wood ants.
Flower visiting b7 l~bris workers was frequently noted during
this project. The behaviour occurred most often during the early part
of the year and was rarely seen after June, when honeydew sources were
attended. The following plants were visited by IB8Ubrisl
Rhododendron pon~~ Hieracium sp.
Vaccinium ffiYFtillus ~us fructicosus
Ulex europaeus Taraxacum officinal.
Cirsi\.ID sp.
Ot the plants in this list, Rhododendron is an important sourc. of food
when it occurs near the nests, and distinct routes were tormed to
this shrub during 1914. Vaccinium is also frequently visited, but
the other plants were only visited in small n\.IDbers.
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3.0 BEST SITES IN lil~AFFOm;STATED WOODLAHOO.
A knowledge of the nest-site requirements of lugubris mder Irish
conditions is an obvious prerequisite to the drafting of any proposals
on the conservation of the species. This chapter contains data relating
the observed density of lugubris nests and their persistence from year to
year to similar published data from Europe. The nest sitee are then
considered by analysis of a series ot vegetative, soil, physical and
forestry management variables. Finally, spatial distribution of the
neat 8ites is stw:l1ed by applying the nearest-neighbour technique to the
nests in one compartment•.
3.1 Nb;ST DENSITY.
Elton (1932) drew attention to the necessity of clearly defining
what is meant by density, and proposed these termsl "lowest density,
which is the number of animals d1vided by the total area of the oensus",
"economic density, which is the number of animals divided into the area
of territory which they actually visitor live inti, and"greatest dens! tl,
which includes all local (often temporary) aggregations within the
territo~·. It is of interest to compare the observed density ot
lugubris obtained under plantation oonditions in Ireland, with published
results tor related species. Since some published results correspond to
"lowest density", and others to "economic density", both will be considered
here.
IClimetzek and Wellenatein (1970) &Ss_bled a table of lowest
densities of wood ant nests in Europe, which they expressed as numbers
of nest. per 100 ha. 'fable 3.1 contains saDe of the.e data, together
with the results obtained for three woods during the present study.
The observed lugubria denaities are quite similar to those observed on
the continent, but 1t .ust be remembered that the.e wooda contain,
together, 87 percent ot the Irish lugubris nests known a't present.
-3l+-
Table 3.1 Lowest densities ot wood ant nests.
-------------------------------------
SPECIE:) CENSUS AREA liO. NESTS DENSITY AUTHOR(ha) (no./100 ha)
-------------------------------------
wood. ants 562 214 38.1 Eckstein (1937)
wood. ant" 1 640 258 15.7 Klimetzek (1970)
wood ante 935 681 15 106 1.6 ~l1metzek and
Wellenstein (1970)
lugubris 594 (0) 43 7.2 present stud7
lugubris 290 (~C> 93 32.1 present study
lU6Ubris 514 (00) 51 9.9 pre.ent -tud7
------------~-------------------~---~
• • 63~~, ~ polletena, 1~ pratensi_, 5~ l!!&'1bris.
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Economic densities are more difficult to deduce, since precise
information is required on territory area. However, an approximate
figure for economic density can be deduced from small areas within the
the oensus area where large numbers ot nests occur close together. Under
these conditions, lowest density approximates to economic densit1.
Compartment KC-450, 15.2 ha in area, contained 33 live nests (. 2.2 nests
per ha) (see 3.5). This represents 4609 m2 to each nest, or 0.0002
nests per m2, and corresponds to an average foraging territory ot
radius 38.3 m per nest, if we aSS\DDe circular territories. Brian
(1965, p.7) reviewed the literature on econOlll1c densities ot &!ropean
wood ants, and gave figures ranging !rca 1-2 nests per ha in the Alps,
to 6-8 per ha in Oerm!11 oalc woods. '!'he Irish lugubris nests t1t on the
lower end ot this scale.
3.2 NEST PERSISTENCE.
Data on the persistence of ant mounds at the same site were
provided for the American species~ (Dreyer and Park 1932, Dreyer 1942),
exsecto1dea (Cory and Haviland 1938) and gpaciventris (Scherba 1963).
llimetzek (1910, 1972, 1973) made three total inventories ot wood
ant nests (63 percent ~, 20 percent polyctena, 12 percent .E!.tens.-J...8)
in a 1640 ha wood at three-year interval.. His results showed that
while the actual nest numbers did not V&r1 much, this apparent stability
aasked a large turnover of nest-sitesl new nests appeared at a rate ot
15 percent per annum and 22 percent ot nest sites were abandoned each
year.
In the course of the prosent st~ all nests were recorded eaCh year
&s live, dead or abandoned. "Live" nests are those still occupied by
ants. Unoccupied nests were classified as abandoned when either known
previous history, or strong circumstantial evidence (i ••• a live nest
located nearby) indicated the site was vacated in favour ot another site.
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All other unoccupied nests were classified as dead. The nests considered
here are all the nests known prior to the end of 1973, including those
at Woodford and Killarney. Bests were not considered it they were
subsequently affected by bulldosing or fire.
The results are given in table 3.2. Most (87 percent) of the live
nesta remained at the same site during the period of observation. The
overall annual rate of abandoning nests was eight percent. Annual
mortality was nine percent when all nest sites are considered, though it
was highest (18 percent) in J(oore's Wood. It is difficult to giv. a
precise rate of appearance of new nests in such a large study area, though
it i8 in the order of five percent per &nnll'Jl in ICilcoran Wood. These
observations suggest a more stable year-to-year nest structure than that
described by Klimetzek (100. cit.).
Further observations on abandoning ot nest sites were made during
1975. A total ot 10 out ot 142 (seven percent) live nests under
observation abandoned their old nest site. All but one ot these moved
during April and Kay, while the single uception, Ke-4ltOh, changed site
during August. The behaviour ot nest moving was almost confined to
small nests. '!'he nest diaaeters (aD) ot the abandoned mounds were as
tollowsl 21, 22, 24, 28, 37, 37, 97, 105, and 114. One nest moved c. 20 •
whereas the remainder moved to a new site leas than 5 • trom the old sit••
Seven of theBe nests .ere young immature nests which did not produce
alatae in 1975. The other three were mature nests and produced alatae.
The observations suggest a pattern ot 70ung nests in young plantation
changing nest site early in the year. Most of the large nests have not
moved during the period ot observation. Many abandoned lugubris nests
are subsequently recolon1sed by F. lem~ or Myrmica ruginod1s.
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Table 3.2 The state in 1975 of nests recorded as live in 1973.
WOODS
MOORE'S KILCORAN OTHE RS TOTALS
1973: live nests 45 55 12 112
1975: live nests
(a) at same site 25
(b) abandoned 4
(total live nests) (29)
dead nests
(a) at same site 12
(b) abandoned 4
(total dead nests) (16)
45
5
(50)
5
o
(5)
9
3
(12)
o
o
(0)
79
12
(91)
17
4
(21)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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3.3 THE NEST ENVI ROl&ENT.
Reference to the maps contained in tho map pocket shows that the
nests of lugubris tend to be more common in some compartments than others.
A possible reason for this Pattern is a limited availability of suitable
nest sites. This section gives results ot an attempt to characterize
the nest site of lugubris in re-afforestated plantation in South
Tipperary.
There have been many studies on ant nest environments. Talbot (1934)
studied the distribution of ant species in various habitats around
Chioago, and Talbot (1953) described the ants of an old-field community
in Michigan. Brian and Brian (1951) studied the effect of insolation
on ant nest environments (mainly KJ!!dca ruginodis) in the west of
Scotland. Brian (1964), Brian !!-!!.(1965) and Brian !!-!!.(1966)
described the nest environment and the distribution, of heathland ants
in Dorset. Stradling (1968) studied the ant community ot a Welsh
coastal sand-dune.
Previous work 011 the habitats ot~~ spp. include those of
Dreyer and Park (1932) who showed that the mounds of the American speci••
~ were confined to wood margins and that this was due to more light
penetration to the nest surfaces at these sites. Klimetzek (1970, 1973)
studied the distribution of' wood ant nests (_ostly polyctena,~ and
pratenais) in a German wood. The nests occurred most frequently at
300 to 400 II and 600 to 700 • altitude, on forest roads (75 percent of
all nests) or on the forest margins (18 percent of' all nests). ~
~; n.cea abies (Norway spruce), and Fagus sylwtica (Beech) .ere the
lIost iJDportant overhead trees. HUBhes (1975) provided data on habitat
preferences of'~ and lugubris in Wal.s. High densities ot lugubris
(actual figures not gi.ven) were found in oakwood, under 30 to 50 year old
larch, and the species has spread into young plantation. The nests .ere
found up to J05 II altitude, the artificial tree line.
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3. 3. 1 MATERIALS AND MEn'HODS.
The study was based on all the nest sites of lugubris (live, dead or
abandoned) looated in South Tipperary, whioh were known and mapped prior
to the end of 1974 (these nests are all allooated an alphabetio charaoter
in maps 2, 3, and 4), with the following exoeptiona. &n¥ nests WhOS8
immediate nest environment was interfered with either by bulldozing or by
fire, and also a small number (7) of nests for whioh &n3 data was missing
when the analyses were made. This left a total of 184 nest sites for
whioh all the data were available.
A series of variables was measured at eaoh nest site. This differs
fram Brian's (1964) work where it was possible to use a relatively small
area (8 ha) to study the distribution of four speoies of ants in relation
to a series of variables measured at randomly chosen points. The approaoh
followed here limits the fo~ of analysis, but overoomes the problem of
a large study area with a low nest density. The field observations
were made at V"cU"ious times during 1974 and early 1975, though the end ot
1974 has been taken as datum for the nest oharacters.
Nest oharaoters.
lest diameter ia the largest basal diameter in OlD. Defin! tiona ot
1iveldead/abandoned nest sites were g1ven on page 36. In the present
survey, live nests were classified subjectively as either active or
non-active. Active nests were those with freshly thatched mounds, with
little or no vegetation growing on the mound, with many ants on the nest
surfaoe, and with large traffic on the routes. Non-active nests were the
opposite on all these points. Sinoe eaoh nest was visited at least six
times during 1974 and 1975, it 1s felt that nests were assigned to these
classes consistently.
Tree charactersl
The species of tree adjaoent to the nest site were reoorded, and
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the height ot the stand was estimated using a toresters' altimeter
(Blume-Leiss). Canopy was recorded on a subjective 1 to 5 scalel
1 • < 2 18 trees - very open.
2 • c. 2 - 3 m trees - open.
3 • c. 3 - 5 m trees - lower branches closing.
4 • >5 m trees - upper branches meeting.
5 • >5 m trees - upper branches densely closed.
Tree age was taken trom the Forestry Inventory, more recent planting
dates were obtained by enquiry to the forester.
Location charactersl
Aspeot was measured using a pocket compass. Slope was measured over
10 .. using a stake marked at the observer' 8 eye-level and the angle
Bcale ot the altimeter.
scale Ordnance Survey maps.
Soil charactersl
Alti tude (in 18) was estimated trom the 1110560
Soil aamples were taken on three successive rainless days
(18-20.III.197~),0.5. from each nest at each ot the cardinal points.
A laboratory cork-borer (diameter 25 lID) was used to sample the top 10 em
ot soil. Sinoe the three days remained rainless, data collected on
ditferent days are compared directly.
Soil PI was measured, atter Peech (1965) on a 111 so1llwater -.ixture
(20 g tresh soil, 20.1 distilled water) using a Radiometer 26 Pi meter.
Soil water was measured gravimetrically, by 10s8 ot weight on drying
at 4QoC for 15 days, and i8 expressed as a peI-cent ot wet weigbt.
Soil organic carbon was estimated using the Walkley and Black
technique (details are g1ven in Holme and McIntyre 1971, p. 49 ). In thi8
method, organic matter i8 ca:id1sed by a chrauic acid-sulphuric acid
Id.xture and the excess cbrOilic acid is determined by titntion witb a
standard terrous salt. '!'be determination was I)8de on a BOil sample ot
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0.25 g, except at 62 sites where a sample of 0.1 g was used due to the
high orgaDic content. (This has been allowed for in the calculations.)
Vegetation charactersl
The percent cover of the various plants at each site was estimated
using a 0.25 m2 quadrat placed at each of the cardinal points or the
nest and adding the results to give cover per 1 2m • .!!l!!. was not
identified to specific level, but is mainly U. europaeus. The
vegetation characters used here are the cover of the six most common
species (Molinta caerulea, Qa:.lluna vulgariS, Erica cinerea, .!!l!!. spp.,
Pteridium aquilinum, and Vaccinium ~tillus), all mosses and liverworta
considered together as "moss", and the percent ot area not covered by
any vegetation, "bare".
3.3.2 ANALYSIS.
All the data were punched on computer cards. The aima of the analysis
wera to discover if there was any trend relating nest environment to
nest size and activity. The analyses were carried out on the college
IEM-370 computer, using the Statistical Package tor the Social Sciences
(S P S S, Hie!1-!!. 1970), a flexible programme package designed for the
analysis of surveys. Analysis has been carried out at (1) all sites,
(2) non-abandoned sites, or (3) occupied sites only, as appropriate.
For example, a frequency distribution analysis of nests on different
slopes can be made meaningfully on all sites, whereas a similar analysis
of nests occurring under different tree heights would not consider
possible change in tree height since some nests had died.
A comment on some aspects ot the data to be considered is appropriate
before any generalizations are made trom the results ot these observations.
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An immediate question is how representative are the nest sites chosen
for study. The nests in Moore's Wood and Kilcoran Wood have been mapped
(see 2.1.1). Few additional nests have been found in subsequent
observations in these woods, and it weems justified to consider all the
nest sites known in 1974 as representative. Most of the Glengarra Wood
nest sites were not known before 1974 and were discovered by forestry
workers in t he course of their nonnal duties. However, since ID8n¥
small nests in an almost impenetratable habitat (tall~ and~
amongst young SS, e. g. in compartments GG-931, 933 and 936) were found
(see Appendix II), it seems fair to oonsider the Glengarra nest-sites
as an unbiassed sample of the nests in that wood. A different problem
is that of discovering abandoned and dead nests, though a reasonable sample
of these classes has been studied to justify drawing some conclusions
from them.
3.3.4 RESULTS, CONSIDERING ALL SITES.
The numbers of nests in the different classes are g1ven in table 3.3
for each of the study woods. It can be seen that while the relative
proportion of nests in each class i8 similar in Kilcoran and Glengarra
Woods, there are more dead and abandoned nests 1n Moore's Wood.
The diameters of nests in different nest-classes are given in
table 3.4, and the ages of their associated trees are given 1n
table 3.5. Nests classified as "dead" tend to be large and associated
with older trees, whereas those classified as "abandoned" occur over
a Wide range of nest sizes and tree ages. "Live" nests are well-
distributed over the size and tree-age categories.
A value of 48.99 ie obttdned for l' when the diameters of all 1iva nests
are tabulated in a contingency table with tree age (table 3.6)(witb 25 d.!.
P< 0.01). It is evident from the table that there 1s a good relationship
between dibmeter of nest and the age of the associated trees. Th16 is
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Table 3.3 The number of nests of different classes in each of the
8tudy woods, and in other woods.
WOD
KILCORAN GLENGARRA MOORE'S OTHERS TOTALS
NEST CLASS
live-active 48 33 35 8 124
live non-active 6 2 8 2 18
dead 4 1 12 1 18
abandoned 7 4 11 2 24
TOTALS 65 40 66 13 184
Table 3.4 Best diameters (em) of nests classified as Iiva. abandoned
and dead; data fro. all woods.
NEST CLASS
NEST DIAMETER LIVE ABANDONED lEAD TOTAL
-
o - 25 11 1 1 13
26 - SO 24 6 0 30
51 - 75 21 8 1 30
76 - 100 43 6 4 53
101 - 125 28 2 6 36
126 - ISO 14 1 2 17
>151 1 0 4 5
-
TOTAL : 142 24" 18 184
-It'.';'
Table 3.5 The tree age at nest sites classified .. live, abandoned
and dead; data from all woods.
NEST CLASS
TREE AGE (years) LIVE ABANDONED lEAD TOTAL
o - 10 30 5 0 35
11 - 20 9 2 1 12
21 - 30 32 2 4 38
31 - 40 47 10 8 65
41 - 50 20 4 5 29
>50 4 1 0 5
TO'J;AL: 142 24 18 184
Table 3.6 Cross-tabulation of the diameters of all live-active nests·
by the age of the overhead trees.
TREE AGE (years)
DIAMETER. (em) 0 - 10 11 - 20 21 - 30 31 - 40 41 - 50 >50 TOTAL
o - 25 6 0 2 1 1 0 10
26 - 50 12 . 1 6 2 1 1 23
51 - 75 3 2 3 7 4 1 20
76 -100 6 2 11 14 5 0 38
101 -125 1 3 7 I 3 0 22
126 -150 0 0 1 6 2 2 11
>150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
~-...------------- ---------- -----
TOTALS: 28 8 30 38 16 4 124
~ • 48.99. 25 d.f. '<0.01 •
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consistent with general field observations and it seems that a reasonable
simplification is possible by considering that, under plantation
conditions, the age of the nest is approximately that of the trees
overhead, though there is a lag of a few years between planting and
colonization. Thus a fire destroyed. a part of Boulakennedy Wood in
March 1973. This area was bulldozed and replanted during 1974. A few
very small nests were discovered by forestry workers during late 1975.
As a further example the nests in compartments GG-936 and GG-937 can be
mentioned. These nests are all uniformly small to medium sized, and are
located in an area which was destroyed by fire in 1967. The
generalization relating age of neat to tree age is not always true in
older stands (> 40 years), usually of SP. In these stands, the canopy
bas re-opened, and ground vegetation re-appears. Small, immature nests
are sometimes found under tbese "semi-natural" conditions.
The tree-species ..sociated with the nest sites are given in
table 3.7. Both species of spruce, Sitka and Norway, have been treated
together as "spruce" for two reasons, Norway spruce only occurred at a
few sites, and the same aphids occur on both species. Similarly, both
Japanese and European larch were treated together as "larcb". Scots
pine (SP) and contorta (PC) vere treated separately for two important
reasons: aphids have not been observed on PC but always on SP,
and secondly, because .of the emphasis on planting PC by the Forestry
Service.
It is evident.from the table that SP is numerically the most
important oyerhead tree; it occurs at 71 percent of the sites and is the
only species at 29 percent. In contrast, while PC occurs at 55 percent
of sites, it is the only species at four percent of sites. Spruce
occurs at 29 percent of sites and is the only species at five pe~ceDt.
Larch is the least important overhead tree, occurring at three percent
of sites, and is the only species at only one site.
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Table 3.7 The tree .pecie. at all neat aitea. _(+ • present, and
- • absent).
NO. NESTS IN EACH WOOD
TREE SPECIES icc 00 MW OTHERS TOTAL
SPRU<E PC SP URal
0 .3 0 0 3
+ 3 4 3 .0 10
+ ~ 2 0 5 1 •
+ + 2 24 3 1 30
+ 16 4 27 7 54
I + + 4 2 3 1- 10
+ + 34 3 22 3 62
+ + + 0 0 1 0 1
.+ 1 0 0 0 1
+ + 2 0 0 0 2
+ + 1 0 1 0 2
+ + + 0 0 1 -0 1.
--------...-..-_....-.....----------~------------------------------
. .
The trees at the nest site are important both as providers of suitable
overhead canopy and as hosts of aphids. It can be seen trom table 3.7
that the presence of PC does not exclude the occurrence of nests.
However the low number of nests under PC alone (at all these sites either
SP or SS was nearby) does suggest that pure stands of PC exclude nest
sites, presumably because aphid trees are lackir~. It can be noted
This trend will
that older plantations of PC (those over 20 years old) usually contain
a small number of Sf (cf. figure 4.4 where the aphid trees are the only
SP present in an otherwiae pure PC stand), whereas recent plantings of
PC tend to be more "efficient" with no SP amongst them.
drastically reduce the number of available nest sites.
Figure 3.1 gives the frequency of nests on different slopvs,
soil }:ti, and altitude. There is a large variation with slope, one
nest has persisted on a slope of 340 since 1973 in Kilcoran Wood. Most
of the nebts occur on 80il pH under 4.5 units, though the observed values
ranged up to 7.7. Satchell and Collingwood (1955) also reported
lugubris nests at high Pi, and this i8 contrary to an earlier view
(Belmes 1938) that wood ant nests were confined to acid soils. (The
higher pH values were always at roada1de sites where gravel of a higher
pH has been spread.) '!'be distribution at different altitudes is largely
a reflection of the altitudinal distribution of the woods, and the nests
have been found right up to the artificial tree-line. However, these
altitudes contrast with those at which lugubris occurs at in Italy. 1}OO to
2200 m (Pavan!!-!!. 1971).
Figure 3.2& g1ves the nest- site aspects tor all live nests and it can
be seen that nests occur commonly over a range of aspects; their rarity
on westerly sites i8 due to the absence of west-lacing habitats. A total
ot 78 (55 percent) of these nests had. "long slopes" oriented towards
the direction of the greatest solar intensity (figure 3.2b). Similar
observations on nest orientation have been reported by Scherba (1958)
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for the American species ulkei.
While making the field observations, it was noticed that there
seemed to be a tendency for {a} nests to occur on road-sides or ride-lines
when the trees overhead were old and to be scattered in the wood when the
plantation was young, and {b} nests of smaller diameter seemed to occur
scattered in woods, while larger nests tended to be on road-sides or
ride-lines. Both these observations have been tested in 2%2 contingency
tables where the nests are classified as occurring on road-sides or
ride-lines {"margins"} or "in wood", on the one hand, and according to
the mean ot tree age {29.8 years} {table 3.8} or mean ot nest diameter
(81.1 em) {table 3.9} on the other. In both cases a significant result
was obtained tor 1...'l., thus confirming the field observations.
3. 3. 5 RESULTS a DIFFERENCES BETWEE2l WOODS.
The diameters of all the live nests in Kilcoran, Glengarra and
Moore's Woods are arranged in a contingency table (table 3.10) where it
can be seen that there is a preponderance of small nests in Glengarra,
when compared to the other two woods {X~. 22.95, with 10 d.t. P<0.05}.
Nine contingency tables similar to table 3.6 were constructed, in which
nest sites were classified according to nest diameter and tree-age, and
using the same intervals. The data were drawn from live-active, live
non-active and dead nests tor the three major study woods, Kilcoran,
Glene"'&rra, and Moore' a. There were no significant results for dead and
live non-active nests in any wood.
werea
The results for live-active nests
Kilcoran Wooda
Glengarra Wooda
Moore's Wooda
-xQ • 22.83, 12 d.t., P<0.05,
X?. 29.22, 15 d.t., P<0.05,
~. 11.44, 20 d.t., p. 0.62.
While the tables tor dead and live non-active nests were based on small
numbers, it does seem that nests in these categories do not show a clear
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Table 3.8 The numbers of live nests occurring on roadsides and
ride-lines ("margins") or within the wood, when the tree age is greater
and less than the mean tree a~e (29.8 years).
Tree age < 29.8 years
Tree age > 29.8 years
MARGINS
29
53
IN WOOD
4fl
20
-------~-----------~------------------------------------ -------------
xl • 13.59, 1 d.f., P<O.OOl.
Table 3.9 The numbers of live nests occurring on roadsides and
ride-lines ("margins") or within the wood. when their diameter is less
than. or greater than the mean nest diameter (81.1 cm).
Nest diameter < 81.1 cm
Nest diameter > 81.1 cm
1.6.54,1 d.f., P<0.05.
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MARGINS
29
52
IN WOOD
35
26
Table 3.10 The diameters of all live active nests in Ki1coran,
G1engarra, and Moore's Woods.
NO. NESTS IN EACH WOOD
NEST DIAMETER (cm) KILCORAN GLENGARRA MOORE'S TOTAL
o - 25 0 6 4 10
26 - 50 7 12 4 23
51 - 75 7 5 7 19
76 - 100 19 7 10 36
101 - 125 12 1 7 20
126 - 150 3 2 3 8
> 151 0 0 0 0
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relationship between nest diameter and tree age. In two of the three
woods, however, there were significant patterns relating diameter of live-
active nests to tree age. The relationship did not hold in Moore's Wood,
and this suggests differences between the woods.
Three tree variables for each wood are plotted in figure 3.3 on a
percent scale. It can be clearly seen that when considered from the
point of view of tree age, tree height and overhead canopy, that the
nest sites in Moore's Wood occupy the oldest sites, with the highest
trees and most dense canopy. The nest sites in Glengarra are on the other
end of the scale, while those in Kilcoran lie in between.
It seems reasonable to suggest that the absence of relationship
between nest diameter and tree age is due to the preponderance of older
habitats, where, as was mentioned in 3.3.4, small young nests sometimes
occur.
Reference back to table 3.6 suggests that the largest nests occur
under trees of 30 to 50 years, though mostly under those of 30 to 40 years.
The observations on recolonization of burned areas suggest that there i8
a time lag of from two to four years between replanting and occurrence
of young nests. This allows an estimate of 28 to 38 years be made for
the maximum age of nests. Comparable estimates of 25 and 30 years were
given for nests of the American species~ (Dreyer 1942) and
exsectoides (Andrews 1925, quoted by Scherba 1958).
The data aleo suggest that, under plantation conditions, the
lugubris nests are in equilibrium with the ~de environment. Local
people frequently comment that the nests were more vigorous and numerou8
in Moore' 8 Wood 20 to 50 years ago. In contrast, local people near
Qlengarra Wood wera aware of very few neste.
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3.3.6 RESULTS' CONSIDERING ALL THE VARIABLES.
The correlation coefficients between the variables at all live nest
sites are given in table 3.11. The following non-numeric variables were
excluded from this analysis, nest classes, tree species, canopy and
aspect. 'Phe significance levels of the coefficients are also indicated,
and it can be seen that nest diameter is positively correlated with tree
height, tree age, soil organic matter, soil water content, area of
bare surface and Vaccinium. High values for these variables can be
considered representative of the ageing process in woods. Nest diameter
was negatively correlated with Molinia, Calluna, and Erica cinerea,
indicating the absence of these plants at sites where the nest diameters
were greatest.
There is a possibility that some of these relationships are spurious,
for example, the relationship indicated by the correlation coefficients
between two of these variables and nest diameter may really be caused by a
strong correlation between both of these variables and another variable.
Thus, in this case, all the observed relationships may be due to each of
the variables being individually correlated to tree age or tree height and
not to nest diameter. The technique of Partial correlation analysis
allows the calculation of the correlation coefficients between pairs of
variables while removing the effect of one or more variables on the
analysis.
Partial correlation coefficients were calculated between nest diameter
and all the variables that gave significant relationships in table 3.11.
The effect of the variables tree age and tree height was removed
("controlledtt ) singly and together. The results are given in table 3.12.
The table indicates that the positive correlation between nest
diameter and soil organic, soil water, bare ground are independent of
tpee age and tree height. However, when the effects of tree height and
tree age are removed, the siLnificance levels of the relationships with
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Table 3.11 The correlation coefficients (x 100) between the nest site variable••
ew - P<: 0..05. ** - P<: 0,01; *** • P< 0.001)
----..-------------..--..----------------------~-----~ ...........-----~~ ....--...-....-----------..~------_----.---------- ------ .........---....--
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
nest diameter 1
-
41*** 30*** 10 -7 -13 25** 26** -25** -31*** 5 -32*** 14 -6 44*** 25** 1
tree height 2 - 61*** -1 -11 15 12 5 -13 '-31*** -2 -21*** 0 5 34*** 16 2
tree ag. 3
-
-2 -1 18* 1 1 -22** -6 -13 -10 -6 9 12 30*** 3
slope 4
-
21* -7 18* 12 -25** 1 -3 -4 9 12 11 13 4
altitude 5 - -10 4 9 -6 12 -27*** 12 -12 15 -4 12 5
soil pH 6 - -42*** -41*** -7 -7 -14 -2 16 -4 7 -13 6
I
V1 loil organic 7
-
83*** -5 -8 2 -27*** 12 14 5 26** 7
-4
I
soil water 8
-
-8 -3 -1 -18* 9 26** -3 29*** 8
Molinia 9
-
-20* -3 -7 -22** -23** -50*** -24** 9
Cal luna 10
-
-7 16 -19* 6 -35*** -13 10
U1ex 11
-
1 -6 -6 -11 -14 11
Erica cinerea 12 - -18* -6 -22** -12 12
Pteridium 13 - -8 2 16 13
Moss 14 - -12 4 14
Bare 15 - 4 15
Vaccinium 16 - 16
-..--------------------------.-------........-_-----._----------------------~ .....--------- -----------
Table 3.12 The simple and partial correlation coefficients (x 100), relating nest diameter and
some of the nest site variables.
-------------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
I I
CONTROLLING I TREE TREE SOIL SOIL I
VARIABLE I HEIGHT AGE ORGANIC WATER Molinia Ca11una Erica Bare Vaccinium I
I I
-------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
I
~
I
none
tree height
tree age
tree height
and
tree age
47***
38***
30***
01
25**
22**
25**
22*
26**
27***
27***
27***
-25**
-21*
-20*
-21*
-31***
-17*
-31***
-18*
-32***
-22**
-30***
-23***
44***
34***
43***
35***
25**
20*
17*
20*
-------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
* • P<0.05; **. P<O.Ol; *.*. P<O.OOl.
Molinia, Calluna, Erica cinerea, and Vaccinium have been reduced. It
1s interesting that by controlling for tree height, the linear
relationship between nest diameter and tree age becomes non-significant,
whereas tree height remains significantly correlated with nest diameter
when controlled for tree age. Since b~th are inter-related, this indicates
a complex relationship between nest diameter and tree age.
3.4 THE EFFECT OF SHADE
The importance ot nest insolation has already been notedl the timing
ot nest activity in the spring, the uevelopment of brood and flight
activities are all governed by the degree of insolation (cf. the work of
Brian and Brian, 1951, on Myrmica ruginodis). The position of nests on
roadsides or within woods is largely due to the availability of sites
exposed to sunlight, and it is reasonable to suggest that the importance
ot nest-abandoning behaviour in small nests 1s due to the changing
environment provided by younger pl~ntations. The existence of long slopes
on the mounds, independent ot aspect is an adaptation which makes
maximal use ot available radiation.
Two series of observations were ~de to study the effect of different
vegetation on ground insolation. Temperature profiles during 24 hours
were obtained for shade plants, and light penetration was studied
using photosensitive-paper integrators (Friend 1961).
3.4. 1 T~ERATURE PROFILES OF SHADE PLANTS.
Newly abandoned nests are sometimes overgrown with luxuriant Calluna
growth, and few live nests have been discovered in tall Vaccin~.
It is possible that the shade tram these shrubs is detrimental to nest
sites. The importance of Pteridium as a shade plant was stressed by
Satchell and Collingwood (1955) who suggested that the spread of
Pteridium might explain the decline of~ in Windermere woods.
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Temperature profiles of Calluna vull@r1s, Pteridium a9u1li~, and
Vaccinium myrtillus were measured on suocessive days during a spell of
fine weather in early June 1975 at 8ites in Kilcoran Wood. In each
case, thermistor probes, with cooking-toil anti-radiation shields, were
suspended at ground level, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 • from the ground (figure
3.4). The profiles recorded at three-hourly intervals are given in
figure 3.5, where the height of the vegetation is also indicated. 1'he
results for Calluna are similar to those obtained by Delany (1953) and
Gim1ngham (1972, p. 49).
'!'he graphs for Calluna and VacciniUII! show the same trends, and
demonstrate that these Shrubs exert a considerable shading effect at the
hottest time of the day, while ground temperatures are actually warmer
than ambient at night. The temperatures at difterent levels in
Pteridil.ll, on the other hand, were r_arkabl7 uniform except at 12.00.
However, grotmd temperatures at a nearby site without Pteridium were up
to aOc higher durins the early afternoon. This indicates that while
Pteridium shade 1s not as complete as Vaccinium and Calluna shade, 1t
considerably reduces ground insolation.
Field observation suggested that tew nests occurred in tall bush7
Calluna and Vaccinium. However, ma~ live-active nests have persisted
at sites overgrown with Pterid1um throughout this study (one of these,
JCC-458a is shown in figure 3.4). The shade exerted by Pterid1um - and
by larch, i. aeasonal and both do not exert full shade until June.
This suggests a seasonal response leading to nest abandoning, ae
otherwise sites with strong Pteridium shade should be abandoned
i_ediatel;y the shade appears in June. It can be noted that Carlson and
Gentry (1973) induced nest moving in ~~nCID.xrmex badi1!!, (Latreille)
fra. August to October by applYing artificial shade to the nests.
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Figure 3.5 Temperature profiles during 24 hours of Calluna vulgaris,
Pteridium aquilinum and Vaccinium myrti11us in Ki1coran 'tlood during
early June 1975. Height of vegetation is indicated by a black triangle.
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3.4.2 LIGHT PENEl'RATION.
Observations on light penetration were made in Moore's Wood on
27.V.1974, a dry cloudy day. Estimates of the percent light penetration
were obtained using the photosensitive-paper light integrator method
described by Friend (1961). 15-page booklets (c. 30 DID sqWlre) of
photosensitive paper (Nig Banda paper for dryline copying - "blue-prints")
are placed in disposable plastic dishes (diameter 90 mm). After exposure
for a standard length of time, the booklets are developed in ammonia
vapour. The number of pages bleached serves as a measure of the amount
of light falling on the booklet during that time.
The plastic dishes were placed in position by night (26.V.1974), and
removed the tollowing night, thus overcoming the problem of exposing
integrators simultaneously at a large number of sites. Integrators
were placed on tive 50 m-transects through difterent stands of wood, and
on all the nest sites (60) then known in Moore's Wood. Five integrators
were exposed at an unshaded site nearby and percent light was calculated
by reference to these.
The five transects were located as followSI
A-
B -
C -
D-
E-
Canpartment 281,.,
Compartment 284,
Compartment 267,
Canpartment 285,
Compartment 259,
8 m thicket-stage SS, 25 years old,
14 m high-forest stage SS, 39 years old,
7 • retarded SP, 39 years old,
13 m high-forest stage SF, 40 years old,
4 m young plantation PC, 8 years old.
The results are given in figure 3.6. The thicket-stage 55 exerted the
greatest shading effect, with the 14 m SS, 13 m SF, 7 m SP and the
4 m PC exerting less shading effect, in that order•
. The percent peretration of light to the nest surfaces is given in
table 3.13. Most of the live nests occur at above 80 percent light
penetration. It can also be noted that there was only one abandoned site
with above 90 percent penetration. Comparison of these results with
figure 3.6 suggests a conside;cable nest-site selection dictated by the
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range of canopies available. The data also suggest a reason tor the
observed paucity of nests under old 55, in comparison to the number found
under old SP, eventhougb many young nests are located in young 55 and
55-PC mixed stands. Spruce passes through a dense thicket-stage with
a very closed canopy, whereas pines do not. It is suggested that the
thicket-stage canopy of SS causes the young nests to abandon the nest-sites
once shade becomes excessive, and that they do not return when the
canopy re-opens as the stand grows older. This stresses the importance
of SP as an overhead tree tor lueeubris in Ireland, as being the only
species now ~~der plantation which provides suitable long-ter.m canopy,
and also acts as host to aphids.
}.5 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE lUSTS.
The spatial distribution of ant colonies has attracted interest in
recent years principally because this type of analysis allows & nuaber ot
aspects of community structure to be interpreted. The most frequently
used technique is nearest-neighbour analysis, developed originally tor
use on forest trees. The methods available are reviewed by Southwood
(1966, p. 39).
3.5.1 llEARrel' IEIGHBOUR TECHNIQUE.
If, in the population to be studied, B is the number ot individuals
at a density P, and the distance ra of each individual to its nearest
neighbour is known, then the mean observed distance is given by
-r Ira
a •
11
Clark and Evans (1954) derived a method ot calculatip. the expected mean
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distance, re it the individuals in this population were distributed at
random,
1
'!'he ratio, i • ra / 'e can be used as a measure ot closeness to, or
departure trom, random expectation. i equals zero when the individuals
are pertectly aggregated, and values ot 1.0 and 2.149 are obtained it
the distribution i. random, or hexagonal (lI8.XimUll spacing), respectivel,.
Clark and Evans (1954) also provided a means of calculating the
8ip1tic811ce of i, b7 deriving c, the standard variate ot the nor_l
curve. Values or probabilit)' can be read ott in tables of the normal
distribution.
Previous applications ot this lIethod in ant studies include those on
Lasius tlavus (Waloft and Blackith 1962, ilacldth.!l..!!. 1963),
Solenopsis saevissi_ (Smith) (Ei8enberg 1972), 8I1d uaing an extension ot
the technique to consider two species simultaneousl)', Lasius tlavus and
Myrmica rubra (Elmes 1974). Values ot B obtained werea Lasius flavus
B • 1.251 Solenopsis saevissima B. 1.32, Myrudoa rubra R • 0.78.
Baroni Urbani and Iannowski (1974) demoDstrated aggregation in Solenopsi8
invicta Buren colonie. using a different analytical approach.
3.5.2 APPLICATIOI TO LUGUBRIS BESTS.
An opportunitf arose in 1974 to stud)' the spatial distribution ot
the lugubria nests in compartment 450 or ~ilcoranWood. Kost ot this
compartment was planted in 1946 with PC, which proved an unsuccessful
torest17 crop. Many old SP w.re dispersed through the compartment and
canopy was general17 ver7 open. It was known that a large number ot
nesta were located here. When the Forestry Service decided to bulldoze
the entire compart.ent, aD anang_ent was _de to spare and -.ric all
the nests.
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·A total of 33 nests were located in the compartment. Each nest was
mapped accurately by Mr G. Breen using a self-reducing tachymeter
(Kern and Co., Aarau, Switzerland), and the calculations were made from
a 111000 scale map. Figure 3.7 is based on a reduction of this map.
The results, in table 3.14, give a value of R • 1.33, which is
significantly different (p< 0.01) f'rom random in the direction of
uniform dispersal. This result is interesting since no allowance was
made for a quarry, road, and a plot of successful PC (0.3 ha) which did
not contain any nests. Furthermore, the result was obtained without
considering colony size and age, both of' which are probable influences
on territory size. While a larger sample of nests would have been
desirable, it is possible to conclude that the nests in Ke-450 were
uniformly and not randomly distributed. '1'h18 spacing can be interpreted
2to suggest that the observed density (1 nest per 4609 m ) approached the
maximum possible under pine plantation in Ireland. The result may also
indicate that a certain degree of competition existed between the nests
and, if so, this is further evidence that polycaly is not common in
Irish IU6~bris colonies (see 4.7).
3.5.3 APPLICATION TO URALENSIS NESTS
Table 3.14 also contains results ot a similar analysis carried out
on all the living mounds in the map provided by Rosengren (1969, figure 2)
for a polycalic nest system of uralensis in Finland. As expected, the
value of R • 0.72 indicates a significant (p< 0.01) departure from random
expectation in the direction of aggregation. It can be concluded that
the nearest-neighbour technique is sensitive enough to indicate the
existence of aggregation caused by a polycalic neat system, and this
supports the view expressed above that Irish lugubris nests are not
aggreg&ted.
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Table 3.14 Nearest neighbour analysis of lugubris and uralensis*
nests. The terms are as used in the text.
N
p
R
p
lugubris
152 090.5
33
0.00022
1.33
< 0.01
uralensis
18 210
25
0.00137
0.72
< 0.01
* data from Rosengren (1969, figure 2).
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4.0 ROllE TRAFFIC DYNAMICS AND COLONY PARAMEl'ERS
Ant foraging strategies are legion. Among them, the raiding bands
of driver ants, the pheromone trails of species such as Lasius fuliginosus,
and Solenopsis spp., and the foraging routes of wood ants are well-known.
Sudd (1967, p.48) suggested that the term "route" be applied to the tracks
of wood ants, and the term "trail" be applied to the pheromone-based
foraging method. This convention is followed here.
A number of aspects of foraging ecology, considered here, were
reviewed by Carroll and Janzen (1973). These authors suggested that
foraging behaviour of ants can be considered under these broad aspectsl
spatial distribution of foragers in the foraging arena, the timing of
forager activity in the 24-hour cycle and seasonally, the type and quantity
of food, and the numbers of foragers. In addition to observations on each
of these aspects, this chap"ter also contains colony size estimates of five
nests using the mark-release-recapture method.
4. 1 ABBREVIATIONS t TEmiS AND KE'l'HODS.
Where possible, abbreviations and terms used here are oonsistent with
those proposed by Rosengren (1971), and are as followsl
(1) An ant column is defined as a "spatial concentration of ants moving in
the same direction" along an ant route, which is "a way fixed in relation to
topography along which ant col\IDns are observed to be moving during several
successive inspections" (Roseneren 1971).
(2) C (."conservants") are ants resighted on the route on which they were
marked, and D (."deviants") are ants resighted on any other route
(Rosengren 1971).
(3) RF • "route fidelity" is equal to 100.C/(C +D). In sOIDe experiments,
where different colours are used in a route system, RF. 100.IC/(IC + ID)
(Rosengren 1971).
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(4) Foragers will be denoted by a two-letter abbreviation of the material
being carriedl H. honeydew, p. prey, V • vegetation, in any combination
(e.g. HP • honeydew + prey) or combined with "A" (for "alone") if only one
material is being carried (e.g. HA • honeydew alone). IlA (. "not assigned")
are those foragers travelling towards the nest, apparently unloaded.
(5) Ad~lt-carrying behaviour refers to the carrying or live, unharmed ants
by nestmates. The abbreviation AC will refer to the "adult carrier" and
CA will refer to the "carried adult" during adult-carrying behaviour.
Methods I
Most of the observations were made in Kilcoran Wood (with one in
Moore's Wood and one in Glenporra Wood) during the sUlGer/early autumn of
1974 and 1975. Various nests were chosen for study (each is described with
a map), choioe of nest was made an the basis ot accessibility, routes with
good traffio and absence of recent disturbance by forestry management. The
stUdy nests will be referred to by a single letter (A to J) and oan be
identified by reference to table 4.1. The use ot a number of study nests
facilitated the running of a number of experiments simultaneously, a much
longer tera study would be required to obtain exactly the same amoWlt of
data from a single study nest because of the lim!tations of marking.
Ants were marked, on the gaster, with a spot ot BUllBROL (Hull, England)
enamel paint using a pine-needle as an applicator (the "individual" method).
Suoh marks have been observed seven months later, but IDOst had faded or
ohipped-oft after a .onth. The following different colours could safe17
be distinguished in the fieldl white, orange, yellow, green, blue and red.
Ants were removed fr~ the route (distance tr~ nes~ g1Veil in relevant
section, usually about two to three metre.), counted and placed in a
FLUOR-coated basin. After marking they were retained about 30 JDinut•• for
drying and then released on top of the nest. Glove. were always used for
handling as a protection against the formio acid.
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Mortality prior to
Table 4.1 A list of the study nests used for the experiments
described in chapter 4.
NEST IDENTIFICATION
MW-267a A
KC-45lh B
KC-440g C
GG-902c D
KC-438b E
KC-457a F
KC-44la ·G
KC-452b H
GG-936d I
GG-936b J
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release was in the order of two percent.
During 1975, an additional lIethod of lIark1r18 was employeda ants
were counted into FLUON-ooated basins, and sprayed with HUMBROL aeroeol
paint held c. 250 IIID away (the "spray" ••thod). '!'bis method allowed
quick marking of large nwabera. Only one colour was used, though the
spray lIethod was used in conjunotion with the individual lIethod. The
spray mark appears to be rather more permanent, though there is a risk of
applying too much paint and immobilizing the ants.
Ant8 marked by both methods did not appear to be affected by the
mark and have been observed to e&rry out all forager duties with apparent
normality. SiJD11ar oonclusions bave been made by Rosengren (1971) and
lC1il (1934) both of whaD have used a marking lIethod identical to the
individualilethod. Rosengren's alternative "llethod ot spraying aerosol
paint onto an ant oolumn on the route does not allow population estiJlation,
and was not used. The methods used differ frCD those of ~k.land (1931)
and Dobrz&nsk:a (1958), who did not remove the ants fro. the route for
_rking, as this preoludes marking large numbers.
Sightinga ot Mrked ind1viduals are termed "recaptures", and were
oounted in two way8, vis. (a) a five-m1nute count was made at a census
point on each route, using a stop-watch and a tall7-0ounter. If the
flow of traffic was too great tor aocurate counts - aa when a D\lDber ot
difterent colours were used, the count was performed by first counting
separately the ants travelling to, and then those tr~, the nest. When
low counts were expected, longer counts (up to 15 minutes) were Jlade.
(b) By scanning portion of, or all of, one of the routes and noting all
.-rked ants. Both ot these counting .ethods differ slightly fra. those
of Rosengren (1971) tbough they 71eld similar data. MOBt ot the data
presented here are based on 10 tive-minute cOtmts on each route ot the
8tud1 Dests. R.lative activity ot eaCh route w.. e.timated tra. the to~l
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tiv~nut. oounts tor that route compared to the total tiv~nute counts
tor all routes.
On each occasion ground and air temperature, time ot observation and
estimated cloud cover were noted, though the counts are generally presented
as averages ot pooled data. Counts were made on various occasions and dates,
no more than three per day. An attempt was made to spread the time ot
making the count as evenly as possible to avoid &n7 bias due to diurnal
rhythms.
4.2 ROllE FIDEUTY, Ali INTRODuarION.
It is well known that individual torager wood ants return repeatedly
to torage in approximately the same site - "site tidelity" (~land 1931,
Kiil 1934, Otto 1958). Rosengren (1971) studied the tidelity ot toragers
to individual routes leading to the toraging sites ("route tidelity").
The work ot Kiil (1934) and Dobrzanska (1959) also suggested that a certain
degree ot task preterence, or "division ot labour" existed amongst wood ant
toragers. Considered together, the ettect of these foraging characteristioa
has been interpreted (~kland 1931, Dobrzanska 1958) aa a means of
partitioning the toraging territory amongst the available workers.
However, in many ot the earlier studies just referred to, not only
has the earlier nomenclatural controversy obscured the nature of the
species studied, but also, the studies were not pursued on a strictly
quantitative basis. furthermore, data obtained by Holt (1955, table 11)
for aquilonia suggested that "it is evident that a Particular torager does
not always use the S8me track". This was a contradiction of earlier work
and has been discussed by Sudd (1967, p.82). Sudd suggested that there may
be specific or regional ditterences in fidelity, or ditterences between
prey-hunters and honeydew carriera. This situation could only be claritied
by quantitative studies on difterent wood ants.
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Rosengren (1971) provided a detailed quantitative study of route fidelity
and aspects of task fidelity of both~ and polyctena, and added note8
on lugubris, uralensis, Formica sanguinea Latreille, aDd F. exsecta Nylander.
He demonstrated route fidelity in ruta, polYctena, lugubris and uralensi8 •
Route fidelity in~ was lower in MaT than later. in the season, and the
fidelity did not lessen with time.
This section contains the results of observations made on lugubris
route fidelity during the present study. Experiments were designed to
examine aspeots of the torager route fidelity, (a) to obtain a baseline
figure for ar, (b) to study fidelity at a I-junotion, and to individual
tree., (c) the effects of various treatments on RF, and (d) the ettect of
Ions-term absence fram the route on fidelity.
4.2.1 ROUTE FIDELITY.
Observations were made at nest A during April 1974. A map of the
route system is given in figure 4.1a. The nest is looated near a 39 year-
old PC stand and a young SS/PC stand (see figure 5.2), and has been in ita
present 8ite tor tive summers. It previously occupied a nearby road8ide
site. The route system has been similar since 1972, though the tendenc7
ot Cinar. piceae, the main honeydew aource, to change frOID tree to tree
during the year i_poses looal ohanges in the tinal destination ot each route.
On 17-18.1V, a total of 375 toragers on route 1 and 325 on route 5
were llarked 2 II tram the nest by the individual method, using ditterent
oolours. Prom 19-27.1V a total of two five-minute counts and seven soans
ot the entire route system were made. The results were pooled and are given
in tigure 4.1b. Sinoe there was no significant ditferenoe between the
the number of deviants (D) frca either route <X'. 0.46,1 d.t., P>0.3),
the data trom both routes were pooled to give a Rr of 86.
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Figure 4.1 Route fidelity studied at nest A during April 1974.
(a) map of the route system. (b) the numbers of ants marked on
routes 1 and S resighted on all routes. The relative activity of
each route is also giveni. are 55 aphid trees.)
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Additional examples of route fidelity are given in figure 4.2.
These data are based on the count method (usually 10 counts on each route)
at a census point two metres fram each nest. In all oases the ants were
marked by the spray method, and were taken fran route 1, as g1ven in the
nest diagrams. The values obtained for RF were 6} at nest G, and a range
from 88 to 100 at the other nests.
The data in figure 4.1 demonstrate a oonvincing route fidelity in
lUSUbris. It can also be seen from both figures 4.1b and 4.2 that D are
most likely to ocour on the routes adjacent to the "marked" route. The
results are similar to Rosengren's (1971) for !!!f! and Rolyctena, and
suggest that Holt's (1955, table 11) observations on asuilonia are
exceptional and need confirmation (calculated aa here, BF • 55). The
single low value for RF (.6}) recorded here is also difficult to explain.
However, it can be noted that the marking date coincided with the maS8-
appearance of Adelges sp. (laricis Vallot 1) on European larch, and that
foragers from this nest formed a route of over 225 II to these trees. It
is interesting to suggest that the low RF was caused by some form ot
recrui tment away trc. the marked route. Recruit_ent behaviour was
demonstrated in Campanotus socius Roger by H~lldobler (1971) and in
Formica exsecta, !!!f!, and Rolyctena by Rosengren (1971). The latter
author thought the reoruited ants were young "naive" foragers, but it the
above interpretation 18 correct, then recruitment --7 be more general.
The experillents described in the following seotions are further
sources or RF values, and their controls are included here. All the
available Hi' values obtained in tce present study are plotted on a time ot
year scale in tigure 4.}, regardless ot the year the results were
obtained. Rosengren (1971) suggested, on the basie of evidence trom a
single nest of rufa that there was seasonal variation in RF, beginning low
early 1n the foraging season (his first observations in Kay gave an RF
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value of 70), and becoming higher with the advance of the sWllDer (RF 85
in July and 96 in August). The data in figure 4.3 suggest a considerable
inter-colony variation ot RF in lugubris, without any apparent increase
in RF during the year.
4.2.2 THE Y-JUNCTION EXPERllIENT
From July to September 1974, observations were made Qb route 1 ot
nest B, • large active nest located in a 29 year old pine stand. A map
of the route system is g1ven in figure 4.4. Route 5, shown in figure 4.4,
was not present during 1974, although a oertain amount ot scattered,
unmonitored toraging did take place Qb the ride line. The aphid attended
was ~a pini, which occurred on the tew scattered SP amongst the
otherwise pure PC stand.
Route 1 had an obvious I-junction about 11 II from the nest, giving
rise to two branches, A and B. Branch A led to a single SP tree w,
while B led to three SP trees x, 7 and z. The short portions of the
route leading to each of these trees will be reterred to as sections
x', y' and. z', and these arise from a cODlDon stem called "lIAIlf". The
tollowing numbers of toragers were marked by the individual method (using
a difterent colour tor each) on these dates.
500 from A and 500 from B on 24. VII
250 fran z on 26-7. VII
150 trom y on 27-8. VII
100 trom x on 26. VII
The samples trom A and B were taken 2 .. trom the I-junction, and those
trom x, 7, and z were taken as they descended their respective tree.
Two series ot counts were made at a census point on all routes. The
tirst was ..de trom the 26-29. VII and the second trom the 27.VIII to
17.IX. Both series consisted ot 11 t1ve-m1nute counts on all routes and
11 scans ot the entire route 1. During the scans, the data tram the
different sections ot route 1-B were recorded separately.
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Figure 4.4 The route system of ne.t B during 1974 and 1975. •• SP aphid trees.
The data were analysed to provide the following information:
(a> a RF value for route 1, for branch A and B, and also for sections
x', y', and Z'I (b) the effect of time on RF, by comparing the data from
series 1 and series 21 and (0) the total forager population on route 1
and its deployment.
Table 4.2 gives the data of the Y-experiment from which the RF values
of route 1 and at the Y-junction were oalculated for both series of data.
The RF value of 100 for route 1 tell to 90 a month later, and this was
statistically significant (P<O.001). However the RF at the I-junction
remained much the same during both series of observations. This may
indicate that, over a prolonged period of t~e, foragers are more likely
to change to different routes than to branches of the same route, though
all the RF values are still very high after 30 daya.
Table 4.3 g1ves the data obtained by marking foragers trom three
aphid trees. The data were obtained as follows: eleven scans of route
1-B were made 30 days after marking, and the counts obtained for different
sections of the route recorded separately. In this way, an ant marked
on tree x was 800red as C if sighted on section x' , but as D if sighted
on either section 7' or z'. The calculated RF ot 93 ShOW8 a remarkably
high 10DB-term fidelity to individual trees within a route system. The
expected and the observed numbers seen were similar (X2• 0.31. 2 d.t.,P>0.2)
and indicate a consistency in the marking and counting procedures.
The count data ot series 1 was applied to the oapture-aaark-recapture
tormula (see 4.6) to give the details ot the forager deployment on the
route system of nest B, and the results are given in table 4.4.
4.2.3 EFFECT OF nsmcE FROM THE ROt11'E OB FIDELITY.
One of the intrigueing characteristics of wood ant routes is their
longevity. Stiger (1936> reported routes lasting 14 years in wood ants,
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Table 4.2 Data from the Y-junction experiment at nest B during 1974.
C
route 1 205
series 1
Y-junction 848
route 1 134
series 2
Y-junction 763
D
o
22
10
32
C + D
205
870
144
795
RF
100
97
93
96
xl-tests on the data:
route 1 (series 1)
Y-junction (se;he:
route 1 (series 1)
route 1 (series 2)
and route 1 (series 2): xl • 14.66. F<O.OOl •
1) and Y-junction (series 2):
2.96. N.S. _~
and Y-junction (series 1): ~ • 5.29. P<O.OS.
and Y- j unc t ion (se r i es 2): r • 2. 4 3. N. S.
Table 4.3 Results of the marking of foragers from the three SP
trees x. y. and z on route 1-B of nest B. Numbers in parentheses
are considered as D. and RF is calculated from the data for sections
x'. y'. and z' (see text).
Table 4.4 The deployment of foragers on the route system of nest B
during July 1974, estimated by the capture-mark-recapture method
applied to the series 1 (26-29.VII.1974) data.
TOTAL
44
Other routes
19 204
FORAGERS
978
25 774
Branch B
14 834
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l
7269
4421
3145
(all to tree w)
to tree x
to tree y
to tree z
Chauvin (1962) described a route system of polyctena over a six year
observation period, and Rosengren (1911) observed that the route system
of a~ colony remained relatively unchanged for nine years. It has
been noted during this study that the route system of lugubris remains
unchanged, or almost so, from year to year. This is especially obvious
in pine stands, where the SP with Cinara pini remain constant aphid trees
from year to year. The tendency of C. piceae on S8 to change from tree
to tree during the year, acounts for minor changes in the route systems
of attendant ants. Small changes in the route do occur& thus in the
I-junction experiment reported above, branch 1-A was marked, for the
observer's benefit, with eight pairs of small stakes (butchers' skewers),
after the resumption of foraging in 1915, the route now adopted still
passed throU8b six pairs of stakes, but had deviated slight17 around
two pairs. Nevertheless, the branch route 1-A was essentially
unchanged.
The effect of absenoe from the routes during winter (about three
. months) on RF merits consideration. However, experimental foragers trom
KC-451t failed to overwinter successfully in a polythene bag kept in a
o
cold roam at 2 - 4 c, and no observations were made.
'l'be following experiment however, tests the effect on RF ot 10118'-
term absence fram the route system during s\IIIDer 1915. The same nest and
route system (nest B, route 1 before the I-junction) as studied in 4.2.2
was used again here.
At regular intervals during summer 1915, 100 to 1000 foragers were
removed from route 1 and maintained separately in FLUON-coated pans near
an opened window in an unheated building near the laboratory. Some
regularly-dampened nest _terial and peat was provided, and honeywater on
cotton wool was given as tood. Even so, mortality atter one month' 8
confinement was considerable, and can be gauged from the number released
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on each occasion (table 4.5). Following release on the 10.VIII,
10 fiv~inute counts were made on each route tram 17-28.VIII. Table 4.5
gives the number released, their period ot absence trom the route, and also
the results ot the counts. There is a signiticant difference between the
results obtained for the 14 and 32 days samples when compared to the O-day
control (~2. 5.26,1 d.t., P<0.05; and x..2.. 10.11,1 d.t., P<0.01,
respectively), but not between the results tor 14 and 32 days (~. 0.90,
1 d.f., P>O.7). This indicates that absence tram the routes has a
measurable etfect on RF. Kiil (1934) showed that absence ot five days
caused no reduction ot tidelity of wood ant foragers. However, these
results are similar to those obtained by Rosengren (1971) tor~
isolated fram the nest tor 30 days.
4.2.4 THE EFFECT OF "REMOVING" AN APHID TREE.
During the end of August and early September 1974, an experiment
was carried out on route 3 ot nest C to study the effect of temporarily
removing access to an aphid tree on the BF ot honeydew carriers (HA).
A map ot the route system i8 g1ven in tigure 4.5. Route 3 was very
suitable tor this experinent as it led only to a single SP (the aphid
was Cinara pini) and toragers did not travel beyond it. Hence it was
sate to aSS\De that the aphid tree wa8 the major tood source ot the
route.
On 27. VIII, a total of 400 HA and 155 preycarriers (PA) trom
route 3 were marked by the individual method, using ditterent colours.
Three series ot counts (10, 10, and three counts, respectively, up to
tour 1n any one day) were made on each route. The first series (trom
28.VIII to 5.IX) act as a reference point with serie8 2 (trom 7-10.IX)
During series 2, the toragers were etfectively excluded trOlD their aphid
tree by a grease-band (Corry and Co. Ltd., Bone Lane Industrial Estate,
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Table 4.5 The effect of absence from route on RF, studied on route 1
of nest B during summer 1975. Marking was either by the spray <a) or
individual (b) method.
days absent 0 14 32 46 61
number released 569 371 569 21 91
marking method a b b b b
C 77 42 42 2 3
D 0 3 6 1 3
C + D 77 45 48 3 6
RF 100 93 88 67 50
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Figure 4.5 Map of the route IYlt•• of nelt C during 1974 and 1975. The oblervationl
delcribed in 4.4.1 were made at point CP. • are SP aphid treel.
Bewbury, Berks., England). The seriee 3 counts, all made on the 15.IX,
were to monitor possible after effects.
The results are given in figure 4.6 where it should be noted that
different scales are used for the route 3 and routes (1 + 2) data.
Though other factors are likely to be involved, there seems to be a
clear relationship between numbers of foragers passing in five minutes and
ground temperature (correlation between total foragers and temperaturesl
series 1, r • 0.631 series 2, r • 0.82). Note that the traffic on
route 3 wall lower, proportionately, during counts 7, 8 and 9 (correlation
between number at foragers and temperature tor route 3. series 2.
r • 0.16, N. S. ). However the number of ants marked as HA and resighted
remained quite constant throughout the observations, with only slight
drop-otf' with time. Very rew ,oarked ants appeared on 8ither route 1 or
route 21 RF for series 1 data, based on 100 recaptures was 1001 RF for
series 2 data, based on 62 recaptures was 941 RF for series 3 data,
based on 11 recaptures was 100. There was a statiotical difference
between the number of D in series 1 and series 2 and 3 pooled together
'X.2• 6.61, 1 d.t., PC:.0.05), but this is probably due to the etfect of
time on RF (s8e 4.2.2).
The best interpretation ot the data, which is supported by the field
observations, appears to be that the RF of foragers on route 3 was not
changed during the experiment. However the traffic on route 3 was lower
during the latter counts of series 2. This can be explained by the tact
that the the foragers were observed to loiter around the grease-band, and
on the route, eventually to return empty to the nest. Consequently,
lower traffic CO\U1ts were obtained, even though the ants did not change
their allegiance to route 3. Bormal foragine resumed wben the tree was
"restored" and subsequent checks ot routes 1 and 2 did not show-up any
influx of marked ants onto these routes.
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4.2.5 EFFECTS OF VARIOUS T~TKafrS ON RF
Weir (1957) showed that the effects of anaesthesia with ether,
carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide on laboratory colonies of Myrmica rubra
were significant and different. All treatments reduced longevity, and
the first two also reduced oviposition. However, Rosengren (1971,
figure 6) mentions in passing that carbon dioxide anaesthesia did not
effect the RF of~ foragers, though he does not give the data.
Otherwise there seems to be little information on the subsequent behaviour
of anaesthetized ants.
Many studies have been made on the effect of different anaesthetics
on the behaviour of Apis mellifera L. The results obtained by Ribbands
(1950) and Simpson (1954) suggest that chloroform anaesthesia does not
impair the memory, change the forager behaviour, or reduce the longevity
ot treated bees. Carbon dioxide and nitrogen anaesthesia did not impair
the memory, however, treatment with both ot these anaesthetics and a180
nitrous oxide anaesthesia caused a permanent change in forager behaviour -
pollen-collecting activity was entirely eliminated.
An experiment was Pertormed at nest D to a8ses. the etfect, it any,
ot carbon dioxide-, nitroua axide-, and chlorotorm-anaesthesia on RF
ot treated workers. In addition, the effect ot the phosphorus-32
mass-marldng technique, described in 4.6, was tested side-by-side.
Hest D i8 a large active nest with six short toraging routes leading
to both 5S and SP aphid trees. A map of the route system is g1ven in
figure 4.7. Foragers tram route 1 (taken 2 • tram the nest) were
confined in FLUON-coated basins and treated with nitrous oxide, carbon
dioxide, and cblorofom. Treatment was continued for three minutes after
aovement ceased. This .etbod worked w.ll wi. th carbon dioxide and n1troWl
oxide and recover7 was tast tra. these. However recovery from this
amount of chloroform anaesthesia was slow - many ants had not recovered
- 91 -
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The route system of nest D during 1975. o· SP and
~ • SS, and the symbols are blacked in when the trees
are aphid trees.
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after four hours, and about 30 percent of the chloroform-anaesthesia
sample was obtained by subjecting a further sample of foragers frOll route 1
to chlorofo~ vapour and exposing them to air immediately movement
ceased. These recovered quickly from this shorter anaesthesia. The
phosphorus-32 (P-32) treatment was &8 described in 4.6. A total ot
375 ants were marked tor each treatment, those given P-32 treatment were
spray ID8.rked, and the others were marked by the individual method using
different colours. A no-treatment control was also marked.
The results in table 4.6 are based on nine f'i ve-m1nute counts OIl each
route. These show that the etfect of' three of the treatments was not
significantly different trom the oontrol when compared bl the ~ test.
The result for the treatment with nitrous oxide anaesthesia is just
significant at the f'i ve percent probability level thoup the low counts
preclude conclusive comments. It thus seems that treatment with these
anaesthetics has little effect on RF ot foragers.
4.3 OBSERVATIONS ON TASK FIDELITY.
!ask fidelity refers to the phenomenon of' the same ants pertoradng
the same tasks over a period of' time. In recent social insect literature
it is referred-to synonymously with the tera polyetbism - and analogous17
with polymorphism (see Sudd 1967, p. 154; Wilson 1971, p.476).
Worker wood ants show weak polymorphism, characterized by
monomorphic allometry and a tendency towards bimodali.. in size-trequency
diagrams (see ~iil,1934 and van Boven,1961 on wood ants, and ~lott .!1...!!.,
1973 on the American species integra. Otto,1959 showed that polygynoua
and monogynous~ and polyctena colonies had different polymorphic
characteristics.) This oorresponds to group 2 in Wilson'. (1971, P.141)
sch_e tor the evolution ot worker Bub-castes.
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Table 4.6 The effect'of various treatments on the RF of lugubris
foragers. t2was caleul ated by comparing each colunn
. with the control.
-----~--r-----------------------------------------------------r-
I' NITROUS· CARBON I! P-32 OXIDE DIOXIDE CHLOROFORM CONTROL
-------1r-------------------------------------~---------------~-I I
ci I 22 41 74 70 50 I
D I. 3 0 7 7 5 I
l I
RF 1 88 100 91 91 91 '
1 I IX ! 1. 62 3. 93* 0 .01 0 .0 I
I .
_____-__L ~ 1_
* • P <0.05.
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There have been ID&IV attempts to discover if any size-dut7
relationships exist in worker ants. These studies have followed two
broad lines, firstly biometric studie. of ants captured at various taska,
and secondly observations on marked ants. The classic stud1 of
Buckingham (1911) on Pheidols and Campanotus showed that, in C. americanua
llayr, while workers of all sizes partioipated in both neat duties and
foraging, there was a preponderance of different size classes of workers
perfol'Bli11B different duties. Adlerz (1886, quoted by XiiI 19J4) provided.
silll1l&1' observations for wood ants, and Kiil (loc. cit. )provided data
on wood ants and two speoies of Campanotus.
Otto'. (1958) stud7 of a laboratory coloQY of polYctena with
ind.ividually-marked workers dflllonstrated important divisions of labour
which Budd (1967, figure 8.1) has 8U1111Darized. He showed that workers
70unger than ~ da18 were confined to nest duties, and that older worker.
foraged. This change in behaviour was associated with change in the
maxillary gland cell-size, and degeneration of the ovarie. (Otto 1958,
lirchner 1964). Similar data were obtained tor Apis mellifera by
Lindauer (1952).
The present observations relate to outside duties ("Aussend1enst" of
continental authors), firstly fidelity to the load carried, and secondl7,
observations on the sizes of workers participatiDg in ant-carrying
behaviour.
4. 3. 1 FIDELITY TO WAD CARRIED
Observations aD duties performed by different size. of workers were
reportfMi by Adlerz (1886, quoted by Uil 1934-), ;k1an4 (1931) and nil
(loc. cit,) for wood ants, Otto (1958) for POllctena, Dobrsanska (1959)
for wood ants, and Xing aDd W.lters (1950) provided data tar the
American species ruta melanotica.
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Unfortunately, these studies have not been carried out uniformly and
it i8 difficult to deduce an integrated picture. Figure 4.8 contains
an attempt at collating data trom four of these sources. Both Adlerz
(1886, quoted by Kiil 1934) and Dobrzanska (1959) classified foragers
into small, _.di\lO, and large and gave data for the n~bers or each
category performing ditterent duties. Dobrzanska' 8 data were based
on laboratory colonies and her claas "illlDobile in nest" includes ants
not observed to carry out any function. Comparison ot figure 4.8a and b
suggests similar trends I ants attending aphids tend to be smaller than
those in the nest. Similar conclusiOl18 C8Il be aade by comparing figure
~.8c and d. lote that Kiil'. (1934) data in figure ~.8d were based on
workers frOID two different nests.
It appear. that, considering the duties mentioned above, the
relationship between polyethism and polymorph188l ia weak, though some
trends do occur.
This conclusion does not exclude the possibility that a task fidelit7
exists which i8 unrelated to worker aize differences. Thus Dobrcanska
(1959) observed a rufa worker attend aphids on one 50 _ stalk of
-
Kelampyrum for 21 days - a considerable fidelity to taak and sit••
Kiil (1934) presented data which suggested a certain degr.e of taak
t1delity existed, especial17 between foragers of prey and nest aaterial
011 the on. hand, and honeydew carriers on the other.
Two seta of observations weI'. made on taak fidelit7 of honeydew
carriers (HA) and prey carriers (PA). HA refers to foragers witb
obvious honeydew-swollen abdomens found on the route syst_. lot.
that Adlerz' results (cf. figure ~.8a) suggest that these may be different
individuals to the actual aphid attendera. Doubtful loads w.re counted
as IA ("not &8signed") and all the observations were llade at a ti•• ot
year when anta with swollen abdOlDens due to enlarged fat bodies w.r. not
01'1 the route syst...
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Figure 4.8 Some aize:duty relationahipa reported in the literature for Formica app. All live
the percent foragera of different aizea (8 • a..1l, M • ..dium, L • large) performing various dutiea.
(a) wood anta, after Adlera(1886); (b)~ after Dobraanaka (1959); (c) the American apeciea
rufa melanotica after King and Waltera (1950); and (d) wood anta after Kiil (1934).
The first observations were made in conjunction with the exclusion
of foragers frOID their aphid tree during early aut\l'Dll 1974, and a
description of that experiment aDd a map of the route s1St. was g1ven 1n
(The observations reported here were cOllpletecl before the
greaseband was placed in position.) A total of 400 HA and 155 PA were
marked on route 3 by the individual method, using different colours for
each. 'l'be results ot 10 :five-minute COlmts, during which all
returning marked foragers were olassified according to the load they
carried, are given 1n ~ble 4.7.
There was no significant ditference between the subsequent tasks of
anta marked as BA or PA <t- 7.69, with 3 d.t., P> 0.05), although it
resightings as HA or PA only are considered, the difference is
significant (~- 8.03, with 1 d.f., P<0.01). There were also more
BA amonl..rst ants marked &8 PA. It is interesting to speculate that BA
are foragers which have searched for a specific food item in vain, and
return empty to the nest.
A similar experiment was conducted at nest I, a large active neat
with a 72 m route to a SP aphid tree. A total of }DO HA and 300 PA were
marked by the individual aethod on this route, on 22. VIII. 1915. Pram
~29. IX a total ot 10 15-minute observations were aade at a census point
3 • trca the nest, during which all returning toragers, including the
_rked ants, were classified according to the load they carried. In
addition, seans were made of the entire route and record was kept ot the
loads being carried by ants previously marked as SA and PA.
The results are shoe as histograms in figure 4.9, where the "rout."
histogram is based on count data only (a total of' 1444 ants), while the
histograms "PA" (81 ants) &nei1'HA" (131 ants) are based on pooled data of'
10 scans and 10 counts. '!'he results suggest a greater tendency for PA
to be resighted carrying prey, and for HA's to be resighted carrying
honeydew, as CCDpared to the usual distribution of these activities on
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Table 4.7 The experiment at nest C to study task fidelity, autumn 1974.
MARKED AS: HA PA
RESIGlITED AS number percent number percent
HA 68 88.3 20 46.5
PA 3 3.9 6 14.0
NA 6 7.8 16 37.2
VH 0 0.0 1 2.3
Totals: 77 100.0 43 100.0
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'{aure 4.9 The duti.s perfo~d by foralen -rlted .. IIA md PA
cc:apared to the usual distribution of forqer duties on the "route".
Observations at Dest I, Augu8t-September 1974.
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the route. None ot the histograms i8 statistically ditterenot however
(?(2tests on the absolute numbers), even when resightings as HA or PA
alone are considered.
It can be concluded that this evidence suggests an absence or strong
tidelity to honeydew and prey carrying amongst lugubris foragers.
4.3.2 ADULT-cARRYIBG BEHAVIOUR.
Adult-carrying ot live unharmed ants by tellCN nestmates i. one ot
the more interesting aspects ot ant behaviour. A revi_ by Imglich and
H~lldobler (1914) summarizes the relevant literature. The phenomenon
has been reported from various specie. among the )lyrmeciinae, Dorylinae,
Ponerinae, )(yrm1cinae, and Fomicinae, and Gamboa (1915&) has also
observed the behaviour in an attine. Many observations ot 80ci&1-
carrying behaviour have beeD made on the toraicines, where the behaviour
is most uniform and stereotyped.
'!'he funotion of adult-oarrying i8 not al1f&78 olear. In
Aoromyrmu v. versicolor (Pergande) the behaviour involves ejeotion ot
ants tram the nest and occurred most frequent17 above ground temperature.
at which foraging ceases (Gamboa 1915&). In Campanotus herouleanus L.,
worker. carry alatae back into the nest it they leave either too late or
early in the tlight periods (K6glich and H~lldobler 1974).
In Formica the adult carner (AC) holda the carrieel adul t (CA) b7
the .andibles, and suspended underneath the carrier, with legs tolded in
a "pupal" posture (PLATE 1). It is general17 agreed in wood ant
literature, that adult transport represents a torm ot recruitment to
nest sitez either tram constituent mounds to other mounds ot a polycalic
.yst_, or from an old nest site to a new site. ~eitz (1964) has
de8cribed the carrying ot E2!l~ workers with enlarged tat bodies
from the sWIDer to the winter nest. Rosengren (1971) observed adult
- 101 -
Pigure 4.10 Thorax rufosity aroups (after Yarrow 1955).
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,Size-frequency histograms are given in tigure 4.11a. '!'here is a
resemblance between the results tor AC and the "route" samples on the
one hand, and between the CA and the "nest" samples on the other hand.
Statistical comparisons (X'tests on the raw data, adjacent cells with
less than rive ants were pooled) were equivocal. AC and "route"
samples gave ~. 23.22, with 7 d.t., P< 0.01, CA and "nest" samples gave
x..2.. 14.54, with 8 d.t., li.S. However it was obvious that same size
selection process was involved. the headwidth ratios ot OA./AC are given
in tigure 4.12. III 90 ot the 100 paira ot CA/AC, the carried ant was
..ller than the ant carrying it. lIost CA were 0.7 to 0.9 timee the
aize ot their reepective AC, and the ratio was smaller in 39 pairs.
The frequency histograms tor the different rufoait7 class8s were
given in figure 4.11b. There waa an evident trend tor a preponderance
ot groupa 2 and 3 amonpt larger anta, and tor smaller ants to belong
to darkel'-thorax claasea (groups Je. to 6). Sill1lar observations .ere
made by Klott .!l...!!. (1973) in their atud7 ot the American epecies
integra.
Adult carrying wae also observed in the "conventional" lIode. nest
moving occurred at Galte..776a on 18. V.1975, when the nest moved to a new
site 3 • distant. A tive-m1nute oount of' ants travelling in each
direction )'1elded theae results.
to new neat. 143 AC (+ 143 CA) and 88 other ants,
to old neet. ,. .lC (+ ,. CA) and 286 other ant••
Adult-carrying accounted tor 76.4 percent of' trattic 00 the "reoruiting"
route, but on17 2.8 percent on the other route. (ground temperature.
24.60C, 17.00 hours)
Further observations were made on nest IDOving ill lilcoran Wood.
The old site was destroyed b7 fire Oft 26.V.1975 and the ants were moving
to a new site 53 II awa7. Two five-minute counts of' ants travelling in
- 104 -
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each direction were made at 19,45 on 29. V.1975J ground temperature 16.6°C
(CL • carrying larvaJ CP. carrying pupa).
to new site: 1 CL, 1 CP, 69 AC + 69 CA, 45 other workers.
to old sitel 117 other ants.
to new sitel 1 CP, 38 AC + 38 CA, 58 other ants.
to old sitel 1 AC + 1 CA, 101 other ants.
Thus 68 percent of the ants travelling to the new site were involved in
carrying behaviour.
4.4 RHYTlD4S OF FORAGING.
Wood ants have attracted much attention because ot their predatory
potential and its possible applications in forestry management (see
references in Cotti 1963). Yet, one of the most fundamental considerationa
in assessing their importance as predators, namely a study ot the cycles
of foraging activity, has not been given proportionate attention. In
this section, results of observations on the toraging activity are
presented together with a discussion ot some meteorological and seasonal
factors affecting the foraging cycle.
This type ot data has been provided by Ayre (1958, 1959) tor the
American species subnitens, and Horstmann (1970, 1972) made a detailed
study of polyetena. In addition, various aspects ot the torahJing
dynamio8 of wood ants bave been treatad separatelyl prey-hunting was
reviewed by Adlung (1966) and Otto (1967), and studies on honeydew
gathering include those by Zoebelein (1956) and MUller (1956, 1958).
Chauvin (1965) and deBruyn and Kruk-deBruin (1972) studied diurnal
rhythms of forager trattic in polyetena, and Holt (1955) described the
distribution of ~u11on1a foragers in the foraging arena. COIlparisOD
of foraging rhythms i8 facilitated by studiea ot other ant species,
including Atta cephalotes (1.) (Lewis et ale 1974 at b), Acromytmex
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versicolor versicolor (Gamboa 1975b) and Veromessor pergandei (Kayr)
(Clark and Comanor 1973). Bernstein (1974) considered a number ot aspecta
of seasonal foraging in three species of desert ants.
In summary, Ayre's data tor subnitens showed that toraging began at
t_perature 10.3°C, rose to a maxiDna at 22.7°C and ceased at 38.3°C. The
data for polyctena (after Horstmann) suggested that toraging began at
ground temperature 6°C, rose almost linearly with temperature to a .aximum
at 2O-25°C and fell otf rapidly above 25°C. The 'data tor other species ot
ants are similarl Gamboa's data tor Acrom,yrmex showed a drop-ott ot
foraging above 32°C, ceasing at 38-42oC ground tuperaturea. Clark
o
and Comanor gave 9 C as the starting point tor Veromessor toraging,
with drop-oft at 33°C and an upper limit at 4O.5°C. Although other
factors are involved, the diurnal variation in gro\Uld t_perature,
considered alone, impose. a bimodal pattern on toragin« activity when
mel-day ground temperatures exceed the upper limt tor that speoies.
Considered together, the data tor the different apecies mentioned seem
r..rkably s1JD11ar.
In the absence ot detailed studies ot lugubris traffic dynamics,
observations were made to describe foraging rhythm. on seae representative
days and to consider these data alongside recorded temperature and cloud
cover data.
1t.1t.1 DAY COUNTS or FORAGm TRAFl'IC
Long-term wood ant tratfic studies are hindered b7 the perioda ot
observation theT require and by the lack ot a ISU1table ant-c01mter or
recorder. D1ble7 aDd Lewis (1972) developed a photocell ant-COlD1ter tor
their studies on Atta cephalotes, and obtained interesting lons-tera
resulta (in Lewia!1..!.!. 1974 a, b) uaing it. However an ant-counter
developed in conjunction with Itt V. lett (aee appendix III), based on a
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similar principle, was not entirely satisfactory in the fielda contrary
to Dibley and Lewis' (loc. cit.) claim for!!!!, lugubris worker8 tended
to congregate around the light beam at night and gave spurious results.
Similarly, Chauvin's (1965) device, based on a microbalance suspended
across a route and connected to a olockwork recorder, appears difficult
to calibrat. - apart from the difficulties he exp.rienced in "coaxing" the
ants to traverse it.
In the absence of a suitable recorder, counts of traffic were made
as followsa a census point W&S established on route 3, 13. tram the
mound of nest C (point It CP" in the route system map in figure 4.5). On
each of four days (one in 1974, and three in 1975) two fiv....unut. counts
(one of foragers travelling towards - "TO", and the other ot foragers
travelling from - "FROM", the nest) were mad. every half hour, starting
before dawn and ending after dusk. The first and last counts .ach da7
were made with the aid ot a alight beam fre. a flashlight. When counting
the to foragers, a record was kept of the different loads being carried.
During the 1975 counts, • further five-mnute period every hour traa
10.00 to 19.00 was spent removing all prey items frca passing prey
carriers. Ground and air temperatures were recorded sim~ltaneoU8ly aD
• Grant recorder, and a visual estiate ot cloud cover was a180 made.
'!'be results ot the observations are given in figure 4.13. '!'he day-
chosen were r.presentative ot the foraging cycle tor the t~e of 78&r,
though all tbe observations were made during spells of tine weather.
'!'bere wae a bad local thunderstorm at 21.00 hours on 6. VI. 1975, but the
observations made immediately after it did not l1eld any unusual results.
Reference to the graphs in tieur. 4.13 showe that the cloud cover
did not affect foraging, ccept in so far .. it modified temp.ratures.
Foraging traffic began and ceased at ground temperatures of 6 - aOc.
Above thi8 t_perature, a lin8&r correlation existed between the total
n\.lllber of foragers passing in fiv...inutes (y) (1.e. the tiV8-llli.nute '1'0
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Figure 4.1 ,
Half-hour17 forager counts at a census point 13 • from nest C em
four da18. Half-hourl,. readings tor ground and air t~ratur..
and a oloud-cover estimate are also provided. '!'he 'bal'-charls
8l:111D&rise the loads of all returning toragers during the ~lisht
oounta.
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and FROJal oounts summed), and temperature (x) in the range 7 to 200 0.
Surprisingly, air temperature seems to be a better predictor of forager
numbers than ground temperature. T'n1s is pres\.IDabl1' due to the
fluctuations in grotmd temperature even during the five minutes the count
was being made, whereas air temperature does not fluctuate to the same
extent. The regression equations are as tollowsl
(a) for 5.X.1974,
with ground temperature, y. 7.49% - 2.92,
with air temperature, y. 10.84:1: - 27.28,
(b) for 23.VI.1975,
with ground temperature, y. 14.09% - 115.10,
with air temperature, y. '16.69:1: - 135.46,
(c) for 6.VI.1975,
with ground temperature, 1'. 10.36% - 73.52,
with air temperature, 1'. 11.98% - 184.92,
(d) for 27.VIII.1975,
with ground temperature, y. 13.04x - 121.19,
with air temperature, y. 16.39% - 167.99,
Equations 2, 4, 6, and 8 are plotted in figure 4.14.
r • 0.80 (1)
r • 0.90 (2)
r • 0.92 (3)
r • 0.95 (4)
r • 0.78 (5)
r • 0.86 (6)
r • 0.80 (7)
r • 0.82 (8)
The differences
noted may represent seasonal variation of traffic response to temperature.
lotice that on 5.X.1974, the traffio was moving at 08.00 hours at a
ground temperature of 6.7°e. Similar numbers of foragers only ocourred
.bout 20 0 higher on the other days.
Each half-hourly total fiv&-m1nute count f~ the 27.VIII.1975 data,
is plotted against ground temperature in figure 4.15. It can be clearly
o8een that total forager activity rose to a maximum at 24 0 and declined
rapidly above 27°0. Although no actual cut-off point was observed on
this day, it was frequently noted that route traffio ceased above 330 0
ground temperature. At this point all the foragers remained in the
shade. However, traffic was rarely interrupted tor more than a few
minutes because a moment'. cloud immediatel1 restored traffic. Ground
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Figure 4.15 Total fi.,.-.illute count. of foraler. at .ifferellt ,round
temperature. OD route 1, ne.t C, 27.V1II.197S. The line i. a fitted
nonaal curve.
temperature fluctuations up to 40°C were noted during the present study.
At these temperatures, the exposed nests' surfaoes were entirely
deserted, often for quite 10Dg periods.
It i8 interesting to note that the data in figure 4.15 i8 very
8imilar to that obtained by deBruyn and Kruk-deBruin (1972) for polYctena
and the present data 1s alao well fitted by a normal ourve of the
following forma
-i ( T - u )2
c.a a
II •
where B. number of foragers passing per five minutes,
T • temperature in OCt
p • the optimum temperature (24°C),
a • the standard deviation of T (. 5.40C),
and c. a constant whiob varies witb time and place (. 2615).
Further similarities between ~!!n! and l~br1s will be described
Comparison of the bar-charts in figure 4.13 summarizing the data
on the loads ot returning toragers, provides some idea of the colony' 8
seasonal food requirements. Prey-hunting was most important in April,
and decreased steadily to October. &npty foragers (IA) were most frequent
in April, at the beginning of the aeason when honeydew is scarce. Adult-
carrying behaviour was highly seasonal, being most evident in April,
still appreciable in June, but negligible trom then on. 'l'be honeydew
carriers (HA) quickly rose from nine percent in April, to 73 percent in
June, and. up to 77 percent in October.
Horstmann (1970) reported, for polyetena, that both the n\lllber of
prey items carried per 100 ants, and also the actual number of pre)' items
being carried, increased with temperature.
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Analysis of the data from
lugubris, obtained from 08.00 to 20.30 hours on the 23.IV.1975, when
prey-carrying was relatively most important, shows that there was no
relationship between ground temperature and the proportion of PA amongst
returning foragers (figure 4. 16a, r. -0.26, I.S.), although a clear
relationship existed between the actual number of prey items being
transported to the nest and ground temperatures (figure 4.16b, r • 0.67).
There was also a tendency towards a higher proportion of PA in the
earlier part of the day (figure 4.16d, comparing the two halves of the
observation period using the raw data, ~. 14.32, with 1 d.f. P<0.OO1).
Gamboa (1975&) reported that adult-oarrying behaviour in AcranY!'!Dex
v. versicolor was .ost prevalent at }8-40oC, just atter the colony had
shut down all forager traffic. In contrast, the ant carriers (AC)
in lugubris occur at a wide range ot ground tsoperatures, and a graph
of' the percentage of' AC among returning foragers on 23.IV.1975 i8
reasonably-well (r • 0.52, P<O.02) fitted by a line (figure 4.16c).
However, there was no diurnal pattern.
4.4.2 aI'HER OBSERVATICliS OB ROtJ1'E TRAFFIC
(a) Tille intervals between ants.
Bolt (1955) showed that traffic flow away frClll an aquilonia nest
was random, he did not state the tille of year ot his observations.
Since then, evidence has been provided that ruf'a, polyctena, and Formica
exseCta (Rosengren 1971) and Campanotus socius (H~lldobl.r 1971) possess
a form of' recruitment behaviour. Part of' Rosengren'. evidence was a
demonstration that outgoing polyctena foragers are aggregated under low
traffic conditions (his observations were _de in October), whereas
returning foragers pass randomly. S. interpreted these groups &8
foragers being actively recruited to tood. Chauvin (1965) has also
noted these groups ot foragers 1n polyctena which he describes (1970,p.65)
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as " 'gusts' ••• of seven to ten insects separated by dead. per-iods".
Similar groupings ot foragers were trequently seen on lugubris routes
at many times of the year.
The present data consist ot a single set of observations designed
to oompare results obtained with lugubris (route 4, nest B see figure 4.4)
with those obtained for Lasius fuliginosus, a species well-known to
tollow soent trails (Carthy 1951). Both observations were made on
24. VIII. 1975. A record was made by speaking into a Phillips' cassette
tape-reoorder each time an ant passed. This was transferred manually
to a laboratory chart recorder. Overall t1m1ng error was always less
than +1.5 percent and ignored.
It the foragers are passing random~y on the route/trail, then the
number expected in a time interval t, to 't2 is g1ven by
N( e -mtL .-mt2 ) (Holt 1955),
where. i8 the n\lllber ot intervals observed, • the reciprocal of the
mean interval, and e the base ot natural logaritbms. Comparison of the
observed and expected values (table 4.8) shows that only in the case of
the lugubris 'l'O sample, was there a departure from random expectation.
While this is in agreement with Holt'. observations, it clashes with
Rosengren's (1971) h7Pothesis.
Rosengren's data were collected differently. he counted the numbers
passing in 35 15-second intervals for both TO and FROM traffic, and
made s1% replicates. He tested his data by the index ot dispersion
(Southwood 1966, p.36) and demonstrated significant aggregation in five
out of s1% ot the FROM observations, but in nonB ot the TO observations.
A re-ex&JDination of the chart record made during the present study,
USing Rosengren'. criterion ot the D\IIlber of ants per 15 a, provided three
replicates for lugubris Fiat data, and one set eaob far lugubris '1'0 and
Lasius fulisinosus '1'0 and FROM. These were analysed by the same method
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ilk.,
Table 4.8 '!'he intervals bet.een suoce88ive foragers of Formica lugubr18 and La8ius tulirlnoaus.
(0 • observed, E. upeoted.) :
mean
IHTERVALS (s) I 0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 8 - 10 10 - 12 12 - 14 14 - 16 16 - 18 18 - 20 >20 TOTAL interval X2 p
r. lugubr18 0 42 21 10 9 9 4 9 , 5 1 10 123
TO 7.39 17.49 <0.05
E 27.7 21.1 16.1 12.3 9.4 7.1' 5.5 4.2 3.2 2.4 14.0 123.0
I 0 ~ 31 29 22 13 14 7 10 10 4 18 222
... FROM 7.61 13.63 >0.1
... I 48.8 37.5 28.9 22.2 17.1 13.1 10.1 7.8 6.0 4.6 25.9 222.0-..I
I
L.fulig1nosU8o 38 22 11 11 6 8 6 1 2 1 4 110
TO 5.35 8.27 ,.0.5
E 32.6 22.4 15.4 10.6 7.3 5.0 3.5 2.4 1.6 . 1.1 7.1 110.0
0 24 25 ~8 7 10 8 3 6 1 5 8 115
J'R(]( 7.42 12.98 >0.1
E 25.6 19.7 15.0 11.5 8.8 6.7 5.1 3.' 3.0 2.3 13.4 115.0
as used by Rosengren (1971) and the results werea in one of the three
FROII observations for lugubris there was significant aggregation, but
all other.sets of data were well-fitted by random expectation.
I't seem safe to conclude that at the tilDe of year the observations
were made, lugubris and Lasius tuliginosus traffic i8 essentially random.
'!'he observations made in the present study suggest that the "gus'ts"
described by Chauvin are not confined 'to FROM traffic, and hence may be
caused by factors other than recruitment.
(b) Journey times.
Holt (1955) studied the journey times of &Q,uilonia foragers by
observing paint-marked individuals and reported that an average foraging
journey lasted 129 minutes. '!'his was followed by an average ot }1 IIl1nutes
spent in the nest before returning to forage again.
Pran 12.20 to 18.50 hours on 27.VIII.1975, a continuous observation
was made at a census point on route 1, 1}. fre:. nest 0 (see map of
route system in figure ~.5). At various times a total of 120 foragers
were u.rked individually, without r_oving them frOID the route. Some
groups were travelling TO the nest and others FROII. the nest. In
addition to providing intor.-tion on journey times of foragers, it was
hoped that by noting the different groups ot ants a8 they passed to the
aphid trees and back to the nest, 1f1thout removing 'them from the route,
'that it would be possible to see if there were regular groups ot ants
which tended to stay together - i.e. if temporal separation of foragers
existed. This tact ha8 an important bearing on the forager fidelity
8tudie8, where counts .ade at various times of the day have been
compared direct17.
The result8 of the observations are presented in figure ~.17 where
the different ID8rking seri.s are shOftl separately. fille 0 was at 12.20
hOur8. The t1JDe each group was marked i8 indicated b7 a 80lid bar and
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Pigure 4.17 The journey ,times of foragers on route 1 of nest Con 27.VIII.1975.
See text for explanation.
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details are gi.ven of the n\lllber marked and the direction they were
travelling when marked. Each subsequent sighting ot an ant is indicated
by a stroke on the TO ("T") or PROM ( ..,.,) line, whichever the case.
Of the two groups marked as they travelled FROII the nest, the first
reaipted ant, DOW travelling TO the nest, passed 56 and ~ ainutea
later. In the group aarked as they travelled TO the nest, the tirst was
resighted, now travelling FROM the nest, 58 minutes later. However,
it is obvious that even atter }90 minutes observation, considerable
variation existed in the t1JDe spent by individuals in performing their
tasks, and a D\IIlber of attempts at manipulating the data tailed to
uncover any underlying 07cle. On the following day, oasual observation
.uggested that the marked and uuaarked individuals were well-mixed on
the route.
A second observation was made on the following day at the SF aphid
tree (specie. of aphida C1nara pin1) on route } of the same nest. On
this occasion, starting at 11.30 hOurs, 75 ants were marked as they
ascended the tree, without removing them fraa the tree, and the t1Jle was
noted as each marked ant descended the tree. However, once they lett the
tree, foragers were not allowed to return and become confua.d with other
aaarked ants. During 215 minutes of observation, a total of 49 marked
ants were sighted, and the average time spent on the tree was 106 minute••
At ground t8Jllperature 2OoC, foragers take approximately 40 • to
proceed along 1 II of route (.e. p123 ). At this rate of progre•• , the
return journey to a 20 • d1stant aphid tree takes o. 27 mnutes. This
can be added to the 106 II1nutea spent on the tree to give an average
journey tilDe of 1}} ~nutes. This is very similar to Holt's (1955)
figure ot 129 llinute. for aquilonia.
Reference back to figure ~.17 show. that the tirst of the 50 toragers
aarked as they travelled to the best did not re-appear until 59 minutes
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later, and that 120 JDinutes seems a fair average tor the time spent
travelling to the nest, tille in the nest and ti.. to 'travel bacle to the
census point. At the rate of progress used above, the time spent on the
route would be 17 minutes, leaving 103 minutes as the time actually spent
in the nest. This ia considerably longer than the estimate ot 31 II1nutes
given bl Holt (1955) for aquilonia.
Both these eatimates oan be added to give a total journey 'time
estimate of 236 minutes (3.93 hours).
(c) Other variables affecting foraging ape.d.
Holt (1955) and deBruyn and ICruk-deBruin (1972) studied the effect
ot temperature on the rmming speed of aquilonia and polyetena t
respectively. Running speeds ot lugubris foragers were recorded by
lDeasuring the tille taleen by ind.1vidual ants to pass under two lengths or
thread suspended 150 .. apart (similar to Holt' a six inches) across route 1
of nest C. Observations were made alternately on ants travelling to and
tr~ the nest (except at 6-7°C when only FROII antB were available). Biae
was avoided by choosing the next available ant travelling in tbe right
direction, and an observation was only disregarded if the ant veered
from the route. Ground temperatures were recorded at least every 10
observations UBirl8 a white-painted coppel'-gauze shield (Long 1953) over
the thermistor probe.
An anal78is of three groups of' observations (t-tests) showed no
difterences between the TO and FROM data and both were pooled, as were
observations made on the same occasion at O.50 C ot each other. A total
ot 527 ants were timed, oalthough above JO C the points plotted are based
on les8 than tive ants each.
!he results are shown 1n f1gure 4.18 where a linear relationship
18 evident. In figure 4.18b the data for aquilonia (data frCD table 7 in
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Bolt,1955, transformed from feet per minute to mm.s-1and a regression line
titted) and pollctena (from deBruyn and Kruk-deBruin 1972) are shown
together with the line for lugubris. The regression equations are:
lugubris 7- 2.03%
-
8.34, r - 0.96,
polyctena 7- 2.1 % - 11.1, r not given,
aquilC?~ 7 - 0.75x - 0.90, r - 0.93.
The results for pollctena and lugubris show a ve~ similar response to
temperature, and both are very different to the graph tor ~l~.
This may represent interspecifio variation.
These graphs probably represent the ideal situation as regards
speed variation at different temperatures, and it is better to
differentiate between ~ng sp~, timed over short oleared stretches
ot route, and actual p,rogress, timed over longer distances (e.g. 1 II)
without considering any obstacles. Far example, on 28. VIII. 1975,
ground temperature 22.80 0, 11 foragers on route 3 of nest 0 averaged
38.2 a to cover 1 m on a stretch ot the route with few obstacles. This
1s equivalent to 26.2 DID. S-1 or 70.1 percent ot the speed predicted from
the temperature: speed graph for lugubris.
Holt (1955) also noticed no significant difference between the
apeed of uphill' and downhill movement in !a~.~~~' without giving data,
and O'Rourke's (1947) observations on wood ants in Switzerland gave similar
results. However observations on 28. VIII. 1975 at the SP aphid-tree of
route 3, nest 0 yielded the follOWing datal the t1JDes taken by 50
ascending foragers were significantly different (~0.05) tra. those of
descending foragers (timing method was as descr1bed above). The
tollowing is a s\lDlD&ry ot the results I
UPI
DOWlIa
average time (s) 7.05 S.D. 1.80
average time (s) 6.11 S.D. 2.28 (t - 2.26, 96d.t.)
The conflict in results may be due to the difference bet.een speed and
progress, &S O'Rourke (loc. cit.) timed the ants over 1 a.
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4.5 QUANTITIES OF FOOD ITEMS.
In this section information already presented is considered, along
with additional data, to give estimates of the quantities of food
collected by a lugubris nest during the year.
4. 5. 1 THE ACTIVE SEASON
The field observations suggest that active foraging occurs from mid-
April to the end of October at ground temperatures above o. aOe. The
average number of hours above 8.50 e air temperature in Kilkenny, the nearest
available station (SO laD trom the study area) is given in figure 4.19.
This i8 based on 1960 to 1914 data from the Meteorological Service. AD
estimate ot 3333 work hours per year (CIt 139 days) can be given tor
lugubris foragers, based on this data.
4.5.2 fOOD ITEMS
honeydew
The percentage of returning foragers carrying honeydew and prey
items on the following dates were (data from figure 4.13) I
23.1V 6.V1 21. VIII 5.X
8.9 13.3 73.4 76.9
12.2 11.3 9.1 6.2prey
Since honeydew was not available in large quantities W'ltil mid-May, the
low figure for honeydew iln April was disregarded, and this leaves an
average figure for honeydew of 74.5 percent of loads. The average
percent of loads for pre7 items i. 9.7.
(a> Prq it...
The 1dentit7 of the pre, items removed fra. returning foragers OD
23.1V, 6.VI, and 27.VIll (all 1975, see 4.4.1) during five ainutes eve-q
hour trca 10.00 to 19.00 is given in table 4.9. It can be seen that
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Figure 4.19 oThe average number of hours above 8.5 C dry-bulb temperature
at Kilkenny, 1960-1974 (Heteorolo~ical Service data). The
foraging season of lugubris is shaded.
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Table 4.9 The prey items taken from lugub~8 foragers on three days.
23.IV.1975 6.VI.1975 27.VIII.1975
Lumbricidae 9 13 6
Chilopoda 2 2 1
Araneae 11 4 2
Co11embo1a 6 1 2
Neuroptera 0 1 1
Aphididae 0 1 3
Lepidoptera larvae 0 6 0
Coleoptera 3 6 0
Formicidae 1 12 7
other Hymenoptera 1 5 7
Diptera 21 17 24
others 6 6 5
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Diptera were the most frequent prey items, and that lumbricids, spiders
and other ants were also important. These prey items seem representative
ot those taken by lugubris in Ireland, though, perhaps Collembola,
ll.lDbricids, and slugs are 'taken more frequently in damp weather.
An estimate can be made ot the total prey items taken by nest C
during the year, as follows.
A.ctive S8&son.
Average foraging journey.
number of' foragers.
Annual total prey items.
(b) Honeydewl
3333 hours,
3.93 hoursl
24 895 (taken tra. 'table 4.11, 9.7 percent
prey carriers),
62.05 x 10 •
Honeydew is the most important tood i tell of' wood ants, and studies
on the quantities of honeydew carried into the nest include those of'
Zoebelein (1956) and Horstmann (1970, 1972). Zoebelein weighed 100
polYctena foragers taken as they asoended the tree and subtracted this
figure from the weight ot 100 foragers taken descending the tree. This
gave an average load of honeydew as 5.84 JIg per ant. Similar
observations on aquilonia foragers (Holt 1955) gave an average honeydew
load as 1.9 mg. Horstmann (1970, 1972) reported that crop volumes
:5ot honeydew in R2,.lyctena varied f'r<ll 0.5-4.5 DID •
During mid-September 1975, samples of foragers w.re taken as they
ascended and descended two aphid treeSI 5S (With Cinara Riceae) and
SP (with Cinara pin1). These were maintained separately in vials with
I'LUOlf-coated sides and weighed. about 1 hour after sampling 'to the nearest
0.1 mg. Subsequently, the headwidth of each ant was measured to the
nearest 0.03 DIll using a binocular mioroscope f'i tted with an ocular
II1crOlle'ter.
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The results are shown in figure 4.20 and show that at the tilDe ot
year these observations were made, Cinara piceae-attending ants carry
relatively more honeydew I at headwidth 1.8-1.9 mm (the most frequent
size-olass on the route - 8ee f1gure 4.11) the honeydew load was 6.0 mg
in C. piceae-attenders, but only 4.8 mg in C. pini-attenders. This
represents, respectively, 52 and 34 percent of the forager's weight.
A calculation, similar to that used above for prey items, giYeS
76 kg per year as the total input of honeydew at nest 0, and 198 kg
per year for nest B (the nest with the largest estimated number of
foragers, see table 4.11). These figures seem reasonable when compared
to those given by Zoebelein (1956) tor polyctena, viz. 290-320 kg of
honeydew colleoted per year.
4.6 FORAGER I WORlCEJt-.BROOD AND COLONY POPlJLATION ESTIMATES
The literature provides few estimates of total colony population
of wood ants or of related Fo!'lD1ca spp. (ot. Wilson 1971,P.438, and. a180
Bodenheimer 1937. Brian 1965, p. 5). Those estimates that exist are
based on total counts (Yung 1900, Cory and Haviland 1938, ICing and
lalters 1950, Ayre 1957) or on observations .ade on oolonies during
aigration (Forel 1874, quoted by Yung 1900). An att_pt has been made
here to provide total forager- and total colony-population estimates,
using the capture-mark-reoapt~e(CKR) formulae.
4.6. 1 ·IHTBODUCTIOli TO CKR
am methods are frequently ued in eoology for population 8st1Jllation.
La Cren (1965) reviewed the histor7 of' the method, and attributed it
to the Danish worker, C.J. Petersen, though the .ethod was also
developed independently by Lincoln (1930) - hence frequent reference to
the "Lincoln Index". However Cormack (1968) mentions that Laplace
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Figure 4.20 The relationship between liveweight and headwidth of
lugubris foragers, empty (UP) and carrying honeydew (DOWN)
after attending two species of aphids, Cinara piceae
and C. pini.
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estimated the population of Franoe iD 1786 using a modifioation ot the
method.
Southwood (1966, p.15) provides a detailed review of Cd methods.
The basic formula is
a. II n
• •
III
'"where N is the estimated population, M the total DUmber ot marked anima18,
n the number of animals in the second sample, and a the number of marked
animals in the second sample. Bailey (1952) has shown that a more
accurate population estimate i8 gi.ven by
j • )I (n + 1)
(II + 1).
AVar B •
This, the "\U1bias8ed formula", i8 used here. An estimate of the
variance of B 1s given b7
)I (n + 1) (n - .)
(II + 1)2. (. + 2).
The following ass\IIlptions are made 1n applying the formulael
(a) the mark: i8 permanent for the duration of the experiment,
(b) the probability of capture ot a marked ind.1vidual i8 equal to
the proportion of marked animals in the population,
(c) the population 18 closed, i.e. there 18 no emigration or
1mm1gration,
and (d) mortality and natallty are negligible.
A.ssl.IDption (a) has caused the greatest hindrance to ant studies.
A.ssumption (b) includes the effects of the mark on behaviour or mortality
of the marked ind.1vidual.
4.6. 2 MATERIALS AND JiEl'HODS
P1ve nests were chosen tor the field observations. They reflected
the mound 8ize variation usually encountered, and were all "solitary'
nests - i.e. no neighbouring nests occurred olose enough to suspect that
they were constituent 1Il0unds of a polycalio col0n7. (PLATES 2 and 3)
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The laboratory experiments used worker ants taken either from Ke-458a or
nest D on a number of sampling occasions.
Marking methods which have been used in previous CUR studies on
ants includea
(a) mutilationa Brian (1972);
(b) paint a Chew (1959), Waloff and Blacldtb (1962), Ayre (1962),
(c) external radioactive marka Odum and Pontin (1961), Go11ey and
Gentry (1964), lielsen (1972 a,b; 1974), Erickson (1972),
(d) internal radioactive marka Brian et ale (1965); Stradling
(1968; 1970), Brian and Elmes (1974).
A useful revi ew of marking methods is given by Sm1th (1972). Marking
methods that have been used in other insect studies (Southwood 1966, p.57)
such as fluorescent dyes and powders usually require that the second
sample be killed to allow detection or the marked individuals, and were
not considered here.
In the present study, estimates were required of both forager and
total colony population. Consequently, it was decided to adopt spray
paint marking for the forager estimate, and a radioactive mass-marking
technique (precise method to be decided by experiment) for the colony
size estimate.
The forager estimate was obtained from similar-type data as
obtained in the route-fidelity study (sections 4.2 and 4.3). Samples
of ants were marked by the spray method, and "recaptured" by oounts on
each route.
Two methods or mass-marking ants using radioactive labels have been
employed, <a) external and (b) an internal mark.
(a> External radioactive mark.!
External radioactive marks are applied by immersing the insects in a
radioactive solution to which a wetting agent has been added. The method
tolla-s Roth and Hoffman (1952) and was first used on ants by Odum
and Pontin (1961). Objections have been raised to the use of this
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for ant studies (e.g. by Stradling 1970 working on Lasius flaws and
by Erickson 1972 working on Pogonomyrm_ californicus (Buckley»,
because the mark is transferred to unmarked ants by mutual grooming
behaviour. Nielsen (1972 a,b, 1974) has shown, bowever, that in Lasius
alienus (F~rst), if sufficient drying time is allowed before mixing. the
radioactive and non-radioactive ants, the mark is not then transferred.
A small scale experiment showed that this is also true in lugubrisl
groups of foragers were immersed in a 200 JIll solution containing 5 JlCi
phosphorue-32 with a few drops of TEEPOL added as a wetting agent.
Immersion lasted one minute. After iJIIDersion, saae ants were mixed
i_ediately ("1m''' ) with non-labelled ants, and the others ("DRY") were
allowed dry for five hours before mixing. '!'wo replicates were set up for
each, in one the non-labelled ants had a funiculus removed, wbile in the
otber, labelled and non-labelled ants could not be .eparated by sight.
The radioactivity levels were read 24 hours later and are given in table
4.10.
The results show that it is always possible to separate primarily
and secondarily marked individuals in the "DRY" samples. However,
while the method has inherent attractiveness due to the facility of
marking large numbers quickly, each ant bas to be individually counted
on a Geiger-Mnller type instrument after resampling. Since an automatic
sample changer was not available, this method could not be used for large
numbers.
(b) Iftternal radioactive marks
The use of internal radioactive marking for CMR purpose. is fraught
with difficulties due to tropballaxia (G~sswald and ~loft 1963).
However, Stradling (1968, 1970) showed that by feeding a radioactive
8olution, and subsequently starving for a number of days, to be
determined for each species, that transfer of food to unlabelled ants
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Table 4.10 An experiment to test the dipping method of radio1abe1ing.
Some ants ("WET") were mixed immediately with non-labeled ants, and the
others ("DRY") were allowed to dry for five hours before mixing. Two
replicates were set up for each; in one, the non-labeled ants had a
funiculus removed (results in parentheses). The radioactivity levels
were read one day later and the levels of individual ants are given in
counts per minute.
WET DRY
replicate: 1 2 1 2
704 229 373 320
229 228 234 284
206 234 219 188
172 194 182 183
113 169 177 175
(98) 162 (65) 75
(86) 157 (44) 62
(68) 122 (44) 53
(57) 108 (40) 49
(45) 93 (37) 47
BACKGROUND 51 BACKGROUND 40
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was nil. By using radiophosphorus (P-32), bigh oounts were obtained
which allowed quick detection by autoradiography.
The following experiments were designed to test the efficacy of the
p-32 internal marking method for application to lugubrisl
(a) to decide the appropriate number of days feeding for optimal
marking,
(b) to decide the length of starvation period required to prevent
transfer of radiolabel to nan-labelled ants by trophallaxi8,
(c) to study retention of the mark,
and (d) study the requirementa for adequate detection by autoradiography.
In all these experiments, the radioactive solution (Stradling 1968,
1970) oonsisted of 1 mOl P-32 (aa orthophosphate, supplied by the
Radiochemical Centre, Amersham) in 5 ml of 25 percent boney-water.
The same ratio of phosphate to honey-water was maintained throughout the
experiments, and the quantity of solution administered was doubled at
the end of a fortnight (half-life of P-32 is 14.7 days). Ants were
kept either in disposable plastic dishes (diameter 90 mm) or in plastio
basins with FLUON-coated sides, and with filter paper or a piece of
sponge moistened to maintain humidity. Experiments were carried out
at both 200 C and at ambient temperatures.
Radioactivity levels were checked on a Nuclear Chicago gas flow
DIeter. Li.ve ant. were read in this meter, by first cooling them on
ice, and then placing them on a planchette under an upturned "aieve"
(a cap from a plastic tube, with its end removed and replaced by nylon
netting). When possible, the ants were killed with chloroform and read
in the meter dead. Beadings obtained by both of these methods have not
been compared directly as live and dead ants gave slightly different
readings.
The experimentsl
<a) Fifty ants were maintained in plastic dishes at 20°C and ted on
0.2 111of tull strength radioactive solution.
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Their individual
radioactivity levels were checked alive daily for six days. The
results are shown in figure 4.21 and indicate that while high counts
were obtained on all days, that the ants were uniformly and highly
marked by day 3.
(b) A number of dishes, each with 50 ants, maintained and fed as in (a>
were used as a store of radiolabelled ants. All food was removed at the
end of three days. Thereafter, starting with o-day starvation, 15
labelled ants were mixed with 15 unlabelled ants. Two replicates were
set up for each day. one, a control, in which the unlabelled ants were
marked either by Dlutilation (removing the funiculus) or by a spot of
paint on the gaster, and the other, in which the labelled and lD'llabelled
ants could not be distinguished by sight. After 24 hours all were
killed with chloroform and their radioactivity levels checked. The
results in figure 4.22 are representative of' three repeats of tbis
experiment. Slight transfer of label was present in days 0 to 2,
eventhough it always seems possible to identify the primarily and
secondarily labelled individuals. levertheless, transfer at day 3
was negligible.
(0) Ten ants, set up a8 described in (a) had their radioactivity levels
read alive on the tirst tour days, and thereafter at irregular intervals
tor a total of 83 days. The result8 (figure 4.23> indicate a convincing
retention of the mark.
(d) Larger 8cale experiments were carried out at IUDbient temperatures
using ants maintained in plastic basins during August 1975 and using ants
trC* QG-9020. Pour hundred ants were feel OIl 0.1 .1 p-32 solution per
100 ants on each of two days. Food was removed on the third day.
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Dava from alart
Retention of radiolabel by a group of 10 lugub~is workers. Non-radioactive honeywater
was provided on days 17 and 42 (arrowed). - - - - decay curve of P-32; • dead ant.
Thereafter, 25 labelled ants were mixed with 175 unlabelled ants, this
was repeated for 0 to 3 days starvation. The mixed ants were killed
after 24 hours, and placed on X-ray film, envelope unopened, on the side
marked "tube side" (KODIREX film, manufactured by Kodak, London). After
10 minutes the film was developed for three minutes in Kodak D19 developer
and fixed. In all cases (0 to 3 days starvation) 25 spots could be
clearly counted.
A repeat of this experiment, 0 days starvation, 25 labelled ants
mixed w1th 75 unlabelled ants, did show some transfer to unlabelled
individuals (i.e. more than 25 spots could be counted on the developed
X-ray film). It was thus decided that three days starvation, combined
wi th a 10 minute exposure on X-ray film was the best procedure to adopt.
Summary of the marking method.
(a) Samples of' ants were removed from nests. Sampling bias was avoided b7
sampling from various parts of the nest, including up to 0.5m into it.
(b) The sample. were hand-sorted and oounted s1multaneously.
(0) The ants were maintained in plastic basins and fed on radioactive
solution. 0.5 mei p-32 in 5 ml of 25 Percent honey-water solution a~
the rate of 0.1 III to eaoh 100 ants on each of 2 days (i.e. 1000 ants
received 1 .1 of radioaotive solution on each of 2 days), applied
to cotton wool as described above. On the third day, 1 .1 of
non-radioactive honey-water was applied to the wool to increase
availability of the radioactive .arking solution.
(d) On day 4 all food w.. removed.
(e) After three days starvation, ants were replaced on top of' the nest.
(f) 24 hours later, the nest was resampled aa in (a),
(g) handsoried as in (b),
(h) anaesthetized with carbon dioxide and autoradiographed for 10 ~nutes.
Although there was s(88 IIOnality at stage (h) JDOst of' the ants
survived and were released at the end of the experiment. Except for the
handaorting and cO\B'ltiDg (b and g) the .ethod w_ quick and straight-
forward. With practioe 1t was possible to process 600 anta per hour
through the slow stagea, aDd about 500 OIl each sheet of X-r&7 fi1JB.
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The ettect of marking on the subsequent behaviour ot marked individuals
is not always considered as it is often difficult to test. However
it was concluded in 4.2.5 that the P-32 internal marking treatment used
here did not affect the route tidelit7 ot P-}2 labelled ants. Skaite
(1968) has also reported that two speoies ot ants were apparently not
atfected by high doses ot X-rays and rad1oiod1de treatment.
4.6.3 RESULTS
(a) Fo~~estlmates
Table 4.11 gives details of the numbers marked at eaoh nest, the
DWDbers of "recaptures", the forager estimate of the route on which the
ants were raarked (ni-route"), and its standard deviation. Forager
estimates based on other available data are also given in this table.
The total route-forager population was extrapolated from the estimate
tor the marked route on the basia that the average traffic tlow on each
route is proportional to the forager population ot that route. Thia
assumption seems justified by the linear oorrelation betweeD average
route traffio per five minutes and route forager-population estimate
on all route. studied (figure 4.24).
(b) Colo~-size estimates
~able 4.12 gives the numbers marked, the number of recaptures, the
colon7 population estimate and its standard deviation for each ot the
tive nests studied.
(c)
An estimate ot the number of worker pupae present in the nests on
19.VII.1975 was obtained tor tour ot the tive nests, as tollowsl all the
brood in the accessible part of the nest was quickly removed into a
basin. The total vol\IDe ot the brood was obtained using a canister
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Table 4.11 Estimation of forager numbers by the capture-mark-recapture method. The reference numbers are as used
in figure 4.21, and other terms are explained in the text.
TOTAL 5-MIN ROUTE! REFEREr~ct
A
NEST M 11' n N-route S.D.(%) FORAGERS COUNT YEAR NUMBER
--
*J 250 42 413 2407 345 (14.3) 10 465 41.3 1; 1975 1
A 325 16 75 1453 302 (20.8)} 59.0 5; 1974 2
A 375 10 148 5080 12 988 74.0 1; 1974 31411 (27. 7)
*1 200 18 287 3032 655 (21.6) 6 906 71.7 1; 1975 4
C 555 100 1032 5676 534 (9.4) 24 895 103.2 1; 1974 5
.... D 900 136 1079 7094 564 (7.9) 38 345 107.9 1; 1974 6~
....
E 375 50 1234 9081 1233 (13.6) 34 011 137.1 1; 1975 7
*H 400 53 1517 11 244 1489 (13.2) 27 159 151.7 1; 1975 8
B 500 91 2012 10 940 1108 (9.9») 182.8 I-A; 1974 9
B 500 141 4212 14 834 45 357 382.9 I-B; 1974 101220 (8.2)
B 569 77 2402 17 530 1940 (11.1) 64 686 240.2 1; 1975 11
*F 1000 168 3252 19 249 1437 (7.5) 59 594 325.2 1; 1975 12
*G 750 135 4601 25 379 2136 (8.4) ** 460.1 **; 1975 13
* Further data on these nests are given in tables 4.12 and 4.13.
** Data from two routes considered simultaneously •
...'~u__
11
r .0.94
-y • 51.27X + 1080.61
42
5-min count
100
Figure 4.24 The relation.hip be~een route foraaer e.timat. and avera.e
total five-minute count. The point. are .hovn t S.D•• and the reference
numher. are .. liven in table 4.10.
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Table 4.12 Estimates of five lUgub~8 colony populations using
the capture-mark-recapture method. The terms are explained in the text.
NEST M A (X)n 1D N S.D.
------------------------------------------------------------------
F 1646 1294 29 71 052 12 613 (17.8)
G 1486 2265 84 39 615 4 191 (10.6)
H 893 2124 54 34 502 4 551 (13.2)
J 946 1067 55 18 042 2 326 (12.9)
I 785 648 51 9 797 1 291 (13.2)
------------------------------------------------------------------
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(0.57 litre in volume) and this was multiplied by the total count of
brood in a representative canister-full of brood at each site. At nest
F the brood was not concentrated into a single large "brood centre" -
as at the other four nests, nor was it on two other occasions during
the next fortnight, and no brood estimate was obtained for this nest.
The results obtained are part of table 4.13.
(d) General
The results of the forager, colony-size and worker-brood estimates
are brought together in table 4.13.
only five nests, some trends appear.
Even though the data are based on
The percent foragers seems fairly
consistent at each nest, though comparative data on similarly-sized
colonies of other species does not seem to be available. Lewis (1975)
recently suggested that foragers comprised only six percent of the total
colony population of Atta octospinosus (Reich), but it m~ be reasonable
to expect more "within" nest activity associated with the fungus gardens
of leaf-cutting ants.
The percent brood at four nests suggests a high brood ratio in
the smaller nests I and J, while tbe proportion of brood at the other
two sites was about balf of this. Both nests I and J were immature
nests during 1975 and did not produce alatae, whereas H and G both
produced alata•• There may be a high brood ratio in immature nests
which eventually levels off as the nests reach maturity.
4. 6.4 COMPARI~ON WITH PUBLISHED RESULTS
It is appropriate to consider these results in the light of
previously published studies. Published values for colony size in
FOrmica are given in table 4.14, wbere it can be seen that tbe species'
colony-sizes can be considered in two broad categories, those with less
populous colonies - up to a few thousand in population size, and those
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Table 4.13 Some population parameters of five lugubris colonies.
NEST: I J H G F
--------------------------------------------
colony estimate 9791 18 042 34 502 39 615 11 052
forager estimate 6906 10 465 21 159 25 319 59 594
worker brood 4536 6 648 5 170 7 590
*
percent foragers 10.5 58.0 78.7 64.1 83.9
percent brood 46.3 36.8 15.0 19.2
*
* • no data.
Table 4.14 Some colony size estimates of Formica spp.
SPECIES COLONY SIZE REFERENCE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
wood ants
wood ant.
exsectoidss
exsectoides
114 000 Forel (1874, quoted by
Yung 1900)
19 933 - 93 694 Tung (1900)
8229 (+ 11 queens) Andrews (1929)
41 326 (+40 queens)
. 231 103 (+1407 queens) Cory and Haviland (1938)
pallidejUlva nitidiventris 541 - 1050 Talbot (1948)
"incena" 107 - 1668 Talbot (1948)
.
pufa me lanotica e. 50 000 King and Walters (1950)
perpilosa 2000 - 3500 Schumacher and l"hit ford
(1974)
lugubM,s 9197 - 11 052 present study.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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with larger colonies, the wood ants and related species.
A complication arises when considering the colony size of wood an~
colonies, that of polycaly. This problem was avoided in this study
by choosing isolated nests for study. Many figures are mentioned for
colony-size in wood an~ literature, and it is often difficult to know
to what species they refer, whether ~o a polycalic oolony or to a single
nest, or, how they were estimated. Holt (1955) accepted an estimate
of 100 000 to 150 000 workers in a large wood ant nest on the basia of
a calculated 59 200 foragers in his large, isolated aquilonia study-nest.
(This figure was obtained using a different procedure to the CMR methods
used here.) Brian (1965, p.6) concluded from a literature survey that
wood ant colonies ranged up to }DO 000 workers.
Forel (1814, quoted by Yung 1900) estimated tile colony-size ot a
wood ant nest whioh he oNened moving site at 114 000, and suggested
that the colony-sizes of wood ant nests range from 5000 to 500 000 workera•
. Yung (loc. ci t.) dismissed the upper range as overestimates, though
it is quite possible that Yung and Forel studied different species.
Reference to the firs~ two graphs in Horstmann (1910) gives maximum
values of 16.4 and 8.2 foragers leaving and entering two different nests
of polyctena each second. Transformed ~o IIfive-minute count sit as used
here, this corresponds to 4920 and 2460 respectively. If the linear
relationship in figure 4.24 is assumed, this is approximately equal
to 121 000 and 260 000 foragers. In oomparison, ~he highest forager
estimate in table 4.11, that of nest B during 1915, corresponded to an
average total five-minute count of 889. Wellenstein (1913) mentioned
transplanting 150 to 200 litres of polyctena nest material, and estimated
480 000 ants to each 200 litres. It thus seems possible to reconcile
large estimates for some wood ants, especially flourishing polycalic
Rolyctena colonies, with lower estimates for other species.
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Yung's (1900) results are especially interesting. In total colony
counts of five wood ant nests, he obtained the following results:
19 933, 47 828, 53 018, 67 470, and 93 694. These results are very
similar to the estimates obtained here, and support the view that not all
wood ant species have equally populous colonies (Bodenheimer 1937).
4.1 COLONY LIMITS STUDIED BY RADIOISOTOPES
Investigations of food exchange between neighbouring ant nests
using radioisotopes include those on polyctena (G~sswald and K10ft 1958,
1963), Lasius minutus Emery (Kannowski1959b), Pheido1e megacepha1a (F.)
(Mortreuil and Brader 1962). This method can be UDed to elucidate
communication between nests in the absence of visable exchange of workers.
Internest route connections were rarely observed during this study and
were generally associated with nest-moving. Furthermore, it was
suggested in 3.5 that the nests were overdispersed and that absence of
polycaly was a possible explanation. Observations were made to obtain
further information on thi8 aspect ot lugubri8 biology.
The method followed here is that of G~sswald and Kloft (1963) except
that P-32 only, and not a mixture of P-32 and radioiodide was used.
The radiolabel was provided in four polythene tubes {15 x 10 mm) placed
at the nest perimeter and consisted of 10 ml solution of 25 percent
honey-water containing 0.4-0.6 mCi P-32. Study sites were chosen where
mounds occurred close together.
The first experiment was carried out in compartment 455 of
Kilcoran Wood (see map of site in figure 4.25) during July-August 1974.
Nest 455h received 0.5 mCi P-32. Samples of 25 workers were taken from
all the nests three and 10 days later and read on the Gas Flow meter, and
also on a Nuclear Chicago scintillation counter. Only nest 455i was
secondarily radioactive. This nest was evidently a daughter nest ot
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KC-455h and both attended aphids on the same tree.
Two sets of similar observations were made in Glengarra Wood during
August 1915. Figure 4.26 gives a map ot the sites and the arrows
indicate the direction of nest movements during early 1915. In
cOlDPafent 902 (figure 4.26a), 0.4 mCi P-32 was given to nest a.
Subsequent collections of ants fram the neighbouring nests yielded
radioactive ants at site b only - the abandoned site of colony a.
In canpartment 931, 0.4 mCi P-32 was given to nest f. Subsequent
collections showed that ants in site a were secondarily marked.
Of these three sets of observations, only in the last was there
any sign ot true polycaly. In this case, there was no evidence to
suggest that either nest was a daughter nest of the other, and neither
were they a single colony in the act of moving site. However, bearing
in mind that sites with adjacent nests were chosen, and the limited
extent of the observed transmission of the radiolabel between nests,
it seems that large-scale tood-exchange between nests is not common
in Irish lU8Ubris. This supports the suggestion that polycaly is not
comUlon in lugubris colonies here. These results contrast with other
work, e.g. G~sswald and Klott (1963) demonstrated transmission ot food
tor over 200 m within the constituent mounds of a polycalic polyctena
colony.
4.8 CONCLUSIONS
The observations on route fidelity demonstrated a convincing
route fidelity in lugubris, and yielded results very similar to those
obtained bl' Rosengren (1971) for!!!!! and ~llcteIl8:.. Rosengren suggested
that torager RF was enhanced as the season advanced. While this may
be so when individual nests are considered, the present results suggest
considerable inter-colony variation in RF, which is not associated
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with the time of year. The observations at the I-junction showed that
time had a significant, if not a great effect, on forager Hr. However,
fidelity even to the actual tree visited was remarkable for over a month.
Forager RF was apparentl7 unaffected by treatment with various
anaesthetics, and this is in agreement with earlier work on the
honeybee (Ribbands 19501 Simpson 1954). The unchanging nature of
forager site-fidelity in the absence of recruitment was well-demonstrated
by the experimental -removal" of an aphid treea the RF of foragers
attending aphids on this tree remained stable for three days.
Route fidelity can be considered as part ot fidelity to the actual
foraging site. Foragers return to these sites regularly and this
leads to "partitioningl' of the foraging grounds (Dobrzanslca 1958).
In contrast, Holt's (1955) study emphasized the apparent random nature
of wood ant foraging, which he nevertheless considered to be a stable
foraging system. Rosengren (1971), on the other hand, described an
almost unchanging tidelit1 to foraging site. The results described
here suggest a somewhat more changing foragiD8 strategy - a low RF (. 63)
was once recorded which may have been due to mass recruitment of
experienced foragers. Furthermore, the final destination ot the
torager routes were repeatedly changing in young 55 stands, whenever
the aphid Cinara piceae changed host trees. However, the route and
site fidelity did lead to the establishment ot stable foraging systems,
whose structures remained relatively unchanged tromyear to year.
There were no readily identifiable groups ot foragers associated
exclusively with prey- and honeydew-carrying. These conclusions concur
with those of Kiil (1934) for wood ants. However, the adult-carrying
behaviour observations did yield trends suggestil16 that adult carriere
were sllD1lar to a sample of ants taken trom the route, and that the
carried adults were akin to a sample trom the nest. While these
observations are as suggested in the literature (M&glich and H~lldobler
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1914) the behaviour as observed in Irish lugubris _seems sanewhat
aberrant I it was most commonly associated with route traff1c early
in the foraging season, but not, apparently, with inter-mound traffic.
This "random" t1Pe of adult-carrying behaviour may be a vestige of
other more "functional" behaviour, and it does not seem by have been
reported previously. It would be interesting to obtain reports of
adult-carrying behaviour in other monocalic wood ants. Adult-
carrying was also observed in the "conventional" nest-moving mode, and
on these occasions assumed much greater proportions (16 percent of traffio
on one occasion).
The observations made on foraging rhythms demonstrated that
temperature aocounted for much of the observed rhythmicity. Air
temperature was the best predictor of the n\Dber of foragers aD the
route. oThe numbers of foragers rose to a maximum at 24 C ground
temperature, oand ceased above 33 C. These resulta are very similar
to those of deBruyn and Kruk-deBruin (1912) for polYc~!~, and the
running speed/temperature response of 1~bri8 W&8 almost identical to
that reported by the same authors in polyctena. 'l'be very different
graph for ag,uilon1& (Holt' 8 1955 data) is interestiDB and difficult to
explain, the different method of temperature measurement used by
Holt (a blackened meroury thermometer) is unlikely to account for a
difference of this magnitude.
The proportion of prey items taken was greatest in the early part
of the day and the number of prey items was linearly related to ground
temperature. Hence, 1t appears that prey-htmting is 11111ted by
availability of prey items and is enhanced by temperatures which allow
greater agility. The calculated average foraging return jO\D"ne7 time
ot 3.93 hours allows 6.1 trips per day Per forager. The average dail1
intake ot food at nest C was about 14 000 prey i tGS and 55 g of
honeydew. lot all the pre7 items constitute individual animals a8
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many fragments are carried in to the nest. Various Diptera were the
major food items, though earthworms, spiders, and lithobiid centipedes
were also taken in large numbers. Honeydew gathering is undoubtedly
the major occupation of lugubris foragers since about 75 percent of
all loads were honeydew. The two most important honeydew sources were
Cinara pin! on SP and C. piceae on SSe
The captur~ark-recapture estimates of lugubris route-foragers
were linearly correlated with average traffic flow per five minutes
(r • 0.94), over the range studied. This suggests a certain consistency
in the estimation procedure, and the graph may prove useful in
providing quick forager estimates in future studies.
The method ot p-32 radiolabeling employed was adequate for the
present studies, though a development of the dipping technique would
be an advantage: large numbers of ants could be marked and released
within a few hours. Rapid detection by autoradiograPhY i8 a major
consideration in favour of the method used.
The results of the forager, worker-brood, and colony-size estimates
appear reasonable in the light of published estimates of other related
species, though they suggest that the colony-size of the nests studied
was much smaller than those estimates available for some species, e.g.
Rolyctena.
The results or the observations on the limits of colonies using
P-32 support a general field observation: polycaly (and also polygyny)
is rare among Irish lugubris colonies.
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Figure 5.1 Arbitrary identification numbers for the 10-km squares
from which aphids and myrmecophi1es are recorded. (Based on the
Irish grid.)
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Table, 5.1 The species of aphid attended hy lugubris in Ireland. Some biological notes are given, and the
locality numbers are those given in figure 5.1. • denotes a new Irish record.
SPECIES HOST PLANT FEEDING SITE LOCALITIES NOTES
Cinara pini (t.) Pinus sylvestris shoots and branches 3,4,5,6,7,8 common at all sites except
Killarney
C. piceae (Pz.)
*C. bogdanM (Mo rdv •)
2,4,5,7,8 common at all sites.
7,8 seen five times; Moore's Wood
and Woodford.
very common in Woodford.
common until June; not always
ant attended.
large colonies; only seen in
South Tipperary.
common in Killarney.
seen twice.
seen once.
seen once.
common in Killarney.
common in Killarney and Woodford.
one record of attendance.
one record of attendance.
one record of attendance.
7
2
7
7
2,,8
2
4,7
2,4,8
7
7
2
4.7
branches
branches and main stem
branches and main stem
young shoots
branches
branches
leaves
young shoots
young branches
leaves
leaves and young shoots
leaves and stem
leaves and stem
leaves
Picea sitcnensis +
P. abies
P1:cea sitchensis +
P. abies
*C. pilicornis (Htg.)' Picea sitchensis +
V' P. abies0\
I *C. koOhiana (BBrner) Larix d2cidua +
L. kaempe'Pi
*C. abietioola (Chol.) Abies procera
Lachnus roboris(L.) Que~CU8 petPaeQ
Eulachnus braevipilosus BBrner Pinus sylvestris
Minda:1'U8 abietinus Koch Abies p:r'Oce~a
$ymdobius oblongus (v.Heyd.) Betula pendUla +
B. pubescens
Thela:r:es dryophila (Schrk) Quercus petaea
Apl-zis ilieis Kl tb. Ilex aqu1:folium
A. fabaJJ-group Cirsium sp.
A. rubOlWn (Barner) Rubus fructiOOSU8
Chaitophorus beuthani(Borner) Salix sp.
in Canada, involving different Cinara spp. which were attended by
obscuripes and Dolichoderus taschenbe~ (Mayr).
The foll_1ng is a brief account of the more important speciesl
(a) Cinara pin! This species is the aphid most commonly attended by
lugubrisJ it is visited by foragers from most nests in South Tipperary
and was also seen in Galtee Wood, and Woodford. Small colonies are
usually formed at the shoot tips ot SP, though large colonies were
found during August 1915 on branches up to 50 DID diameter. Eggs hatch
during late April/first week in May and ant attendance begins
immediately. Egg laying begins during the last week of October and the
latest observed ant attendance was 3.XI.1974. This species was also
visited occasionally by MY!!ica ruginodis, Lasius niger and Formica leman14
(b) Cinara piceae Very large colonies (up to a metre in length on the
branch) of this aphid occurred commonly during 1974, though not as
commonly in 1975. The species produces large volumes of honeydew
which attracts flies and wasps in addition to ants. The only
observed large colony ot this species which was not attended by lugubris
was attended by Lasius fuliginosus. Egg laying began on 3O.X.1974, and
the latest observed ant attendance was on 15.XI.1974. Newly hatched
aphids were first observed on l6.IV.1975, aDd large numbers of alate
aphids appeared from the 19.VI.1975 on. Further observations on this
species are described in 5.1.2.
(c) Cinara kochiana Very large colonies (sClDe over a metre in length
on the branch) of this species occurred adjacent to nest MI-25Oa duri~
1974, but the colonies were not as extensive during 1975. The specie8
is generally present when larcb occurs near a lugubris nest and has never
been found away fram the nests.
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Of the other three Cinara spp. recorded in table 5.1, only
C. bogdanowi has been observed with a large colony. This was about
0.1 m in length, and occurred on the lower branch ot Picea abies in
Woodford on 15.IX.1915. C. abieticola has only been observed in
small numbers. C. pilicornis occurred trequently away fram lugubris_
nests, though it was always ant-attended near the nests. This species
torms small compact colonies near the tips ot young spruce growth.
Lachnus roborts was always present near the nests in Killarney, but
few observat10ns were made on this species.
Two other aphids recorded in table 5.1 merit consideration.
SymdobiuS oblongus was seen in Killarney on Betula pendu~, where it
was not COlllDon, and in Woodford, where it was abundant on 15.IX.1915.
Small colonies ot this aphid occurred an young shoots ot Betula pendula
and B. pUbescens, and were attended by foragers from all four Woodford
l~br1s nests. Although both these host trees occur in South
Tipperary,' this aphid has not been seen there. ~his 1l1c1s on
11e% aquifolium was attended by ~bris in Killarney and 1n Woodford.
Th1s aphid was tound 1n Coolagarraunroe Wood near Olengarra, but 1t
has never been tound attended by lugubris in South Tipperary. However,
neither ot these aphids are obligatorily an~attended, though they
are relatively important as honeydew sources 1n Killarney and Woodford.
The adelgids Adelges coolel! (Gillette) on Pseudotsuga menziesi1
and P1neus pini (kacquart) on Pinus sylvestris were seen in Glengarra
and Moore's Woods but they were not attended by lueubr1s, as they were
not near the nests. Adelges sp.(laric1s Vallot?) on Larix decidua
was attended dm-ing 1915 by two nests in Kilcoran Wood. The route
fran one of these nests, Ie-441 a, was the longest observed during this.
study (over 220 • long). A low route fidelity was also recorded
(figure 4.2) at this site and this may have been caused by recruitment
to the ad elg ids.
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Nixon (1951) and Way (1963) have reviewed the extensive literature
on ant-aphid relations and Stary (1966) reviewed ant-aphid-parasite
relationships. They concluded that one of the benefits which accrues
to the aphid, was a disturbance, if not actual removal of a potential
predator or parasite. These brief observations can be reportedl
(a) Predaceous syrphid larvae were frequently seen among lugubris-
attended Cinara piceae, and did not appear to be disturbed by the ants.
(b) Although Heinerobius and Chryso;ea (Neuroptera) adults occur frequently,
their aphidophagous larvae have not been seen amongst ant-attended
aphids.
(c) A large population of Cinara pilicornis appeared on Picea abies
in Rehill Wood, which has no lUgubris colonies, during June 1975
and these were preyed upon by a large number of the aphidophagous larvae
of the coccinellids, Coccinella 1-puncta~L. and Adalia 1D-punctata L. t
e.g. 35 coccinellid exuviae were counted on one 1.5 m tree. A similarly
large population of C. pilicornis in nearby Glengarra Wood, which
were attended by lueubris, was not attacked by coccinellids to the
same degree, and may thus have gained some protectioa DY ant attendance.
(d) Of all the Cinara spp. in table 5.1, the only species in which
parasitized "mwmnies" were observed was C. pini, and there was a very
low level of parasitism. Lachnus roboris is "completely free of
parasites" (StarY 1969).
Many authors, including Pontin (1958) have reported the predation
of aphids by ants. Some C. piceae and C. pin! apterae and a large
number of the June alates of C. piceae were taken as lugubris prey.
Many of the remaining alates had their wings damaged by the ants.
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5.1.2 OBSERVATIONS ON CINAR! PICEAE
Cinara piceae occurred in large numbers on seven year old SS near
nest MW-261a during 1974 and 1975. These SS were planted alternately
in an SS/PC mixture and occurred over the entire non-shaded area in
figure 5.2. This figure also gives details of neighbouring tree stands.
The nest has been present at this site at lea. five years, and probably
for longer than the young SS/PC stand. Observations were made to
(a) discover the number and distribution of aphid trees and (b) see if
the aphid colonies had any detriiDental effect on the growth of SS.
(A map of the route system of this nest was g1.ven in figure 4.la)
An identification number was attached to each of the 287 young
SS trees. During three observations (end.X.1914, 21.IV.1975 and
23.IX.1975) a total of 51 trees were observed with C. piceae. Of these,
45 (. 19 percent) lay within an arbitrarily chosen radius of 13 II on
one side of tho nest, and to the west of the drain on the other side of
the nest (these trees will be referred to as the "inside" trees, and
all tho others as the "outside" trees). There were a total of 81
inside trees and 206 outside. The remaining aphid trees (11) were
scattered throughout the outside trees, and extension of the 13 II
radius by a rew metres would include many non-aphid trees. At least
four of the 11 aphid trees occurring outside the boundary were isolated,
non-Iugubris attended and with very small aphid colonies.
Canparison of the route system map (rigure 4.1a) with figure 5.2
shows another characteristic of ~ceae/lugubris interactions when
C. piceae occurs on young 55 - the most frequently observed case, it
tends to be present on many trees in a close circle in the nest vicinity.
This g1ves rise to a syst_ of many short routes. Furthermore,
C. piceae frequently migrates trom tree to tree (apterae were otten seen
wallc1ng on the ground). As a consequence, the lUsubr}..s route system
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Figure 5.2 Map of the study area adjacent to nest MW-267a. The white area is occupied by
seven year old SS/SP, and the 13 m diameter and drain delimit the area where most
of the aphid trees occurred. Neighbouring tree stands and their heights are
indicated. "o.s." is an old site, last occupied over five years ago.
is constantly changing in this type of habitat. This contrasts with
the long, branched system of routes seen in pine stands associated with
C. pini. Here, the routes are perennial, and frequently completely
cleared of debris for 20 m or more from the nests.
Wellenstein (1973) reported the annual height increment for 10 years
of pine trees in the vicinity of an artificially founded polyctena
nest. He showed that the trees near the nest had a much smaller
increment than those farther away. This difference was caused by the
increased population of aphids near the nest.
Such a long-term approach was not feasible in the present study.
However, all the 55 trees' heights were measured and tested to see if
there were differences in actual height between trees nearer the nest and
those further away. Three different pairs of samples were taken and
compared by t-tests (table 5.2).
Test 11 all inside trees (sample 1) compared to all outside tree.
(sample 2),
Test 2. all 57 aphid trees (sample 1) compared to all other
trees (sample 2),
Test 31 all 57 aphid trees (sample 1) compared to all non-aphid
outside trees (sample 2).
While a significant result was obtained in test 1, the other two tests
were not significant.
5.2 KYRMECOPHlLES
Consequently, the results are inconclusive.
Records of the myrmecophiles found in the lygubris nests are given
in this section. These species correspond to the ".ctos~bionts" of
WilsOl1 (1971, p. 390)1 "those organisms that live on or among their
hosts" • Donisthorpe, 8 (1927b) classic study remains the major review
in this field for Britain and Ireland.
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Table 5.2 Comparisons of the heights of young Sitka Spruce with and
without colonies of Cinara piceae. See text for explanation.
TEST
1
2
3
SAMPLE 1*
1.72:tO.44
1.88! 0.49
1.88:t 0.50
~AMPLE 2*
1.94:t 0.50
1.86:t 0.49
1.91 :t 0.49
t
3.85
0.18
0.39
p
<0.001
>0.8
>0.6
* • mean tree height (m) :t S. D.
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The term myrmecophile is used here in the broad sense of animals
occurring regularly in ants' nests. Wasmann's classification of
myrmecophiles (def'initions trom Wilson 1971, p.390) provides a useful
indication of' the extent of ~ecophilYI
1. Symphilesl "true" guests•••accepted to some extent by
their hosts as though they were members of the colony.
2. Synoeketesl primarily scavengers and predators, are ignored
by their hosts.
3. Synectransl scavengers and predators••• treated in a hostile
manner by the social insects among whom they live.
4. ~ and end~parasitesl organisms whose parasitic behaviour
is not normally distinguishable tram that ot similar species
that prey on non-social insects. (This category is not
considered further here.)
Records of' three lugubris myrmecophiles were provided by Bouskell
(1905) tram Caragb Lake, and Collingwood (1959, 1965) recorded
myrmecophilous beetles trom the lugubris nests at Woodtord and the
aquilonia nests at Churchill, county. Armagh (referred. to as "Armagh" here).
At various times during this study, samples of nest material were
sorted on a large white plastic tray. In addition, five nests (the
same nests on each occasion) were sampled monthly (April to September)
during 1975 to ensure adequate coverage of the active season. Beetles
were identified by reference to Joy (1932). Dr P.M. Hanmond has
checked the identity of' a series of' the stapbylin1ds and the
8cydmaeDid, and identified Sipalia circellaris. The spiders were
identified using Locket and Millidge (1953), the millipedes usine
Blower (1958) and the pseudoscorpion using Evans and Browning (1954).
Table 5.3 gives a list of the myrmecophiles so tar recorded tram
Irish wood ant nests, and the localities at whieb some of these specie.
were found during the present study. Three ot these species, Hotothecta
anceps, Sipalia c1rcellaris, and Thyreostenius biovatus are new
Irish records.
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Table 5.3 Records of myrmecophiles associated with wood ants in
Ireland. The "Armagh" records were taken with aquiZonia, and all the
other records are from Zugub~s localities. The locality numbers are
those given in figure 5.1.
SPECIES PREVIOUS RECORDS* PRE SENT STUDY
(localities)
others (d)
others (d)
Armagh (c)
Caragh Lake (a)
43,7,8
2,3,7,8
2,3,7,8
2,7,8
2,3,5,7,8
2,3,5,7,8
2,5,7,8
3,4,5,7,8
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
.7,8
7
Woodford and Armagh (c)
Caragh Lake (a),Armagh(c)
Caragh Lake (a), Armagh (b)
Woodford, Armagh (b,c)
Armagh (b), others (d)
Armagh (b), Woodford (c)
Armagh (c)
STAPHYLINIDAE
Oxypoda forrmicetiaoZa ~rk.
O. haemor-r-hoa Mann.
ThiasophiZa arzguZata Er.
Nototheata flavipes·Gr.
N. anoops Er.
Othius my~aophiZus Kies.
Quedius braevis Er.
SipaZia air-aeZZ~s Gr.
Atheta taZpa (Heer)
SCYDMAENIDAE
Steniahnus aoZ~s (MUll.)
RHIZOPHAGIDAE
Monotoma aoniaiaolZis Aube
M. angustiaoZZis Gy11.
CHRYSOMELIDAE
CZyt~ quadripunatata L.
PTILIIDAE
Aarot~ahis montandoni(A11. Armagh (c)
Ptenidium sp. (pusi ZZum (Gy11.)?)
DIPLOPODA . I .
Proter-oiulus fUsaus(Am Stein)others (d)
CYZind~iuZus punatatus(Leach)others (d)
PSEUOOSCORP lONE S
others (d)Neobisium musaorum (Leach)
ARANEAE
ThyPeostenius biovatus O.P-Camb. 1-
Hahnia haveoZa Simon others (d)
8
5,7,8
7
*(a) • Bouske11 1905; (b)· Collingwood 1959;
(d) • other non-myrmecophilous records.
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(c) • Collingwood 1965;
Donisthorpe (1927b) classified all of the beetles, except
Quedius brevis and Sipalia circellaris, recorded in table 5.3 as
synoeketesl Q. brevis was classified as a synectran. Sipalia
circellaris was not included in bis list, but it is "an almost ubiquitous
woodland litter species" in Britain (P.K. Haumond, personal communication).
No "true guests" or s,mphiles have been recorded with wood ants in
Ireland.
The presence of adult ~ecophiles in different months,
irrespective of year, is &hOlm in figure 5.3a and an indication of
their relative abundance is given in figure 5.3b, which is based on
the number of neat samples, out of a total of 62, in which a positive
record was obtained for each species. Some species, notably
Thiasophila angulata and the millipedes, are present as adults
throughout tbe active season. However, in other species, such as
Othius myrmecophil us, tbere does aeem to be an indication of bivol tinislD.
In support of this sugge.tioD, .any staphylinid larvae (unidentified)
were noti ced in some of tbe Kay-June samples. This observation may
account tor the apparent absence ot some species as adults at this time.
ThyreosteJ!1us biovatus adults were present in the upper (sampled)
part of the nest from mid-Hay to mid-September. However, they appear
to overwinter in the depths ot the nestz on 31.1.1974, five adult
temales and a n\lDber of juveniles were discovered in nest Ke-458a, at
a depth of O.Baa among overwintering~~ workers (a single adult
Notothecl~~cepswas also taken on this occasion). Spider cocoons,
presumably of Thyreostenius bave been seen on the walls ot old decayed
nest galleries during late June. IlaDy juveniles appeared in the samples
after mid~uly.
Tbia8~ila ~~ata and Cylindroiulus punctatus were the most
frequently encountered species. Donisthorpe (1927b) noted tlie frequent
occurrence or Proteroiulus fusc'!! and Blaniu~ guttulat'!,! (Bose) in
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I'1gure 5.~ (a> The occurrence of adult myrmecophiles in month17 samples trc. April to
October and considering all years. (b) The number of samples, 1I&Xim\D
poss1ble 62, in which each specie. .as recorded.
wood ant nests. The latter species, though common in Ireland, has not
been seen in 1~br1s nest material, whereas C3lindr~~ulus pun~ta~,
which was not mentioned by Donisthorpe (1927b), often occurred in large
numbers. Only a single pseudoscorpion was recorded. The isopods
On1scus ase!.!!!! (1,.) and Porce~!.i.!L!.ca't!~ (Lat.) occurred on a few
occasions. White collembolans, possibly Cyphoderus albinos (Nicolet),
occurred in large numbers in a fev nestsl localities 1 and. 8.
In addition to the species for which no specimens were recorded
in table 5.3, the following species' absence can be notedl
Fo~caxenus nitid~~ (Nyl.), Cocc~nella divaricata Olivier, and
Platyarthrus hoffman~ (Brandt). The first bo of these speices
have not been recorded from Ireland, but are well-known from wood ant
localities in Britain (Donisthorpe 1921a, p.261). Although
Platyarthrus is often found with other ants in Ireland, it was not
found in South Tipperary, it bas been recorded with wood ants in
Britain (Donisthorpe, loc. cit.).
Two species of ants occurred in~~~ nest materiall a populous
colony of Myrrnica ruginod1s occurred in the side of nest XC-431d,
and Leptothorax acervorum colonies were found twice 1n the nest material.
Presumably, these three instances are examples of plesiobiosis -
"rudimentary consoc1at1on (When) different ant species nest very close
to each other, but engage in 11ttle or no direct conmwUcation"
(Wilson 1911, p.351). Don1sthorpe (1921b, P.SO) reported that
L. acervorum colonies"often occur" in nests of wood ants. Observations
were also made of encounters between~~ and ~acervorum workers.
at the census point shown in plate 5. At this point, a ~b.!:!!.
route passed over a timber "bridge" which contained a colony ot
L. acervorum. Whenever a lugubris forager approached wi thin c. 10 DB
of a ~ acervorum worker, the latter pressed itself to the substrate
and ceased moving in a "death feigning" posture. This behaviour was
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repeatedly observed, and L. acervo~ workers were never seen attacked
by~~~ These observations are interesting since other
Leptothorax species are known (Wilson 1911, p. 311) to form xenobiotic
relationships - where " one species lives in the walls or chambers ot the
nests ot the other and moves freely among its hosts" (Wilson 1911, p.351).
with other ants.
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1. Formica lugubris Zetterstedt is now known in four Irish vice-
counties, viz., North Kerry, South Galway, South Tipperary and
Limerick, but it was not found in four other vice-oounties where it
was previously recorded. It is only cODlDon in South Tipperary and
most of the observations described in this thesis were made in this
area. The distribution pattern is difficult to explain and it seems
better to leave open the question of whether the speoies is indigenous
to Ireland.
2. Above-ground activity ocours fram late-Februa~ to mid-November
and foraging begins in April. Inter-nest battles were observed in
May of 1973 and 1974 between the same two neighbouring nests, and one
of the nests was destroyed on the second oooasion.
3. Most active nests produoed alatae of both sexes though a few were
noted with males only. Flights of alatae were observed on successive
June mornings at air temperatures above 17.50 C. A maximllD of 25-30
alatae took flight per minute. Internal thoraoic temperatures at
otake-off were 2-4 C warmer than ambient and this may have been due to
preflight wing-flapping behaviour. Although de-alate lugubri~ queens
were frequently seen around Formica lemani nests, and twice aotually
in 1emani nests, no further evidence was obtained to suggest colony
founding was by way of temporary social parasitism. It is concluded
that colony fragmentation is the more frequent mode of oolony founding.
It is also suggested that polygyny is rare sinoe no colony queen was
ever seen.
4. Foragers visit flowers in the early part ot the year. Distinct
routes were formed to Rhododendron RonticUID nectaries during 1974.
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5. A census of the nests in three plantation woods (total 1398 ha)
yielded the following nest densities (nests/100 ba)a 7.2, 9.9, and 32.1.
'!'he maximum observed density in one forestry compartment (15.2 ha) was
2.2 nests Per ha (0.0002 nests per m2).
6. A total of 112 nests were observed since 1973. Of these, 91 were
still alive in 1975 and 79 had remained at the same site. Hests were
abandoned at a rate of eight percent per annum, annual mortality was
nine percent and new nests appeared at c. five percent per annum. lest
abandoning was most frequent among small nests.
7. lest, tree, location, 8011, and vegetation variables were reoorded
at 184 nest sites. The results suggest that the nests are approximately
the same age as their overhead trees. Scots pine is the IDOst
important overhead tree, and 5i tka spruce is also important lmtil it
reaches thicket-stage canopy. lests are excluded by pure stands of
Pinus contorta, and few site. were associated with larch. lests
occurred OD slopes up to 340 (most frequently at 5-100 ), at soil
PI up to 7.1 (most frequently 3.6-4.0 ~ units), and up to the
artificial tree line (most frequently at 150-200 .. altitude). Site.
apparently occurred independently ot aspect.
8. Temperature profiles of Vaccini\D m,yrtillus, Calluna vulgaris, and
to a lesser extent, Pteridium aquilin\U showed that these plants
considerably arfect ground insolation. Light penetration to most
(68 percent) live nests ranged fran 80-100 percent, while 86 percent of'
abandoned sites occurred at light penetration of 70-90 percent.
9. Nearest neighbour analysis suggested that the 33 nest. found in one
compartment were overdispersed.
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10. Values obtained for route fidelity were usually in the range of
85-100. A sir~le low RF value of 63 may have been caused by recruitment
tram the marked route. There was considerable internest variation
in RF values which did not appear to be associated with the time of year.
Observations at the I-junction showed that RF diminished slightly, but
significantly, after a month. However, overall RF to individual trees
was 93 during this time. Absence from the routes for more than 14 days
had a slight, but significant, effect on forager RF. Exclusion from
an aphid tree for three days did not affect the RF of foragers.
Although based on low numbers, the data suggest that the following
treatments had no effect on BFa anaesthesia with carbon dioxide,
chloroform or nitrous oxide, and treatment with the phosphorus-32
internal marking method used in the capture-mark-recapture studies.
11. Observations on foragers paint-marked as honeydew- and prey-carriers
showed that these duties were not confined to specific groups of
foragers. Carrying behaviour of unknown function constituted 34
percent of returning route traffic in April and was less frequent during
the rest of the year. Biometric observations suggested that adult
carriers were similar to a random sample taken from the route, while
the carried adults were similar to a sample taken from the nest. Ot
the 100 pairs of AC/CA the carried adult was larger than its respective
carrier in only 10 pairs.
percent) during nest moving.
Carrying behaviour was more frequent (76
12. Foraging rhythms during four days were studied by making five-
minute counts every half-hour from dawn to dusk. The resul ts show
that temperature accounts for much of the observed variation in forager
numbers. The number of foragers rose linearly from 8.00 C to about
200 C, and reached a maximum at 24oC.
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oAbove 27 C ground temperature
the number of foragers declined rapidly.
ground temperature.
Foraging ceased above 330 C
13. Foragers passed randomly in both directions during observations
made in August. Observations on paint-marked individuals suggest
that an average return foraging journey lasts 133 minutes, and that this
is followed by 103 minutes spent in the nest. Running speed of
lugubria is linearly affected by ground temperature, and the response
graph is similar to that for polyctena, though different to that reported
for a.quilonia.
14. Meteorological data suggest an average of 3333 work hours per
year ( ~ 139 days) above 8.5°C. Hence a nest with 25 000 foragers
(9.1 percent prey-gatherers and 14.5 percent honeydew carriers) collect
6
approximately 2.05 x 10 prey itEmS and 16 kg of honeydew per annum.
Diptera were the most frequently taken prey items.
15. Forager and colony-size estimates were made by the captur~rk-
recapture technique. Forager estimates of five nests (sample marked by
paint) ra.nged from 6906 to 59 594, and colony-size estimates of the
same five nests (sample marked by internal phosphorus-32 label and
detected by autoradiography of carbon dioxide-anaesthetized ants) ranged
from 9191 to 11 052. Colony limits were also studied using
radiophosphorus, and the results suggested little internest communication.
16. The most important honeydew sources are aphids of the genus
Cinara occurring on various conifers. Cinara pini on Pinus sylvestris
and C. pieeae on both Picea sitehensis and P. abies are especially
important. Observations on C. picase suggest that this aphid's
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colonies are most frequent in a close circle near the lueubris nests.
Observations made to see if the aphids affected the tree height near
the nest yielded equivocal results. The nest myrmecophiles include
three new Irish records. All were synoeketes and no "true guests~
or symph1les, have yet been recorded with wood ants in Ireland.
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APPENDIX I
Specimens of FoT'T11iaa lugu1?M.s in the National Museum, Dublin.
The follo'Ning specimens of Fonllica lUs,·ubrL:;, all workers, are in the
collection of the National ~USeUlJ, Dublin. lIot\Js from the lluseum
Accession Book are bi.ven in parentheses:
1. Killli}'ney / 151-1905 / ~ fide H.St.J.K.D. l F. lw;ubris det.
e.A. Collin&'V/ood.
2. Killarney / 151-1905 /
(Accession No. 151-1905: given by Royal Society. Killarney, ~y­
June 1905. colI. J.N. Halbert.)
3. Killoudhrum, Co. W~ford 110-1896 /
(AccesGion No. 110-1896: presented by C.B. Uoff~t on 31.VI1I.1896.)
4. Devils Glen / 8.VI.21 A.W.S. / 126-1921 /
5. Devils Glen / 5.VI.21 / 126-1921 /
(Accession Ho. 126-1921: ColI. of Hyr.lonopteru from Cos. Dublin and
Wicklow. A.W. Stelfox. ~ay and June 1~21. uostly collected in
neiVlbour'hood of ~~lahide and Ratlli~ew or Jicklow.)
6. Devils Glen Co.WI A.W.S. 30.111.29/
7. Woodford 288-1901 /
8. Woodford 288-1901 / £l4!:. / tide H. St.J .K. Do /
(Accession 110. 288-1901:::011. J.N. Halbert for Flora and Fauna
COOII1ittee.)
9. Woodford S.Galwuy. R.A.P. June 1922 /
10. Russeloto~l Wood, Kilmacowma, Co. WA July 1927 colI. F.G. MeaGher /
APPENDIX II
NEST-SITE VARIABLES
The account of the nest site habitat in 3.3 was based on the data
matrix reproduced in this appendix. The values for each nest occupy a
single row of the table and the variables are given in this format.
VARIABLE
WOOD
I.D.
ALIVE?
ACTI'a'?
!BAND?
DIAMFl'ER
SPRUCE
PC
SP
LARCH
TREE BT
CANOPY
TREE AGE
ASPECT
SLOPE
ALTITUDE
INTERPRETATION
1 • lCilcoran Wood, 2. Glengarra Wood, 3 • Moore's
Wood, 4 • Rossbog lood, 5. Boulakennedy Wood,
6 • Oaltee Wood, 7. Shanrahan Wood,
8 • Kilballyboy Wood.
Neat identification number.
1 • alive, O. not occupied.
1 • active, 0 • not active.
1 • abandoned, 0 • not abandoned.
Best diameter in am.
1 • present, O. absent.
1 • present. O. absent.
1 • present, O. absent.
1 • present, O. absent.
Tree height in metres.
Canopy an 1 - 5 scale. (see 3.3)
Tree age in years.
Aspect in degrees.
Slope in degrees.
Altitude in metres.
contd.
VARIABLE
SOIL PI
SOIL-C
SOIL-H20
INTERPREn'ATION
Soil PI in pH units.
Soil organic carbon in arbitrary units.
Soil water as percent at wet weight.
kOLINIA Kolinia caerulea
CALLUNA Calluna vulgaris
ULEX ~ spp.
ERICA Erica cinerea
Pl'ERIDIlIM Pteridium aqu11inum All recorded as
11055 1I088es + liverworts + lichens cover per .2.
BARE Bare groWld
VACCINIlIL Vaccinium myrtillu8
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APPENDIX III
AN ANT COUNTER FOR WOOD ANT OOlITES
The ant counter described here was developed in co-operation with
Kr V. Neff, of the Department of Biochemistry. Although it was not
used in this project, some of the ideas may have other applica'ions.
As pointed out in 4.4.1, an ant counter, or a calibratable recorder
of some sort, is required to obtain long-term activity records ot
wood ants. DeBruyn and Kruk-deBruin (1972) used pitfall traps with
a time changing mechanism, which was limted to changing the traps
every two hours. However a photocell circuit seemed to offer better
possibilities of more frequent counts.
Siddorn (1962) and Stradling (1968) have used photocell counters
successfully to count the foragers fram laboratory colonies of ants,
and Dibley and Lewis (1972) designed a counter which gave records for
up to 80 days on leafcutter-ant trails in Trinidad. The present ciI'cuit
is a modified form of that used by Stradling (1968), and is similar to
the circuit used by Dibley and Lewis (1972) and another suggested
by Long (1968) for countins revolutions of wind vanes.
The circuit used is given in appendix rieure 1. All the components
are readily available and inexpensive. The "P.O. counter" is a
British Goverrunent-surplus telephone counter and it i8 necessary to
purchase a few to obtain one of auitable coil resistance (more than 200 ohm).
This circuit worked .ell under laboratory conditions using a flashlight
bulb as a light source.
Under field conditions, it was necessary to place the light receptor
and light source so that passing ants broke the light beam. Since
flat surfaces were necessary, a number of boards were placed across
suitable routes at different nests. The ants wer~ slow to accept these
and some of the "bridges" were circumvented by the ants. However a
few "bridges" already in use by ants were suitable, and one of these
on route 1 ot nest Ke-440g (nest C in chapter 41 see plate 5. and section
4.4.1) was used to test the ant counter.
'!'he counter and light source was powered by two 6 Y rechargeable
cells. The set-up for field use is shown in appendix figure 2. The
light source was enclosed in a sealed container and a light-conducting
lead (CROi~ 1610 manufactured by Fibre Optics Suppliers, P.O.Box 702,
Appendix figure 1: Circuit di_lr. of the at counter.
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ARpendix filure 2: Diqr. of the at counter in po.itiOD.
London W10 6SL) was used to form the light beam on one side of the
ant route. The light beam was carefully alligned witb another
CROFON lead to the photocell, also contained in a separate sealed
conta.iner. Each time the light beam was broken a count was registered.
Best results were obtained by shading the light leads from direct
sunlight with a black polythene sheet. This did not disturb the ants.
A maximum gap of 15-20 DID between the light source and receptor leads
was possible with the present circuit. The ants were guided through
the beam by funnel-ahaped baffles, which were coated with FLUON to
prevent the ants from climbing over tbem.
The counter was calibrated on route 1 of ICC-440g and ruri on
5.X.1974 in conjunction wit~ the day's observations described in
4.4.1. Consequentl~ direct comparison is possible between electronicany
counted (continuous for the entire observation) and observer counted
(a five-minute count ot ant. in both directions every half-hour) foraging
traffio.
The calibration of the counter is given in appendix figure 3&.
The percent efficiency was calculated as
number counted by the ant counter x 100
actual number
In each case the observer counted the actual number of ants passing
While the counter registered 100. At the traffic rates shown, the
counter was quite consistent and recorded about 70 percent of passing
traffic.
The record produced by the counter, and that of the observer is
given in appendix figure 3b, where it can be seen that quite similar
trends are evident (the counter data in this figure was not corrected
by the calibration factor). However, when darkness fell, it was
evident that the foragers were attracted to the light beam and, by
walking backwards and forwards, produced spurious results. An attempt
to introduce a red filter to the light source, ainoe ants are insensitive
to red light, was not sucoessful due to the li.mits of the cirouit, a.nd
this probl_ was not overoome.
APPEIVIX REFERENCES are included with the references of the
main text.
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APPENDIX IV
MAPS OF THE STUDY AREA
The maps accompanying this thesis are folded in a pocket on the inside
of the back cover.
MAP 1
-
Map of the South Tipperary district, with the boundaries of the Forest
and Wildlife Service woodlands shown in heavy line. The woods mentioned
in the text can be located by the following numbers:
1, Ballinacourty; 2, Rossbog; 3, Moore's; 4, Ba11ydavid;
5, Ki1coran; 6, Boulakennedy; 7, G1engarra; 8, Ga1tee;
9, Kilba11yboy; 10, Shanrahan. (Scale 1:63 360)
MAPS 2, 3, 4
Maps of the study woods showing the nests known up to autumn 1975.
Compartment numbers are given. Nests known prior to 1974 have been
allocated a letter and were included in the nest site survey of chapter 3.
Map 2: Moore's Wood;
Map 3: Ki1coran Wood;
Map 4: G1engarra Wood.
(scale 1:10 560)
A. The FoI1Dica rufa record in the Halid8.1')IS Catalogue of Irish
Insects. The text reads "COOIIlOD near Clara - Wicklow Ie its hills
by the river, iareide A.F. Annamoe. Rosabehy W.Cl. coll....
The symbol E9 means Haliday considered the species as "certain17
Irish".
B. Sunning clusters of Formica lugubris OIl nest 1IW-268a, spring 1974.
c. Adult-carrying behaviour of Formica lugubris. AC. adult carrier,
and CA • carried adult (aee overlay).
Ac
PLATE 2
A, Bt C Three of the five neats whose total foragers aDd colon¥
size were estimated using the captur~rk-recapture
technique. (Scale. 0.5 m)
A. Dest F (Ke-451a)
B. Dest a (Ke-441a)
c. nest H (Ke-452a)
AB
PLATE ~
A, B Two of the five nest. whoae total forager and colonJ
size were estimated using the captur~ark-recaptur.
technique. (Scale • 0.5 m)
A. nest J (GG-9}6b)
B. nest I (GG-9}6d)
C Formica lugubris attending Cinar. pin1 Oft a young shoot of
Pinus sylvestris.
AB
PLATE It
A. Formica lugubril! attending Cinara p1ceae on the _in at. of
& 70ung Picea sitchensis.
B. The same, olose-up.

PLATE 5
A. Formica lugubris attending Cinara kochiana on Larix decidua.
B. Formica lugubris attending Cinara pilicornis an a young shoot ot
Picea sitchensis.
c. The census point, CP, CD route 1 ot nest C (KC-440g). The rout.
runs at the base of the wire fence. The ant COW'lter (1) and
temperature reoorder (2) are shown in position.
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